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THE TREATMENT OF INDIANS IN THE ·UNION OF
SOUTH AFRICA
RESULT OF PROCEEDINGS DURING FIRST AND SECOND
REG ULAR SESSIONS OF ' THE G ENERAL ASSEMBLY,
1946 TO 1947
1. It will be recalled that on 8th December, 1946,
the General Assembly adopted a resolution eJ(:pressing
the opinion that the treatmen.t of Indians in the Union
had impaired toe friendly ·relations between India a~d
the Union, that this treatment should be brought III
conformity with the international obligations under the
agreements concluded between the two Governments
and the relevant provisions of the Charter, and that
the two Governments should report at the next session.
of the Assembly the measures adopted ~ this effect.
2. During the second session of the Assembly state
ments received from the two Governments were
considered by the Political and Security Committee.
The resolution adopted by this Committee reaffirmed
the resolution of 8th December, 1946; requested the
two Governments to enter into discussions at a round
table conference on the basis of that resolution without
any further delay and to invite the Government of
Pakistan to take part in such discussions; and
requested that the results of these discussions be
reported to the Secretary-General of the United
Nation.s for submission to the General Assembly at
its third session. When the vote on this resolution
was taken in the General Assembly on 20th November,
1947~ thirty-one members voted in. favour, nineteen
against and six abstained. The majority fell short of
the requisite two-thirds figure by three and the result
was that on this occasion the General Assembly failed
to make any further recommendations on the subject.
3. By a letter dated 12th July, 1948, the Indian
Representative at the United Nations requested the
Secretary-General to place the subject of the treatment
of Indians in the Union on / the provisional agenda
of the third session of the Assembly. He stated that
this treatment continued to be a serious violation of
the purposes and principles of the Charter on which
the United Nations was founded. He added that the
continuation by the South African Government of the
policy of racial discrimination against Asians and
other non-whites was clearly the result of an assump
tion by that Government that the failure of tlie General
As sembly to adopt an effective resolution on this
subject during its second session, constituted a tacit
approval by the United Nations of that policy. In.
order to uphold the basic moral principles of the
Charter and to prevent further deterioration between
the already strained relations between India and the
Union, it was necessary that the United Nations should
give the matter fresh and urgent consideration. If
the United Nations should continue to acquiesce in
the refusal of the Union to act on the General
Assembly resolution of 8th December, 1946, this would
amount to a denial of human rights and fundamental
freedoms , on purely racial grounds, to 'an important
section of the population of the Union of South Africa,
and would gravely undermine the prestige of the
United Nations, which ultimately depends on the
effectiveness with which its members carry out the
obligations which they have assumed under the Charter.
PROCEEDINGS DURING THE FIRST HALF OF THE THIRD
REGULAR SESSION, SEPTEMBER TO DECEMBER, 1948

General Committee
l. Mr. E. H . Louw, Leader of the Union Delegation
secured a hearing during the discussions on th(
allocation of agenda items in the General Committee
and on 22nd September protested against the inclusion
of the question of the treatment of Indians in South

Africa. Quoting Article 2 (7) of the Charter, Mr.
Louw argued that it would constitute a dangerous and
far-reaching precedent if the United Nations continued
to give the matter consideration. Mr. Louw pointed
out that the. present charges being made against the
Union went further than in 1946 and 1947, for India
was now speaking not only about South Africans of
Indian origin, but about all Asiatics and other non
whites in South Africa.
2. On the other side, Sir Benegal N. Rau of India
pointed out that the Assembly had twice discussed the
question despite arguments such as those advanced by
Mr. Louw and had twice passed resolutions on the
subject.
3. There being no formal proposal to exclude the
item, the Chairman, Dr. Evatt, stated that its retention
on the agenda would be recommended to the
Assembly.
(A summary of the above proceedings in the General
Committee is given as Annexure 1. For the verbatim
text of Mr. Louw's speech see page 9.)

Plenary Meeting vf General Assembly
1. At the plenary meeting of the Assembly on 28th
September, Mr. Louw restated his objections. He
asserted that the attitude of the Union Government
must not be regarded as a mere formal protest; on
the contrary," its standpoint on the jurisdiction issue
was very essence of its reply to the request of the
Government of India. Sir Benegal Rau again replied
to Mr. Louw's arguments.
2. Mr. Louw asked the President of the Assembly,
Dr. Evatt, for a ruling on the point whether placing
the item on the agenda at this stage in the Assembly's
proceedings would settle the question whether the
United Nations was competent under the Charter to
deal with th'e agenda item under discussion. The
President, citing Rule 110 of the Rules of Procedure,
laid down that if the item were placed on the agenda
it would go to the First Committee where any proposal
on the question of the competence of the United
Nations to deal with the matter would be open for
discussion. Any such proposal would have to be given
priority in the discussion.
3. Mr. Louw expressed satisfaction. with this ruling
and the Assembly then allocated the item to the First
Committee.
(A summary of the above proceedings in the General
Assembly is given as Annexure 2. For the verbatim
text of Mr. Louw's speech see page 11 .)
When the first part of the Third Session closed on
12th December, 1948, the First Committee had not
reached the Indian. item on their agenda. The matter
was therefore left over for consideration during the
second part of the session.
PROCEEDINGS DURING THE SECOND PART OF THE THIRD
REGULAR SESSION, APRIL TO MAY, 1949

First (Political and Security) Committee
1. Discussions began in the First (Political and
Security) Committee on 9th May, 1949.
2. Mr. Louw (Union. of South Africa) moved that
the Committee should discuss and decide upon the
matter of competence before the substance of the
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complaint was discussed. On this point of order he
asked for the floor first. After some procedural
discussion a vote was taken by show of hands and
Mr. Louw's motion was rejected by 33 votes to 7 with
10 abstentions.
3. Mr. Setalvad (India) was the first speaker. His
main argument was that human rights were being
violated in the Union of South Africa and that it
wa3 the responsibility of the United Nations to secure
respect for those rights in accordance with the terms
of the Charter and subsequent resolutions on the
subject. Mr. Setalvad submitted the following resolu
tion on behalf of the Government of India:

The General Assembly,
Having considered the communication made by the
Government of India to the Secretary-General of
the United Nations dated 12 July 1948,
Mindful of the preamble of the Charter and of
the provisions relating to the promotion of human
rights and fundamental freedoms contained in
Art~cle 1 (paragraph 3), Article 13 (paragraph 1),
Article 55 [sub-paragraph (c)], Article 56, Article 62
of the Charter,
Having regard to its resolution 103 (I) of 19
November, 1946, against racial persecution and
discrim:nation and resolution 217 (III) of 10 Decem
ber, 1948, proclaiming a Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, which entitles everyone to all the
rights and freedoms set forth in that Declaration
without distinction of any kind such as race, colour,
et cetera,
Recalling paragraphs 1 and 2 of its resolution 44
(T) of 8 December 1946.
1. Is of the opinion that the treatment of persons
of Indian and Pakistan origin in the Union of
South Africa is not in comformity with the rele
vant provisions of the Charter, the resolutions of
the Assembly and the international obligations under
the agreements concluded between the two Govern
ments;

2. Recommends that a Commission, composed of
representatives of three Members of the United
Nations. one nominated by India. one by the Union
of South Africa and one to be elected by the two
representatives so nominated, be appointed:
(a) To study the situation arising out of the treat

ment of persons of Indian and
origin in South Africa;

Pakistan

(b) To report to the fourth regular session of the

General Assembly the result of its study and
submit recommendations for the solution of
the problem.
4. Mr Louw (Union of South Africa) in replying,
explained that he did not intend to go into the "sub
stance of the matter. He wished to raise as an entirely
sep~rate issue the question of the competency of the
United Nations, in relation to Article 2 (7), to consider
the matter before it, and wanted a separate vote to be
taken on that issue. He stressed the importance of
the decision to be taken, not only for the Union, but
for all other powers who, not having the advantage of
the right of veto in the Security Council, looked to the
application of Article 2 (7) as their only protection.
Stating the Union's case, Mr. Louw pointed out that
in certain respects the Government of India's complaint
was a new one and the argument that the 1946 resolu
tion remained binding on the present Assembly there
fore fell away completely. Not only did India now
claim to intervene on behalf of all Asians and other
non-Europeans in the Union, but they had extended
their allegations to the effect that the Union was
guilty of violation of the purposes and principles of
the Charter and of a denial of human rights and

fundamental freedoms. After making this point Mr.
Louw examined the terms of Article 2 (7) and quoted
extensively from the record of the San Francisco
Conference in order to reveal the real purpose of the
provision and the intentions of the founders of the
United Nations when the article was drafted and
approved of. Dealing with the suggestion put forward
that fundamental human rights fall outside the oper
ation of Article 2 (7), Mr. Louw demonstrated that this
matter was specifically considered at San Francisco
and that the records of that Conference made it quite
clear that there was no intention to introduce the above
exception to the Article. Mr. Louw contended that
the United Nations was tending to move away from
the intentions of its founders. A basic principle of
tthe Charter was being undermined. The principle of
national sovereignty was being tampered with and the
smaller nations wo·uld be the ones to suffer. Mr. Louw
submitted a draft resolution calling upon the ' General
Assembly to decide that item 2 on its agenda was a
matter which was essentially within the domestic
jurisdiction of the Union of South Africa, and that it
did not fall within the competence of the Assembly.
In conclusion, Mr. Louw stated that he would not
participate in the discuss;on on the substance of the
Indian complaint, because such participation would
be an admission that the United Natons had the right
to interfere in the domestic affairs of a member state.
He would be present at .meetings without taking his
seat at the Committee table . Before the vote on the
question of competence, he would resume his seat to
reply to arguments on that issue and to cast his vote.
5. Of the 21 representatives who participated in the
ensuing debate. 12' were of the opinion that the
Assembly was . competent to consider the matter and
that Article 2 (7) had no application. These were the
U .S.S.R., Yugoslavia, Poland, Byelorussian S.S.R., Paki
stan, China, Philippines, Siam, Cuba, Ecuador, Uruguay
and the United States of America. The latter based
his view on the many references in the Charter to the
observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms .
Of the speakers who inclined towards tbe Union's
view, only the representatives of Denmark, Argentina
and France definitely stated their view that the Assem
bly was incompetent to deal with the matter. The
representatives of New Zealand and Belgium agreed
that there were grave doubts regarding the actual
scope of Article 2 (7) and that it would be advisable
to refer the matter to the International Court of Justice,
which was the only organ which could give a legal
opinion on the matter. The representative of Canada,
while agreeing that the Union was within its rights in
contesting the competence of the General Assemoly
in the question, felt that a distinction should be made
between the right of the Assembly to discuss the problem
under the terms of the Charter and its competence to
intervene. Nevertheless he thought the matter could
best be solved by the two governments employing
methods of their own choice. The representatives of
Australia, Peru and Greece, while avoiding a definite
statement of opinion, also feIt that discussion of the
merits of the case should be avoided and that the two
Governments concerned should rather be encouraged
to settle the dispute between themselves.
6. The draft resolution submitted by the Union of
South Africa when eventualli-put to the vote, was
rejected by 33 votes to 5 with 12 abstentions. Voting
was as follows:
In favour: Argentina, Brazil, Greece, Netherlands.
Union of South Africa.
Against: Venezuela. Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanis
tan, Byelorussian S.S.R., Chile, China, Columbia.
Costa Rica, Cuba, Denmark, Ecuador, Egypt,
Haiti, Honduras, India, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon,
Liberia, Mexico, Norway, Pakistan. Panama,
Philippines, Poland, Saudi . Arabia, Siam. Syria,
Ukrainian S.S.R., U.S.S,R., United States of
America, Uruguay,
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A bstaining: Australia, Belgium, Burma, Canada,
Dominican Republic, France, New Zealand,
Nicaragua, Peru, Sweden, Turkey, United King
dom.

7. The representatives who gave the Union varying
measures of support in its stand on the competency
issue, nevertheless felt that some solution to the issue
should be sought, either by agreement between the
two Governments concerned or by some form of
mediation. Two draft resolutions along these lines
were submitted.
8. The first of these, submitted jointly by the repre
sentatives of France and Mexico, provided, inter alia,
that the General Assembly should invite the Govern
ments of India and the Union of South Africa to enter
into discussion at a round-table conference, taking into
consideration the purposes and principles of the Charter
of the United Nations and the Declaration of Human
Rights and to call upon the Government of Pakistan to
take part in such talks.
9. The second resolution submitted jointly by the
representatives of Australia, Denmark and Sweden pro
vided, inter alia, that the General Assembly should
call upon the Governments of India and the Union of
South Africa to renew their efforts to reach an agree
ment, settling their dispute through a round table
conference or by other means, such as mediation and
conciliation; invite the two Governments to associate
the Government fo Pakistan in their efforts; and
request the President of the General Assembly and the
Secretary-General to render all assistance in bringing
the parties together, and, if the parties agreed, to
designate a mediator. After discussion the represen
tatives of Australia, Denmark and Sweden withdrew
this draft resolution, reserving the right to present
further proposals in the General Assembly.
10. The representatives of France and Mexico
accepted an Iranian amendment to their joint draft
resolution, by which the Governments of India, Paki
stan and the Union of South Africa were equally in
vited to enter into discussion.
11. The above representatives also accepted an
amendment by the representative of the Byelorussian
S.S.R., deleting the words "and the Declaration of
Human Rights".
12. The representative of Haiti submitted an amend
ment proposing the restoration of the words" and the
Declaration of Human Rights" in the joint draft reso
lution of France and Mexico. The amendment was
adopted by 20 votes to 18 with 12 abstentions.
13. The joint draft resolution of France.and Mexico
as finally voted on, read as follows:
The Genera>i Assembly,
Taking note of the application made by the
Government of India regarding the treatment of
people of Indian origin in the Unton of South
Africa as well as of considerations put forward
by the Government of the Union, and having
examined the ' matter,
Invites the Governments of India, Pakistan and
the Union of South Africa to enter into discussion
at a round-table conference, taking into considera
tion the purposes and principles of the Charter
of the United Nations and the Declaration of Human
Rights.

14. This resolution was adopted by 39 votes to 2
with 9 abstentions. The voting was as follows:
In favour: Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Egypt, France, Greece, Haiti, Honduras, Iran,
Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Pakistan, Panama,

Peru, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Siam, Sweden,
Syria, Turkey, United States of America, Uruguay,
Venezuela, Yemen, Afghanistan, Belgium, Brazil,
Burma, Canada, . Chile, Columbia, Costa Rica,
Cuba.
Against: Union of South Africa, Australia.
A bstentions: India, Poland, Ukrainian S.S.R.,
U.S.S.R., United Kingdom, Y:ugoslavia, Argen
tina, Byelorussian S.S.R., China.
15. The draft resolution submitted by the represen
tative of India (as set olit in paragraph 3 supra) was
adopted by 21 votes to 17, with 12 abstentions. The
voting was as follows:
In favour: Egypt, Haiti, India, Iraq, Iran: Lebanon,
Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland,
Saudi Arabia, Syria, Ukrainian S.S.R., U.S.S.R.,
Yemen, Yugos1a via, Afghanistan, Byelorussian
S.S.R., Chile, China.
Against: Denmark, Ecuador, France, Greece, Nor
way, Panama, Peru, Siam, Sweden, Turkey, Union
of South Africa, United Kingdom, United States of
America, Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil.
A bstentions: Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Repu
blic, Honduras, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Nicaragua, Uruguay, Venezuela, Burma, Canada,
Columbia.
16. The representative of Australia explained that
he had voted against the Franco-Mexican resolution
because of the re-insertion of the reference to the
Declaration of Human Rights. He felt that the parties
should have complete freedom in order to obtain the
best chance of success for their negotiations. The re
presentative of Greece expressed agreement with this
view. He had voted ,for the resolution, but hoped
that a separate vote on the amendment relating to the
Declaration of Human Rights could be obtained in
the Assembly as well.
17. The Indian and the Franco-Mexican resolutions
were accordingly included in the report submitted by
the First Committee to the General Assembly.
(A summary of the debate in Committee is given as
Annexure 3. For the verbatim text of Mr. Louw's
opening speech see page 15.)
PLENARY SESSION OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY.

1. The report of the First Committee was considered
by the Plenary Session of the General Assembly on
14th May, 1949.
2. Mr. Sarper (Turkey), Rapporteur of the First
Committee, explained that two resolutions were being
submitted without any specific recommendations for
the acceptance of one or the other.
3. Discussions in the Assembly to a large extent
covered the same ground as in the First Committee.
4. General Romulo (Philippines) made an earnest
appeal to the representative of India to withdraw his
draft resolution. Both the Indian and the Franco
Mexican resolutions sought to recommend a method
of conciliation. The latter suggested a less formal
method and therefore had the greatest chance of
success. Mr. Setelvad (India) admitted that this resolu
tion did not stand a chance of obtaining a two-thirds
majority. Being anxious to seek a practical and quick
solution to the problem, he was, therefore, prepared
not to press his resolution in favour of the FrancQ
Mexican resolution,
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5. Referring to the remaining resolution, Mr. Louw
(Union of South Africa) stated that. while marking a
tremendous advance compared with past resolutions.
it still entailed interference in the domestic affairs of
a member state. and he would not be able to vote for
it. He accepted the fact that the resolution had been
framed with the sincere intention of bringing the two
parties together. He would suggest. however. that the
inclusion of the words "purposes and principles of
the Charter of the United Nations and the Declara
tion of Human Rights "-and particularly the latter
could and would be interpreted as implying that in
the past the Union had not observed the principles of
the Charter and had violated fundamental freedoms.
The 1946 resolution had contained a similar impedi
ment in that it stated that the treatment of Indians
should be brought into conformity with agreements
concluded between the two governments and the rele
vant provisions of the Charter. Because of that
impediment the correspondence between Field Marshal
Smuts and Pandit Nehru had broken down. Mr.
Louw suggested that for a similar reason the discus
sions envisaged by the present resolution would meet
the same fate. Mr. Setalvad replied that his delega
tion attached . the greatest importance to the inclusion
of the words Mr. Louw had referred- to, because they
constituted a directive to the conference and stated the
fundamentals of the problem. If this directive and
these fundamentals were not to be found in the reso
lution. he felt compelled to state that his Government
would find it difficult to participate in discussions with
the Union.
6. Before proceeding to vote on the joint draft
resolution subinitted by the representatives of France
and Mexico. Mr. Louw made three requests: that the
two-thirds rule be applied; when the vote was taken,
the words "and the Declaration of Human Rights ",
the last six words of the resolution, be voted on
separately; and that a roll-call vote be granted.

7. The first and third requests were conceded. As to
the second. the Presipent of the Assembly. Dr. Evatt,
ruled that the six words in question could not be treated
as a separable part of the resolution and that therefore
rule 81 of the Rules of Procedure, which provided for
a separate vote on parts of a proposal, had no
application. Only a motion to omit the words referred
to could be in order at this stage.
8. A vote on the resolution as it stood was taken
by roll-call and was adopted by the required two
thirds majority by 47 votes to 1, with 10 abstentions.
The voting was as follows:
In favour: Egypt, EI Salvador. France, Guatemala.

Haiti, Honduras, Iceland, India, Iran. Iraq. Israel,
Lebanon, Liberia, Luxembourg, Mexico, Nether
lands. New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Paki
stan, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Saudi Arabia,
Siam, Sweden, Syria, Turkey. United States, Uru
guay, Venezuela, Yemen, Afghanistan, Australia,
Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Canada, Chile,
China, Columbia, Costa Rica. Cuba, Denmark,
Dominican RepUblic, Ecuador.
Against: Union of South Africa.
Abstaining: Greece. Paraguay, Poland. Ukrainian
S.S.R., U.S.S.R.. United Kingdom. Yugoslavia,
Argentina, Byeloru.ssian S.S.R., Czechoslovakia.

(A summary of the debate in the General Assembly
is given as Annexure 4. For the verbatim text of
Mr. Louw's speech see page 40.)
(The text of the resolution finally adopted is given
as Annexure 5.)
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Proceedings" in General Conunittee on 22nd Seprember, 1948, and TeA'! of
Mr. Louw's Speech
THE CHAIRMAN stated that the representative of
the Union of South Africa had requested the privilege
of participating in the discussion of item 43 in which
his country- was directly concerned.
There was no rule of procedure which provided for
the participation of a Member State n.ot a member
of the General Committee except in the case of a
Member that had requested the inclusion of an item
in the agenda. The Chairman felt however that it
was only fair to hear the views of the Union of South
Africa, and that it would be unwise to reject the South
African request, for in the future other cases might
arise in which the Committee would need to hear
a statement from a country not a member of the
Committee in order to reach a just decision.
MR. McNEIL (United Kingdom) agreed with the
position taken by the Chairman. United Nations
practice seemed to be to allow minorities to be heard
whenever possible. A precedent had already beel} set
by the First Committee of the General Assembly,
which had invited representatives of non-member
states to appear before it.
Surely Member States
should not be accorded less rights than non-members.
TH E CHAIRMAN put to 'the vote the request of the
South African representati ve to be allowed to partici
pate in the discussion of item 43.
'

The general Committee granted the request by 10
votes to none.
At the invitation of the Chairman, Sir Benegal
N. Rau, representative of India, and Mr. E. H. Louw,
repre!k!ntative of the Union of South Africa, took their
places at the Committee table.
The verbatim text of Mr. Louw's speech was as
follows:Mr. Chairman,
I am glad to have this opportunity of putting
before this committee, the objections of the Union
Government to the inclusion of the agenda of the
item: "The Treatment of Indians in the Union of
South Africa".
For the third year in succession, the Government
of India are seeking the intervention of the United
Nations in regard to legislation affecting South
African Nationals who are of Indian racial origin.
On both the former occasions the South African
delegation pointed out that this is an essentially
domestic matter, and protested against the assump
tion by the United Nations of a jurisdiction. which
is explicitly excluded by Article 2 (7) of the Charter.
Article 2 (7)-1 need . hardly remind you-reads
as follows:
" Nothing contained in the present Charter shall
authorize the United Nations to intervene in
matters which are essentially within the domestic
jurisdiction of any state or shall require the
members to submit such matters to settlement
under the present charter; but this principle shall
not prejudice the application of enforcement
measures under Chapter VII."
This, Mr. Chairman, is one of the most fundamen
tal provisions of the Charter, and was plainly
intended to have an overriding effect. Not only
is it listed among the basic principles which are set
forth in. Arti<;le 2 of the First Chapter, and whi<;h

govern the whole Charter, but it opens with the
very significant words: "Nothing contained in the
present Charter shall authorize, etc., etc." These
words refer to the 'whole of the Charter, to every
part of it, and they are designed to entrench the full
domestic sovereignty of all member states.
It
provides that if a matter is an. essentially domestic
matter, the provisions of the Charter (except t!lOse
relating to enforcement measures under Chapter
VII) do not apply, and cannot be invoked.
Without this paragraph (7), I make bold to say,
'there could have been, and there would have been
no Charter. Without it, South Africa would most
certainly not have been a member of the United
Nations.
\

NotwithstanQ,ing this vital principle of domestic
sovereignty embodied in the Charter, this Organiza
tion has on two previous occasions, under what is
in our submission an altogether mistaken view of its
powers, debated very fully matters relating to South
African Nationals of Indian racial origin. May I
remind this Committee that the steps which a state
finds it necessary or expedient to take in regard to
its own nationals, has always, in international law,
(which this Organization has pledged itself to observe
and promote) been regarded as a purely domestic
matter. The only exceptions have been a few ,r are
cases of exceptional inhumanity, to which I need
not refer, as they are not even remotely relevant in
the present case.
At this early stage, therefore, . I wish formally,
but also very definitely, to state the position taken
up by the Government of the Union of South Africa
in regard to Item 45 on the provisional agenda, viz.,
that this is not a matter which falls within the
jurisdiction or the competence of the United Nations
Organization. I might remind the Committee that
on this issue there is no difference of policy or
opinion between the present Government and its
predecessor. It will be recalled that the previous
Prime Minister, General Smuts, who was one of the
founders of the United Nations, took up precisely
the same attitude when he led ' the Union delegation
at Lake Success in 1946. In regard to this matter
there has been no change of policy with the recent
change of Government in South Africa.
I would go further and say that on this issue
speaking on behalf of the Government as well
a s with the support of the Parliamentary Opposition.

r am

There is another aspect of this most recent
communication from the Government of India, to
which it is necessary to direct the attention of this
Committee. I would point out that on this, the
third occasion, the charges levelled against the Union
of South Africa go considerably further than on the
previous occasions.
In 1946, and again in 1947, the Government of
India complained of the alleged oppressive treatment
by the South African Government, of Union Nationals
who are of Indian origin.
When on two previous occasions this matter was
debated by the Assembly, I have no doubt that there
were Member States that voted for the resolution
proposed by the Indian delegation, firstly because
they really believed the allegations made against the
Union, and secondly, because they felt that the
Qovemment of India was entitled to speak on behalf
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of Indians in South Africa, even although they were
South African Nationals. The delegates were possibly
influenced by the old adage that blood is thicker
than water!
But on this occasion the Government of India
goes considerably further, and it now claims to
speak also on behalf of "Asians and other non
whites" in the Union of South Africa. Mention
is also made of the Union Government's policy of
" Apartheid" (separation) and to "the domination
of all non-white peoples by Europeans".
The fact that the Government of India now claims
the right to intervene on behalf of "other Asians ",
and of the" non-white population of South Africa ",
shows to what length interference by one Member
State in the domestic affairs of another Member
State is now being carried. I suggest that if such
interference is acquiesced in by this Committee
(which would be the case if it should be recom
mended that this item be placed on the agentla)
then a principle will have been adopted which should
cause consiperable concern to all states which are
jealous of their national sovereignty. I suggest that
delegates should stop to consider very carefully
before agreeing to the adoption of such a dangerous
and far-reaching principle. To-day it is South Africa.
To-morrow it may be any of the Member States
represented in this Committee. There are racial and
religious minorities in many countries of the world
including India! There is an old English saying
that "what is sauce for the goose, is sauce for the
gander ".
Mr. Chairman, returning now to South Africa's
attitude in. regard to this matter, I wish to reiterate
that if India's attempt to secure the intervention of the
United Nations in a purely domestic matter is placed
on the agenda, such action would constitute a dis
regard of the provisions of Article 2 (7) of the
Charter, to which the Government of the Union
could not' agree. I would, therefore, urge the
Committee to give full consideration to the
objections and to the arguments which I have put
before you. If you should decide to recommend
that the Indian Gevernment's complaint be included
on the agenda, a far-reaching and most important
principle would be involved, which if invoked in
future, may well affect the continued existence of
the United Nations itself.
In fact, it is my duty to state that if the Assembly
should adopt such a recommendation, my delega
tion will have to consider its position in regard to
the participation in · a further discussion of a matter
which the Union Government-and also the official
Opposition in the Union Parliament-regard as an
unquestionably domestic one in terms of Article
2 (7) of the Charter. We are convinced that the
United Nations Organization would not only be

exceeding its jurisdiction in a matter which we are
not required to submit for settlement under the
Charter, but that the discussions here would
inevitably, as past experience has shown, aggravate
racial 'tensions in South Africa, which is the very
thing which successive Governments have anxiously
laboured to restrain and to prevent, inter alia by the
legislation to which the Indian complaint refers.
May I in conclusion say that the Government of
which I am a member is most anxious to restore
the friendly relations which have hitherto existed
between South Africa and India-relations which
have unfortunately ,been disturbed largely as the
result of the activities of propagandists in South
Africa. It is unfortunate that not only the leaders
of the new India, but also people in other countries
have been grievously misled as to the conditions
under which Indians are living in Natal.
Our Prime Minister, although he has assumed
office only recen,tly, made a statement in the Union
Parliament three weeks ago, in which he indicated
the lines upon which the present strained relations
between the respective countries might be ended.
I would suggest that, quite apart from the question
of jurisdiction in.volved, and on which we take a
strong stand, it would be most unfortunate if the
prospects of fruitful talks between the South African
and the Indian and Pakistan Governments should
be prejudiced as a result of decisions taken here.
A decision such as that sought by the Indian delega
tion can only serve further to exacerbate public
opinion in South Africa, thereby destroying all hope
of restoring friendly relations between South Africa
and India.
.
If this Committee is truly anxious that such
friendly relations should be restored, then the
obvious course would be to delete this item from
the agenda if, in spite of what I have said, the
Indian delegation persists in proceeding with its .
attempt to secure the intervention of the United
Nations in a domestic concern of the Union of South
Africa.
Sir BENEGAL N. RAU (India) was concerned solely
with the poin.t of the inclusion or non-inclusion of
the item on the agenda. In view of the fact that the
General Assembly had already discussed the question
twice, in spite of the arguments just re-stated by
the South African representative, it hardly seemed
possible for the Assembly to refuse consideration
of it at the present session.
As there was no formal proposal to recommend
exclusion of the item, the CHAIRMAN stated that its
retention would be recommended.

Mr. E. H. Louw and Sir BenegaJ N. Rau
withdrew.
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Proceedings in General Assembly on 28th September, 1948, and the Text of

Mr. Louw's Speech
recalled that at an earlier meeting
T illethePRESIDENT
General Assembly had deferred its decision as
to the inclusion of item 43 on the agenda. the
representative of South--Africa having indicated that
lie would raise certain objections to its inclusion.
The verbatim text of Mr. Louw's speech was as
follows : Mr. President.
When this item was considered by the General
Commitee, I protested against its inclusion on the
agenda, on the ground that this is . an essentially
domestic matter in regard to which it is not compe
tent for the United Nations to assume a jurisdiction
which is explicitly excluded by Article 2, paragraph
7, of the Charter.
I wish to state very definitely that our attitude
in regard to the Assembly's competence or jurisdic
tion, must not be regarded as a mere formal protest.
On the contrary! Our standpoint on the jurisdiction
issue is the very essence of our reply to the request
of the Government of India that their complaint be
placed on the agenda. As far as we are concerned,
it is fundamental to the whole issue. I have stated
this clearly, because I feel that it is necessary that
the Asse~bly should be under no illusions whatso
ever as to our attitude, viz. that South Africa objects
to any interference in the conduct of her domestic
affairs at any time, by any other nation, or by
any international organization. Moreover we are
strengthened in our attitude by the explicit
provisions of Article 2 (7), which expressly excludes
from the jurisdiction of the United Nations any
intervention in the domestic affairs of a Member
State.
The second point I wish to make is in reference
to a remark made by the delegate of India when
he so briefly replied to my protest at the meeting
of the General Committee. He did not attempt to
deal with the substance of my protest, but confined
himself to the brief statement that the Assembly
had on two previous occasions agreed to place this
item on the agenda, and that it would be stultifying
itself if it should now decide otherwise.
I regret that I can agree neither with his
reasoning nor with the conclusion at which he
arrived. Indeed his reply seemed to suggest that
he was taking his stand on the ground of precedent,
or to put it another way: that the Assembly having
once. or even twice. made a mistake. it is now
compelled to continue doing so.
As this view may be held also by other delegates,
it is necessary to deal with it. It is well to bear in
mind, Mr. President. that this Assembly has no
authority whatsoever in regard to any Member
State, or with the affairs of any Member State, except
the authority which it derives from the Charter.
It is necessary to remind the Assembly that the
very first precept entrenched in Article 2 of the
Charter, is that "the Organization is based on the
principle of the sovereign equality of all its Mem
bers." The use of the word "sovereign" is not
without purpose or meaning. It postulates a due
regard for the national sovereignties of' all Member
States. The authority of tpe Assembly is of
necessity a derogation from these sovereignties, and
it cannot be extended beyond the clear terms of the
Charter. If that authority is exceeded, it follows
that any consequent sanction of the Assembly is
null and void, and without legal effect.

It is our sincere cOllviction that in concerning
itself with the complaint of the Government of India
the Assembly has in fact, and on two previous
occasions, exceeded its powers under the Charter. It
follows that where this was done on the previous
occasions, we can only regard it as having been
invalidly done. Quite obviously no organizatIOn can
possibly add anything to its powers by invalidly
exceeding its competency, no matter how often such
action may be repeated! You cannot enlarge your
jurisdiction under the Charter by disregarding its
provisions, and by assuming a jurisdiction which is
not yours. The Assembly cannot create for itself
an additional competeHcy by a succession of
unauthorised acts, or by the mere frequency with
which it may usurp the unsurrendered national
sovereignty of an unwilling Member State.
To say, therefore, that the Assembly has on two
previous occasions assumed jurisdiction in this
matter cannot answer, and does not answer, the
exception which the South African Government
have consistently raised on both the former occasions,
and which we are again raising now. Neither would
this Assembly, in our submission be stultifying itself
in any way, as has been suggested, if it were now
to correct a mistaken view as to its power. To admit
any error, more particularly an error which is liable
to destroy so much of the good which we all wish
to be done; and to avoid the perpetuation of such
an error, is not, by any standard, a proof of weak
ness. It is rather a stamp of strength and dignity
and honesty of purpose. By now discarding a juris
diction which was wrongly assumed, to the serious
detriment of racial relations in South Africa. would be
enhancing rather than diminishing the prestige of the
U.N. Organization. It would be giving a reassuring
demonstration that the Assembly is prepared, on
mature reconsideration, to abandon a course which .
if consistently pursued, would only lead to the dis
turbance of friendly relations between other Nations.
Mr. President, it has also been suggested that the
Assembly could not very well decline to put an item
of this nature on the agenda-that such action would
be interprete as a stifling of discussion-an so on.
If this argument is a valid one, we may well ask:
" But why then go through the motions of asking the
Assembly to approve of the agenda, and thereby
giving an entirely erroneous impression that there is
some principle or rule governing the admission of
items for discussion, whereas in fact all these motions
are a mere matter of form-a sort of procedural
fiction! "
My delegation was under the impression and so I
believe, also other delegates, that after the General
Committee had examined the items-or, shall I say
" vetted" them-the Plenary Session would then
finally decide whether they should go on the agenda,
and that in so deciding. the Assembly would natural
ly satisfy itself that consideration of such items bv
the Assembly and its Committees, were within its
competence, in terms of the Charter. If Our con
ception of the position is not correct then I may be
pardoned for suggesting that consideration of the
agenda by the Assembly becomes a mere formality.
That, Mr. President. is ·how the Soudl African
delegation sees the matter, and it is for that reason
that at the first opporunity that presented itself, viz.,
the General Committee, we denied the competency
of the United Nations to intervene in a matter which
in tenns of Section 2 (7) of the Charter, is essentially
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within the domestic jurisdiction of a Member State.
And it is also for that reason that we have come
here to-day to protest against this item being placed
on the agenda. There is at stake not only the
fundamental principle of domestic autonomy which
effects all States represented here to-day, but it is a
vital matter for our own country.
May I in this connection point out to the smaller
nations that they are not in the fortunate position of
the Great Powers who, by the exercise of their right
of veto, could in the la~t , resort avert any enforce
ment action on the part of this Organization in
relation to any matter which they may rightly or
wrongly regard as their domestic concern. The
Great Powers are, therefore, in the happy position
of being able to regard the question which we are
now raising, with comparative equanimity.
The smaller nations have no such last line of
defence against an encroachment on their sovereignty.
They can only rely on a just and strict interpretation
of Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter.
I have stated in what light we regard consideration
of the agenda by the Plenary Meeting, viz., that a
decision to place an item · on the agenda is in fact
tantamount to a decision that consideration of the
item in question is within the competence of the
Assembly.
We understand, however, that there is some
difference of opinion on this point, and that there
are those who maintain that the question of
competence can more appropriately be dealt with
and decided on by the Political Committee, before
it proceeds to examine whether the allegations of
the complaining party are well-founded or not.
Mr. President, if we can have the assurance that
we will be permitted to raise the matter of the
competence in the First Committee before the
merits of the complaints are dealt with, then we will
refrain from discussing it in further detail now, and
we will not press for a vote on the issue, on the
understanding that the Assembly is merely referring
the matter to the Political Committee in all its
aspects, and that our case will in no way be
prejudiced by refraining from taking the matter
further at this stage.
In order to clear up the uncertainty which there
appears to be in regard to this matter, and in order
to enable our delegation to determine its line of
action, I would ask if you will be good enough to
give a ruling, indicating what the correct procedure is.
The PRESIDENT stated that if item 43 was placed on
the agenda, it would be referred to the First Commit
tee, and that the representative of the Union of South
Africa could then, as he had stated he intended to do,
raise the question of the competence of the General
Assembly. In that case, in accordance with rule 110
of the rules of procedure, the motion regarding
competence would be put to the vote immediately,
before a vote was taken on the proposal in question .
Mr. Louw (Union of South Africa) said that he was
satisfied with the proposed procedure.
Sir BENEGAL NARSINGA RAU (India) wished to
make the position of India perfectly clear, in order that
there might be no misunderstanding at any future stage.
He recalled that the subject had first been proposed
for discussion by the Indian delegation in 1946 and
that Field-Marshal Smuts had then raised the same
objections as Mr. Louw, which he had subsequently
withdrawn. The sllbject was thereafter thoroughly dis
cussed by the General Assembly, and a resolution was
passed by a two-thirds majority.

In 1947 the subject came under discussion once
again, and the General Assembly adopted another
resolution upon it, but not by the two-thirds majority
required by Article 18 of the Charter, so that it did
not have the force of a decision.
India now asked, in effect, that the discussion should
be resumed and a' decision reached.
On two previous occasions the General Assembly ,
had actually discussed the subject, and it was difficult
to see why it should no longer be competent to do so,
since nothing had happened to change the situation,
and the same question, the same Organization and the
same Charter were concerned.
In reply to the objections raised by the representative
of the Union of South Africa, Sir Benegal read Article
10 and 14 of the Charter and pointed out that it was
on the basis of these Articles that India had proposed
the question of the treatment of Indians in South
Africa for discussion by the General Assembly. He
questioned the applicability in the present case of
Article 2, paragraph 7, which had been invoked by the
South African representative. That paragraph stated :
"Nothing contained in the present Charter shall
authorise the United Nations to intervene in matters
which are essentiaIIy within the domestic jurisdiction
of any State . . . " The word " intervention" had a
well-known technical meaning in international law:
it meant dictatorial interference. If the General
Assembly were to discuss the subject and were to make
certain suggestions which might help the Governments
concerned to arrive at a settlement of the problem,
such action could not be caIIed intervention, and cer
tainly not dictatorial interference.
Moreover, the Charter did not define the term
" domestic jurisdiction". The concept of domestic
jurisdiction varied as history and thought developed.
In international law,. for example, while it had been
said a few years previously that the manner in which
a State treated its own nationals was a matter for its
own unfettered discretion, there was at present a
growing sensitivity of the collective conscience of
mankind and the idea of human rights was on the
march. That was the case particularly in Asia. The
treatment that would be accorded in Asia and else
where to the peoples who had once been in the van
of civilisation, who formed the majority of the popula
tion of the world at tbe present time and who were
proud of the independence they had regained , could not
fail to have a very important bearing on world
security.
The Government of India thought that the General
Assembly should take a decision on the question
without further delay and it urged that its request
should be granted.
Mr. Louw (Union of South Africa) pointed out that
the representative of India had not given full weight
to the first words of Article 2, paragraph 7, which
referred to the entire contents of the Charter, including
the Articles 10 and 14 on which India staked its case.
However, in spite of. the Indian representative's
legalistic quibblings in defining the word "interven
tion," the text of the Charter still stood.
In associating the peoples of Asia, among them
the peoples of Pakistan and Saudi Arabia, wifll-- him
in his protest, the Indian representative had shown to
what lengths interference in the domestic affairs of
other States was being carried.
As there was no formal proposal to delete item 43.
the PRESIDI;NT stated that the General Committee's

recommendation for the inclusion of the item in the
agenda of the General Assembly
adopted.

was

The General Committee's recommendation that the
item on the treatment of Indians in the Union of South
Africa should be allocated to the First Committee was
also adopted.
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SWllill;ry of debate in First (Political and Security) Comini((ee
9th May, 1949.
Mr. SETALVAD (India) recalled that the question
which was being raised by India for the second time
was being considered by the United Nations for the
third time.-- The Government 'and people of India, as
wen as many other Members considered that the posi
tion of persons of Indian origin in the Union was of the
utmost gravity and that it raised vital problems.
There were approximately 300,000 persons of Indian
origin in the Union of South Africa. They were
descended from merchants, and particularly agricultural
workers, who had emigrated between 1860 and 1911.
About 90 per cent. of that popUlation, which it would
be co»venient to call Indians, had been born and
brought up in the Union of South Africa, where they
had made their homes, and they knew no other coun
try. As Field-Marshal Smuts had said, they had been
brought to the Union of South Africa by Europeans.
Their descendants had been born there, they did not
even know their own language and had become,
through force of circumstances, like citizens of the
Union of South Africa.
Over 90 per cent. of those Indians were legally
nationals of the Union of South Africa. Their ancestors
had by contract been free to return to India after work
ing in South Africa for a certain time. Grants of
land, however, had induced them to remain in, the
. Union of South Africa. Furthermore, the Govern
ments of Natal and India had concluded an agreement
which granted those people the same rights and
privileges, without distinction, as the rest of the popu
lation, and brought them under the same laws. A
British Secretary of State for the Colonies had pointed
out that they should be free men in every way, and
should enjoy exactly the same rights as any of his
Britannic Majesty's subjects living in the Colonies.
In spite of those commitments and their South
African nationality, Indians had been subjected to par
ticularly harsh and humiliating discrimination because
of their race and colour. Their human rights and
fundamental freedoms had not been respected. By
stages which were sometimes slow and sometimes
violent, those Indians had become a defenceless
minority without a hearing or a vote. Mounting racial
persecution and hatred had robbed them of all but the
minimum protection for their lives and property, which
any State was bound to give its taxpayers and natio
nals. The same applied to all Asians, coloured people
and native Africans.
With the exception of the Cape Province, Indians
were not allowed to vote either in the national or muni
cipal elections; nor could they own property or live or
work in the better districts. They were .debarred from
the public service and from becoming apprentices or
specialized workers. They could not freely enter uni
versities or other cultural institutions, which were
reserved exclusively for Europeans. Because of their
race and colour, they were unable to move freely from
one province to another. They suffered continual
isolation, segregation and suppression of their persona
lity; they were refused equal social, political and
economic opportunities and the fundamental rights and
freedoms so dear to every civilized person.
Tn addition to all these fundamental deprivations, the
strictest form of social discrimination was applied to
all Asians, who were not admitted to restaurants.
theatres and cinemas, parks. motor vehicles and rail
ways on equal terms with Europeans: wherever they
went, they were subjected to shame and humiliation
from the cradle to the grave, and to the suffering which
resulted from the affront to their human dignity.

The Asiatic Land Tenure and Indian Representation
Act of 1946 had been particularly humiliating, as it
had inflicted the strictest residential and commercial
segregation on Indians in Natal, where most of them
lived. Thus the 1927 and 1932 agreements with the
Government of India, under which all racial segregation
was to have been abolished, Indians were to have
enjoyed the same standard of living as the Europeans
and the Government of the Union of South Africa was
to have co-operated with the Indian Government, had
been violated. The 1946 law had been directly res
ponsible for India's complaint. Racial persecution.
however, had seriously worsened since then. The
Government which had come into power in the spring
of 1948 had based its policy on, the principle of the
Herrenvolk and of the superiority of the Europeans
over the so-called inferior races.
That new Government had set out to exceed all
previous racial persecution and discrimination. Its
doctrine was that of apartheid, or complete racial
segregation, in order to maintain European superiority.
The whites had to have all the political power, while
'the non-whites were not to be allowed to make them
selves heard either on the national or local level.
Statements made in Parliament illustrated the policy
of the Government of the Union of South Africa, and
the gravity of the problem from the point of view of
the United Nations. During the General Elections of
1948, Mr. Strydom, who was currently Minister for
AgriCUlture, had violently attacked Minister Hofmeyer
for condemning the Herrenvolk principle, saying that, if
non-Europeans were given the right to vote and the
same opportunities for development as the Europeans,
the latter would no longer be able to continue to govern
the country and to retain its character as a "white"
country.
Dr. Malan, at the moment Prime Minister, had
stated in 1948 that if the non-Europeans were able, by
virtue of their numerical supremacy. to enjoy education.
social security, the right of trades unions, the right to
strike. political equality and to carry arms, they would
govern the country, forcing the Europeans to leave as
had happened in India. According to Dr. Malan, a
policy like that of Smuts and Hofmeyer had led to the
departure of the whites from India and to the establish
ment of crossbred nations in South America. Apart
heid was, therefore, the only solution for the Union of
South Africa.
Dr. Donges, at the moment Minister of the Interior,
had stated in 1948 that the United Party's policy could
only lead to the departure of the whites as had
happened in India, or to a mixture of races as in the
South American Republics.
The Nationalist Party's electoral manifesto of 29
March 1948, had stated that the' Indians were
foreigners who should be sent home. Provision had
been made for a revision of the Asiatic Land Tenure
and Representation Act, for the abolition of Indian
representation in Parliament, for the exclusion of Euro
peans from Indian districts and for the separation of
Indians and the indigenous races (indemnities having
been provided for the necessary expatriations), for
restricting trade by Indians outside their districts and
for the gradual abolition of the commercial activities of
Indians in the indigenous regions, for restrictions on
movement between the provinces and for the introduc
tion of new restrictions on the admission of Indians to
the Cape Province.
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Such, roughly speaking, was the policy of the supe
rior race by which the non-Europeans were to be
nominated, oppressed, exploited and condemned to
perpetual slavery.

problems of an econ'omic, social, cultural or humani
tarian character, and respect for human rights and for
fundamental freedom for all, without distinction as to
race, sex, language or religion. •

The Nationalist Party manifesto had provided for ab
solute control by the State over the training Of young
people. The Party was not to permit any outside
interference and propaganda abroad on racial questions.
All non-Europeans were to be greatly encouraged to
base their lives on Christianity, and the Church was to
receive suitable assistance. Churches and societies
which were opposed to apartheid were to be rendered
powerless.

He also referred to Article 1, paragraph 4; Article 2,
paragraph 2; and Article 55 sub-paragraph c, in virtue
whereof the United Nations had undertaken to promote
universal respect for, and observance of, human rights
and fundamental freedoms for all; and Article 56.

The prOVISIOns in the Asiatic Land Tenure and
Representation Act on political representation had
granted Indians the right to be placed on a separate
electroral roll, and to elect three Europeans to the
Lower Chamber and two to the Senate, but even that
had been repealed.
The Government had appointed two departmental
committees to strengthen the provisions of the 1946
law on the holding and occupancy by Indians of land
property in Natal and Transvaal.
In the Cape Province, in which there were 16,000
Indians, a commission was to study the introduction of
measures on a land system with regard to Asians. In
dians still had the right to vote in that province.
However, segregation on the railways had been intro
duced, the first class compartments being reserved for
Europeans.
The Minister of Labour had said that natives would
no longer be able to serve their artisan's apprentice
ship, that the law on the recognition of native trades
unions would be repealed, and that non-Europeans
would no longer be able to benefit from unemployment
insurance. Indians were no longer granted family
allowances and had, moreover, been refused passports
for Europe or the United States. One. Indian had had
his passport confiscated when he was already on the
aircraft.
All those measures, combined with racial propa
ganda, particularly that directed aga.inst the Indians,
had created a very tense situation. In January, 1949,
grave disturbances had broken out between Africans
and Indians. In accordance with the warnings of the
Indian delegation, the first explosion had taken place.
If the racial policy continued to engender hatred, the
gravest consequences were to be feared, not only on the
territory of the Union of South Africa, but also beyond
its frontiers.
On 8 December 1946, the General Assembly had,
at the request of India, noted that friendly relations
between the Union of South Africa and India had been
impaired and that, unless a satisfactory settlement was
reached, they were likely to be further impaired.
Referring to the agreements concluded between the two
States and to the Charter, the General Assembly had
invited "tLe two Governments to report at the next
session the measures adopted ".
On 17 November 1947, after examining the reports
submitted by the two Governments, the First Com
mittee had reaffirmed the resolution of 8 December
1946, and had asked the two Governments to enter
into negotiations. However, in the Gene(al Assembly,
the two-thirds majority which had been deemed
necessary .had fallen short by three votes, and no
recommendation had been made.
The responsibilities of the United Nations were
based in the first place on the preamble of the Charter
in which the Members affirmed their faith in "funda
mental human rights". Secondly, Article 1 provided
for international co-operation in solving international

Moreover, according to the resolution of 8 December,
the treatment of Indians should be in conformity with
the agreements concluded between the two Govern
ments and the relevant provisions of the Charter, to
which he had just referred. No one had denied that
that resolution was still in force.
Thirdly, on 19 November 1946, a resolution regar
ding "Persecution and Discrimination" had been
adopted.
Lastly, on 10 December, 1948, a resolution on h"i:iman
rights had been adopted.
The measures adopted by the Government of the
Union of South Africa were in conflict with the Charter
and the above resolutions, to the extent that the latter
categorically condemned racial .discrimination.
At the preceding session, the representative of the
Union of South Africa had not denied facts which con
stituted a serious violation of the purposes and prin
ciples of the Charter. That Government had in no
way modified its discriminatory laws, nor their appli
cation on a racial basis to its nationals of Indian
origin.
The Government of India respected . the sovereignty
of the Union of South Africa, the domestic policy of
which did not concern it. That Government was
entitled to decide as it chose what the social, political
and economic existence of the peoples of South Africa
should be. However, when that Government, basing
its policy on racial discrimination, violated its essential
obligations under the Charter and the resolutions of
the General Assembly, another Member of the United
Nations was entitled to request it to account for its
policy. The Charter was not a unilateral undertaking.
In exclJange for the advantages of admission, Members
were subject to certain obligations, the most important
of which were related to the respect for human rights.
A heavy responsibility rested on the United Nations,
the Members of which had undertaken to wipe out all
traces of discrimination. Moreover, through the reso
lution of 8 December, the Assembly was bound to take
action to ensure that the treatment of Indians in the
Union of South Africa should be .in conforimty with
the Charter. The Union of South Africa was bound
to comply in the strictest possible manner with that
obligation.
The problem affected not only India, which was
particularly concerned, but . all the Members. The
United Nations was faced with the open affirmation
and arrogant practice of the doctrine of racial superio
rity. It was against that very doctrine that many of the
nations had united: was the United-Nations t<r permTt
one of its members to preach and practice it? Any
complacency, any negligence, would be interpreted as
approving the violation of human rights in the Union
of South Africa. Indeed, if there were to be two
different standards for the white and non-white races of
the world, the future solidarity of Members of the
Unityd Nations, and consequently world peace, would
be in' danger.
The brutal policy of the Union of South Africa
brought fears of catastrophe. Relations between two
Members . of the United Nations had become so bad
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that the United Nations must ensure the implemen
tation of the provisions of the Charter and the
re-establishment of good relations between India and
the Union of South Africa.
The United Nations must proceed to any investiga
tion it might deem necessary and must request the
Union of South Africa to cease to practice racial dis
crjmination.
It was the duty of the United Nations to face its
responsibilities and, to the extent to which it had
faith in the prinGiples of human dignity and develop
ment which were threatened by racial hatred, to find
a solution to the problem before it. .
10th May, 1949.
Mr. Louw
text):-

(Union of South Africa)

(verbatim

Mr. Chairman,
As I clearly indicated yesterday, the South
African Delegation takes its stand on Article 2,
paragraph 7. of the Charter. and takes exception to
the competency of the Assembly to entertain the
complaint of the Government of India.
For reasons which I have not yet been able to
understand, this Committee yesterday decided that
the question of competency could not be discussed
and voted upon before the substance of the com
plaint is discussed. What I predicted has happened.
The delegate of India made use of the opportunity
to launch a virulent attack upon South Africa- an
attack which in many respects -is unjustified. and
based upon information which is untrue.
No doubt certain friends of the Indian delegation
will now continue this attack of vituperation. Every
reasonable-minded delegate will, I am sure, realise
the prejudice thereby caused to the South African
delegation, when (according to yesterday's decision)
the Committee will later-on have to decide whether
it was competent to entertain the complaint of the
Indian Government!
Mr. Chairman, I do not intend following the line
taken by the Honourable Delegate of India. He
has quoted from ' speeches taken from their context
with the obvious intention of thereby arousing
animosities within this Committee. I also, eould
come to this Committee with quotations, in order
to disprove India's professed ardent attachment to
fundamental freedoms and to human dignity. I
could come with many quotations to disprove the
sincerity of India's concern about "humiliating
discrimination". I could quote with considerable
effect from this booklet that was sent to me last
week by the Hyderabad Delegation to the United
Nations, regarding atrocities committed by Indian
troops and other unpleasant matters. I could quote
from documents in my possession relating to
oppression and murder in Kashmir. But, Mr. Chair
man, I will refrain from doing so, firstly because I
am not dealing with the merits of the Indian com
plaint, and secondly, because I like to make quite
sure that quotations used by me have not . (as in
the case of the Indian delegate's quotations) been
torn from their context, and that they are entirely
based on facts.
In yesterday's debate two or three speakers
referred to India as a "plaintiff". May I remind
this Committee that it is a well-known principle of
most legal systems, including that of my own
country, that" a plaintiff must come to a Court of
Justice with clean ' hands". I leave it at that.
Mr. Chairman, in the same wa~r that speeches
were quoted out of their context, so also several
statements were made by the Indian delegate which
are untrue; such as, for instance, the statement that
"Indians cannot own or occupy property in the
best areas of the country"; that they" are deprived

of all social and economic opportunities " ; that they
are "condemned to perpetual isolation"; that they
"cannot work as skilled workers in factories" and
other similar totally unwarranted statements. I do
not intend dealing with these and other statements,
and will content myself with saying that they are
untrue.
But perhaps the most extraordinary statement of
all was that relating to the recent riots at Durban.
I presume that the Honourable delegate of India
has read the report of the Judicial Commission
presided over by an eminent Judge of the Appellate
Court of South Africa, and which enquired fully
into the riots. If he has read that report, then I fail
to understand how he could have made these state
ments. If he has not read the report, then he had
no right to say what he did. Purely for the informa
tion of this Committee, and of the public, and
because of the wide-spread publicity which was
given to the news of the riots, I will say very briefly
that the report shows that the riots had no connec
tion whatsoever with the so-called Indian policy of
this, or of any previous 'Government, nor with the
attitude or actions of the European section of the
population. The attack by th~ Natives on Indians
was the culmination of a long-standing feud, accord
ing to the testimony given before the Commission
by numbers o~ Natives.
Mr. Chairman, as I have said, I do not intend
dealing with the merits of the Indian Government's
complaint and will confine myself to the compe
tency of the Assembly to entertain or to decide
upon item 2 of the Agenda. May I express the hope
that even at this late stage, and as a result of my
statement, the Committee will realise the necessity
of separating the discussion of the two issues as
provided for by the Rules of the Assembly.
On behalf of my delegation I wish to take excep
tion to the competency of the United Nations to
entertain or to decide upon the complaint lodged
by the Government of India, and as set out in the
United Nations document A j 577 of 16th July.
It will be recalled that when the General Com
mittee discussed the agenda at Paris, on the first
day of the present session, I appeared before the
Committee. and objected to this item being placed
on the agenda . The General Committee,however,
decided to recommend to the Assembly that it be
included in the a g e n d a . ;
When the Committee's recommendation was
discussed. by the Assembly, I participated in the
discussion, and formally objected to the item being
placed on the agenda, on the ground that such
action by the Assembly might be construed as being
tantamount to a decision by the Assembly that it
was competent to entertain, and to decide on the
issue.
I quote the reply of the President of the
Assembly as set out in Untted Nations document
A. j S.R.j 146:
"The President stated that if item 43 was
placed on the agenda, it would be referred to the
First Committee" and that the representative of
the Union of South Africa could then, as he had
stated he intended to do, raise the question of
the competence of the General Assembly. In
that case, in accordance with Rule 110 of the
Rules of Procedure, the motion regarding compe
tence would be discussed and put to the vote
immediately, before a vote was taken on the
proposal in question."
In view of the President's ruling, I did not
formally object to the item being placed on ( the
agenda, it being understood that I would be per
mitted to raise the matter of competency at the
meeting of the First Committee, and that discussion
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and voting on the competency issue would take
priority over the substantive debate as stated by
the President of the Assembly (U.N. Press Release
P.G·A./33.)
Mr. Chairman, I formally take exception to the
complaint of the Government of India being
considered by. this Committee, on the ground that
Article 2, paragraph 7 of the Charter expressly
excludes intervention by the United Nations in
regard to a matter which is essentially within the
domestic jurisdiction of any State.
Before proceeding further, I wish to state that
the vote that is to be taken on the competence issue,
is of vital importance not only to the Union of
South Africa, but also to every State represented
in the Committee. I will go further and say that
the decision which the Committee will take on the
issue which my delegation has raised, is of the
greatest importance to the United Nations itself,
and that it may well have far-reaching effects on
the future of the Organization.
In the circumstances, I wish to express the hope
that the discussion. upon which we are to embark,
will be conducted in the right spirit and with a full
appreciation of its seriousness. I, myself, will .try
to keep the discussion on that level.
Mr. Chairman, I think I am correct in stating that
this is the first time that the question of the compe
tence of the United Nations in relation to Article
2 (7) of the Charter, has been squarely put before
the Assembly, or any of its committees, as an
entirely separate issue. In the past it has always
been joined with other issues, as I shall proceed to
show.
Let us take the item under discussion.
When the Indian complaint against the Union of
South Africa was discussed in 1946, the matter of
the Assembly's competence to deal with it was
raised by the South African delegation, but neither
in 1946, nor in 1947, was it dealt with or voted
upon as entirely separate issue. The competence
issue, and the substance of the complaint were dealt
with co-jointly-one might say, in almost the same
breath-with the result that the issue was confused.
The records do not show that any decision was
taken as to' the competence of the Committee, or
of the Assembly, to entertain and to decide upon
the complaint.
What actually did hapRen ? The most that can
\ be said is that the Committee, and the Assembly,
assumed that it was competent to deal with the
complaint, and that it then proceeded to deal with
the substance of the complaint.
In passing, I would refer to a statement which
was made by the Indian representative when I raised
this matter at Paris last year, viz. his argument that
the Assembly had already decided in 1946, and
<1gain in 1947, that it was therefore competent to
entertain the Indian complaint and that it could
not go back on its previous decision.
My submission is that no decision on the matter
of competence was ever taken. As already stated,
the Committee at that time simply proceeded upon
the assumption that it was competent to deal with
the matter. A mere assumption, cannot, I submit,
ever have the authority of a considered decision, or
be regarded as a precedent. Still less can it be so
regarded, when, as happened in 1946 and in 1947,
the Assembly assumed for itself powers which it
did not in fact passess. In other words, the Assembly
on both occasions exceeded its powers under the
Charter, and in fact acted in contravention of the
clear provisions of Article 2 (7).

Mr. Chairman, permit me to repeat-and 1 do
so in view of the extreme importance of this discus
sion-I repeat, that this is the first time that the
competence of the Assembly to ' entertain the Indian
Government's complaint, ~ being raised and will
be voted upon, as a separate issue. When the ques
tion of competence was recently raised in the
Assembly, in connection with the Mindszenty case,
it was merged and thus confused with the question
of the agenda, and in the Ad Hoc Committee it was
confused with the question of the peace treaties. 1
further repeat that the decision to be taken by the
Committee and by the Assembly must undoubtedly
affect rights oJ every state that is a member of the
United Nations-particularly the hitherto jealously
guarded right or principle of national sovereignty.
And may I add that it is particularly the smaller
states, and those not falling within the category of
"Great Powers", that are going to be affected by
a decision which will have the effect of seriously
imparing rights hitherto enjoyed by autonomous
states. The Great Powers are in the fortunate posi
tion of being able to protect themselves in the
Security Council by the exercise of the veto. The
smaller states are not in that fortunate and privileged
position. Their only protection is Article 2 (7) of
the Charter. In this connection it is useful to recall
that at the San Francisco conference it was the
distinguished President of the present Assembly,
(Dr. Evatt), who took the lead in the fight for the
protection of the sovereign rights of the smaller
nations, and who there reminded the Great Powers
that they were protected from interference in their
domestic affairs by their veto power. For the same
reason, the smaller nations represented at San Fran
cisco strongly and successfully opposed attempts to
limit the scope of Article 2 (7), such as for instance a
proposal there made, that" a clear violation of essen
tialliberties and of human rights ", should be regarded
as sufficient justification for intervention in the domes
tic affairs of a member state. I will return to a fuller
discussion of this aspect of the issue later on.
Mr. Chairman, I will now deal in more detail
with the grounds upon which the South African
Delegation denies the competence of the United
Nations to entertain the complaint lodged by the
Government of India.
Let us first of all examine the complaint
(document A/577), and its formulation .
The outstanding feature of this latest complaint
against the Union of South Africa, is that it goes
considerably further than tbe similar complaint of
1946.
In the past, the Government of India sought the
intervention of the United Nations on behalf of
South African citizens who are of Indian racial
onglll, and in whom the Government of India
profess to have a special interest because of racial
ties.
Now, however, the complaint goes considerably
further, and it is clear from its wording that the
Government of India claims the right to intervene
also on behalf of " Asians" and " other non-whites"
in the Union of South Africa.
On behalf of my Delegation, I have the lollowing
observations to make regarding the extension of the
scope of the Indian Government's complaint : 
(1) It shows Co what lengths intervention in the
domestic affairs of member states is sought
to be carried. If such intervention is enter
tained and permitted by the Un'ited Nations ,
it would mean that India, or any other
nation, would in future be free ' to intervene
on behalf of any racial group in any country,
even though they be citizens of such country .
There could be intervention on behalf of
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racial groups orminontles in many of the
countries represented in this Committee-and
perhaps for better reasons than India seeks
to interfere on behalf of a section of the
South African population. There are also
the racial, and particularly the religious
groups ,in India itself. on whose behalf the
intervention of the United Nations might be
sought. I have no doubt that the Goveinment
of India would resent such interference. In
this connection. I am reminded of a speech
made by the Honourable Sardar Patel. the
Deputy Prime Minister of India at Bombay
on the 31st of October last year. Dealing with
the Hyderabad question, Mr. Patel said:
"There are forces in England which
have ranged against India. and which have
planned a reference of the dispute to the
United Nations. We shall not put up with
any interference in our domestic affairs.
even if it involves the end of India, the end
of Pakistan and the ·, end of the world".
That is strong language. Mr. Chairman.
but it goes to show how strongly also India
resents interference in her domestic affairs.
(2) The other important point arising from the
extension of the Indian complaint to
"Asians and other n.on-whites". citizens of
the Union of South , Africa, is that such
extension makes this an entirely new com
plaint. covering new and wider ground.
The argument was put forward at Paris
last year. that the resolutions of 1946 are
binding on the present Assembly. Even then
there was no force in the argument, as I
pointed out at ~aris when the agenda was
discussed, and now it ' falls away completely,
in view of the fact that a different, and a
wider complaint has been lodged on this
occasion.
But also in another respect the latest com
plaint differs from that lodged in 1946.
In the 1946 complaint the Indian Govern
ment cOnfined their allegations to certain
specific acts or omissions on the ,part of the
Union Government towards its citizens who
are of Indian racial origin.
The present complaint goes much further.
and alleges that the Union Government is
guilty of " a serious violation of the purposes
and principles of the Charter on ,which the
United Nations is founded", and of "a
denial of human rigl;its and fundamental
freedoms on purely racial grounds to an
important section of the population of the
Union of South Africa ". I will deal specially
with this aspect, later on in my speech.
So. also in this respect the complaint of
the Union Government is a new one.
Mr. Chairman, I come now to the attitude taken
by the Government of the Union of South Africa
towards this latest complaint of the Indian Govern
ment.
As indicated at the commenCement of my speech.
the Union Delegation takes its stand on the provi
sions of Article 2 paragraph 7 of the Charter. We
take exception to the complaint being entertained,
discussed. or decided upon by the Assembly of the
United Nations. on the ground that the subject matter
of the complaint is a matter which is essentially
within the domestic jurisdiction of the Union of South
Africa, and as such. is debarred from intervention
by the United N':ltions.
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We say that ..he matter is essentially within the
domestic jurisdiction of the Union of South Africa.
by reason of the fact the persons who are dealt with
in the Indian Government's complaint. are citizens
of the Union of South Africa, who are subject to the
authority and jurisdiction only of the Parliament and
of the Government of the country of which they are
citizens.
In this connection I would point out that in tne
past the Government of India has in its formal com
plaints to the United Nations always referred to
" Indians in South Africa". There is no doubt that
many delegates were under the impression that these
were Indian nationals-an impression that was
further strengthened by the fact that Indian leaders
and newspapers had regularly spol\en. and written
of "Indian n,ationals in South Africa " . I recall a
debate in the Indian Legisl~ture jp. wb.ich the same
term was repeatedly used by the responsible Cabinet
Minister.
On 12th July, 1948. the Representative of the
Indian Government wrote to the Secretary-General
of the United Nations and requested that the matter
of the treatment of Indians in South Africa be placed
on the agenda. The opening sentence of the letter
makes mention of "the racial discrimination to
which South African nationals of Indian origin are
subjected .... ... ....... . " I emphasise the word
" nationals ".
In a recent press interview, Pandit Nehru. the
Prime Minister of India, referring to the voluntary
repatriation scheme (which incidentally. was accepted
by the Indian Government in 1927) said:
"The Government of India disapproves. on
various grounds; of any repatriation. because these
people. while they , are Indians racially and cultu
rally to some extent, are South African citizens.
They are not Indian nationals".
The South African Delegation welcomes this frank
admission as to 1he national status of Indians living
in South Africa. Any doubt that may have existed
in the minds of delegates is now finally removed. and
it is now clear that the United Nations is being asked
to interfere in the relations between a State and its
own citizens-action which is expressly prohibited by
Article 2 (7) of the Charter.
Realising that "Indians, Asians and other non
Whites" in South Africa are Union Nationals. the
complaint of the Government of India seeks to
justify interference in the domestic affairs of South
Africa on the ground of alleged violation of funda
mental human rights. Later on in my statement I
shall deal fully with tbis attempt wbich is being made
to create new and additional exceptions to the
operation of Article 2 (7), which is intended to
safeguard member states from interference in their
domestic affairs.
Mr. Chairman, let us first of all examine Article 2
paragraph 7, and ask ' what the real purpose of that
provision is, and what the intentions of the founders
of the United Nations were. when the article was
drafted and approved of.
I submit that the provisions of Article 2 (7) are of
the most fundamental of the Charter. Indeed, I have
no hesitation in saying that it is the comer-stone of
the foundation upon which the United Nations
rests.
It is, I think. necessary to remind the members of
this Committee that Article 2 (of wbich paragraph 7
is part) opens with a statement in which a precept
or principle is laid down, which governs not only the
rest of Article 2 (including paragraph 7) but also the
rest of the Charter. It reads as follows:
"The organisation is based upon the principle
of the sovereign equality of its members ".
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The use of the word "sovereign" by the founders
, of the United Nations was deliberate. It was
intlended to, ensure a proper regard for, and due ob
servance of the naiional sovereignties of all Member
States. Having laid down this principle, the Charter
" .then proceeds, in paragraph 7 of the same Article,
more clearly, and more detinitely to entrench the
principle of national sovereignty, by expressly for
bidding the United Nations to intervene ip. any matter
which'ls !essentially within the domestic jurisdiction
of any Member State.
But that is not all! In order to ensure that there
shall ,b.e no misunderstanding as to the meaning, or
the purpose of paragraph 7, it opens with the
followiI'lg signHicant words:
11
" Nothin,g contained in the present Charter, shall
aut'horise the United Nations to intervene, etc.
etc. . .'...................... . "
'These opening and qualifying words: "Nothing
"
contained in the present Charter", were clearly
intended to exclude any attempt at interference in the
domestic affairs of a Member State, on the pretext
that further on in ' the Charter there are certain pro
visions which might justify such interference! If
there is any doubt as to the intention, or the meaning
of this overriding phrase, it is dispelled by the fact
that further down in the same paragraph, a specific
, exception to the overriding clause is stated, viz. that
which relates to enforcement measures provided for
in Chapter VII of the Charter. If the founders of
the United Nations had intended to exclude anything
else from the operation of Article 2 (7), such as for
instance, fundamental human rights, then surely they
would gave excluded it expressly, as they did in the
case of,.l enforcement measures under Chapter VIT!
, In' the same way the overriding clause excludes the
operatio!1 \of Articles 10 and 14 referred to in the
Indian Government's complaint.
It seems to be clear therefore that the words
"Nothing contained in the present Charter
"
,were expressly intended to exclude anything else
'mentioned in ,the Charter except enforcement
mea~ures, under Chapter VIT.
"
the Delegation of the Union of South Africa takes
, its stand on AriiCie, 2 (7), which was intended to safe
guard the pri'nciple of national sovereignty, and to
protect Member States from interference in their
, domestic- affairs. I go further, and I make bold to
say that without the inclusion of Article 2 paragraph
7, there would have been no Charter. There would
have been no United Nations! One only has to
'peruse the reports of the debates at San Francisco,
in order to realise to what extent there is to-day a
tendency to move away from the intentions of the
founders of this Organization. As far as the Union
of South Africa is concerned, I wish to say very
definitely, that without the safeguards provided by
Article 2 (7), we would not have consented to
become a member of this Organization. I venture to
suggest that many other States (particularly the
smaller nations) who are jealous of their sovereign
rights, would similarly have hesitated to become
members of the United Nations.
Mr: Chairman, there has been much discussion as
to the meaning or interpretation of this important
provision of the Charter. Such a discussion took
place again recently in the Ad Hoc Committee and
in the Assembly.
'
It is difficult to understand why there should be
all this discussio'n about an Article which is so clearly,
worded, and the intention of which is so plainly
evident. There seems to be little doubt that these
'qiscussions flow from a tendency on the part of
some delegations to read into Article 2 (7) certain
things which were never intended by those who
· drqfted the Charter. And this tendency seems in
some instances to be motivated by a desire to
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interfere in the domestic affairs of Member States.
This motive is perhaps quite understandable if one
remembers that nations are composed of human
beings, and that the desire to concern oneself with
your neighbour's business, is after all one of the most
common of human frailties!
Mr. Chairman, it is a well-known legal principle
that when doubts are raised as to the meaning of a
particular provision of law, to enquire what were the
intentions of the legislator.
Let us apply that test to the doubts that are now
being cast on the otherwise clearly-worded paragraph
7 of Article 2 of the Charter. Let us go back to
San Francisco and study the record of the discussions
that took place on the article in question. That is
the only way to establish definitely what were the
intentions of the founders of the United Nations
when they drafted the article.
It is clear from the San Francisco discussions, that
paragraph 7 of Article 2 was very carefully
considered, and that much thought was given to its
drafting and possible implications. What particularly
emerges from these discussions, is the determination
of the Conference to safeguard the principle of non
interference in the domestic affairs of Member States.
For the purposes of our discussion to-day, it is
particularly interesting to note that the founders of
the United Nations felt strongly that an expectation,
or a fear, that a certain situation might impair friendly
relations between two States, or that it might even
lead to friction (as envisaged in Article-14) was not
in their view, sufficient justification for interference
in the domestic affairs of either of the States con
cerned.
As I stated earlier, it was the present distinguished
President of the Assembly (Dr. Evatt) who took the
lead in the fight to safeguard Member States, and
particularly the smaller nations, from intervention by
the United Nations in their domestic affairs, and it
was for that reason that he proposed the amendment
to which I previously referred, viz. to insert the words
"enforcement measures under" in the exception to
the operation of paragraph 7. Dr. Evatt received
strong support from many of th,e representatives of
the smaller powers. The delegate of Peru, for
instance, rightly pointed out that the Great Powers
were protected by the veto, and were thus in a more
favourable position than the smaller nations. Dr.
Evatt also had referred to the privileged position of
the Great Powers.
The Belgian delegate said that "through the
threat of war, the Security Council might be impelled
to enquire into a question beyond its competency",
and he agreed that it would not be competent for the
Security Council to discuss the substance of a dispute
where a domestic matter is concerned.
The delegate of the United Kingdom agreed that
the principle of domestic jurisdiction should not be
infringed until, and unless a question in dispute had
become the cause of such serious differences, that it
led to a threat of war.
Mr. Foster Dulles, the U.S.A. delegate, made an
important statement which appears to have won the
approval of the whole Conference. The Chairman
referred to his statement as a " masterly expose '~ and
Dr. Evatt described it as "an exposition of a pro
blem which I shall never forget ".
Mr. Dulles began by pointing out that the matter
(paragraph 7 of Article 2)
"presents a new and basic principle, governing
the entire organization, viz. that the Organization
in none of its branch~s, in none of its organs, shall
intervene in what is essentially the domestic life
of one of its Membet States ".
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He then proceeded to show that there are under
lying causes of war in many economic and social
problems, and that for that reason the United Nations
should conCern itself with those problems.
But Mr. Dulles also warned that in dealing with
those problems the "Organization is going to deal
with Governments of Member States, and through
international relations ...... and not itself to penetrate
into the economic and social Jife of the Member
States ".
Further developing this thesis, the American
delegate ~ade the following important statement:
" And so it is that we lay down a broad direc
tive, a general principle. We have general prin
ciples which tell Members that they must refrain
from doing certain things ; and now we have a
principle which says to the World Organization:
, You too, must refrain from doing certain things.
You must refrain from intervening in the domestic
affairs of any Member State '."
But Mr. Dulles dealt wjth another aspect of
domestic jurisdiction, which has also been raised in
connection with the Indian complaint against South
Africa. It has been argued that this is a matter to
which the rules of international law apply by virtue
of the fact that lhe South African Government is a
signatory of the Charter, or by virtue of the fact that
matters of international concern trahscend matters of
national concern. This argument was also used in
the Assembly debate on the Mindszenty case. In
connection with a similar argument, the United States
representative at the San Francisco Conference put
the following question:
"Does it mean that if you have a treaty that
deals with any subject. that such a treaty is inter
national law, and therefore that the fact that a sub
ject is dealt with by treaty, means that it is no
longer domestic? . ..... Does it mean, because the
Charter is a treaty which makes international law,
that every subject which it deals with is no longer
a matter of domestic jurisdiction? "
To these questions Mr. Dulles gave a reply which,
I venture to suggest, can equally be the reply of the
Union of South Africa to the Indian complaint,
viz. : 

"If so, if that is the meaning of international
law, then the whole purpose of the limitation is
done away with" (i. e. the limitation in Article 2
regarding domestic jurisdiction) " because it would
mean ~at all these matters we talk about, this
whole social life of any State which is dealt with
by this Charter, would, under that interpretation
of the international law phrase, be no longer a
matter of domestic jurisdiction and therefore the
whole effect of the limitation (would be) swept
away".
Mr. Chairman, it is hardly necessary to add
anything to this clear and authoritative exposition,
except perhaps to mention a further statement of Dr.
Evatt to the effect that
" Every country represented in this Conference
has its own internal problems, its own vital spheres
of domestic policy, in which it cannot, without
forfeiting its very existence as a State, permit
external interference."
Before leaving this aspect of the matter, I would
briefly mention another of the verbal quibbles which
are being employed by those who would narrow the
scope of the safeguard to sovereign autonomy as
provided in Article 2 (7). It is suggested that the use
of the word "essentially': (" Ess.)ntial1y within the
jurisdiction of any State ") was intended to have the
effect of limiting the safeguard only to certain
matters.

This matter also was discussed at San Francisco.
and it is clear that the use of the word" essentially"
in the Charter, was intentional.
It has there been suggested that the word" solely"
which was used in the Dumbarton Oaks draft, should
be retained instead of the word" essentially" which
appeared in the San Francisco draft. Again it was
the United States delegate (Mr. Foster Dulles) who
pointed out the inadvisability of the proposed
amendment:
"It is suggested that we should change the
words "essentially domestic" to "solely domes
tic". That again would destroy the whole effect
of the limitation, because what is there in the
world to-day that is solely domestic? "
Dr. Evatt spoke in the same strain, and referred
to matters such as employment. and other matters of
domestic policy which are now being dealt with by
the Economic Council. He said:
"No one can say now that they are 'solely'
within the domestic jurisdiction, but Mr. Dulles
says they are 'essentially' within the domestic
jurisdiction, because there is as yet no authority
which can intervene directly in the persons and
things and subjects within any State or territory.
. . . The field of matters which are essentially
within the domestic jurisdicti6n is really wider
than those matters solely within the domestic
jurisdiction ".
Mr. Chairman, I think I have produced sufficient
evidence to show what were the intentions of the
founders of the United Nations in regard to Article
2 (7) of the Charter. I think I am justified in saying
that those who would now restrict its meaning, or
the scope of safeguards provided, are moving away
from the intentions of the founders. They are not
acting in accordance with either the provisions or
the spirit of the Charter.
Before leaving this matter of the interpretation
of Article 2 (7), it might be useful to refer to the
Bulletin of the United States Department of State
dated 27th February 1948, containing an article by
Mr. Ernest A. Gross, Legal Adviser of the Depart
ment, on the subject of "Impact of the United
Nations upon Domestic Jurisdiction". It is signifi
cant to note that in his article, Mr. Gross quotes
with apparent approval a statement by Messrs.
Goodrich and Hambro in "Charter of the United
Nations, Commentary and Documents", relating
to paragraph 7 of Article 2. The statement is as
follows:
". . . What the provision means is that the
Organization shall not exercise any authority,
and not even make recommendations of any
kind, with respect to any matter 'essentially
within the domestic jurisdiction of a State'''.
Mr. Chairman, having stated the attitude of the
South African Delegation in regard to the complaint
lodged by the Government of India, I will now
deal with the reply which has been given to our
argument that the United Nations is not competent
to entertain or to act upon such complaints.
When I raised the issue of competence at Paris
last year, the reply of the Honourable Delegate of
India ' was that the word "intervene" as used in .
Article 2 (7) was used in a specialised international
sense, viz. in the sense of "dictatorial interference ",
and that the passing of resolutions would not consti
tute the type of intervention envisaged by Article
2 (7).
I said on that occasion that such an argument,
whilst quite ingenious, could hardly be taken
seriously, and that it favoured of what was known
in legal circles as "splitting of hairs". I repeat that
statement to-day.
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I· submit that those who drafted paragraph 7 of
Article 2 never had in mind such fine distinctions
of meaning. They meant that the United Nations
. should not interfere with, or intervene in the essen
tially domestic affairs of a sovereign Member State,
neither by a discussion of such affairs, and still less
by the passing of resolutions requesting such
Member State to take, or to refrain from following,
a certain line of action or policy, in regard to its
domestic affairs.
As already stated. I really do not think the argu
ment put forward at Paris need be seriously
considered; but purely as a matter of interest, I
would like to point out that the Assembly can do
no more than to make recommendations. If. th~re
fore, the word "intervene" is to be given that
specialised meaning, as argued by the Honourable
Delegate of India, i.e. "dictatorial interference",
the effect would be that Article 2 (7) would place
no restriction, or any curb, whatsoever. upon such
recommendations as the Assembly might wish to
make. The Assembly could by way of discussion
and recommendation interfere to its heart's content
in the most essentially domestic affairs of Member
States. which was certainly not the intention of
those ' who drafted this Article! If this narrower
and specialised meaning of the word "intervention .,
were to be accepted, it would render Article 2 (7)
completely meaningless and inoperative, and it
might as well then be deleted from the Charter!
In passing, ~ would point out that the .exception
to paragraph 7 of Article 2 in the original draft
reads as follows, viz.:
"but this principle shall not prejudice the
application of enforcement measures under
Chapter VII ".
The object of the Australian amendment was to
exclude recommendations by the Assembly before
an international situation has reached the stage
where enforcement measures are called for.
I do not think that it is necessary to devote
further attention to the strained and SpeCialised
interpretation which is sought to be 'placed on the
word "intervention".
Mr. Chairman, it is clear from the letter adressed
to the Secretary-General, that on this occasion the
Government of India bases its case on an alleged
violation by the Union of South Africa of the
principles of the Charter. More particularly it is
charged that the Union of South Africa denies
fundamental human rights and freedoms, not only
to Indians; but also to "other non-Whites". The
Government of India takes up the attitude that the
Assembly has the right to intervene in the domestic
affairs of a Member State when it is a question of
alleged human rights-in other words that in such
a case the provisions of Article 2 paragraph 7 do
not apply.
I will therefore address myself to that aspect of
the Indian Government's complaint. I will of course
deal only with the legal aspect, in conf~rmity with
the purposes of this statement. which " is to take
exception to the competence of the United Nations
to entertain the complaint of the Government of
India. I will, however, state in passing, and purely
for the information of this Committee, that the
Union Government has never denied to its citizens,
or to any section of its citizens, those rights and
freedoms which in international law and usage have
always been regarded as basic and fundamental. In
that respect, the Union of South Africa has a record
of which it can be justly proud, and which in fact,
surpasses that of many other nations. No person
in South Africa, of whatever race. has ever had
reason to complain that there has been denied to
him, or to her, complete freedom of conscience or
religion; freedom of speech; freedom from fear and

agression; inviolability of their persons or proper
ties; unrestricted access to courts of impartial
justice. The South African Delegation indignantly
denies the allegations that have been made against
their country, and sugge§t that some of those who
have been foremost in bringing such charges against
South Africa, might look to conditions obtaining in '
their own countries, before making unjustified
charges against a Member State. There is much
truth in the old saying that" those who live in glass
houses should not throw stones".
Mr. Chairman, I return to the suggestion put
forward that fundamental human rights fall outside
the operation of Article 2 (7) of the Charter.
I have already said that if the founders of the
United Nations had wished to exclude human
rights from the sphere of domestic jurisdiction, they
would have done so specifically, as they did in the
case of enforcement measures under Chapter VII
of the Charter.
It might perhaps be suggested that this was an
omission-that it had not occurred to those who
framed the Charter.
It will be interesting-and also enlightening to
some of the ' delegations-if once again we turn
back the pages of the history of the United Nations,
and go back to San Francisco,-as I did when I
discussed paJiagraph 7 of Article 2. It is, I submit,
necessary to remind this Committee what were the
intentions of the founders of the United Nations,
especially in these days when there is a tendency
to read into the Chartet certain ideas and intentions
that was never envisaged or intended by the founders
. . . in these days when there is a tendency to move
away from the Charter as it was originally drafted
and intended.
Mr. Chairman, a study of the discussions at the
San Francisco Conference brings to light the
illuminating fact that there was a full discussion of
the question of fundamental human rights in rela
tion to Article 2 (7) of the Charter. What is more
important is the fact that concern was expressed
by several delegations that the provision of Article
56 (as it is now known) might be interpreted as
giving to the United Nations the right to interfere
in the domestic affairs of Member States!
Article 56, I would remind delegates, reads:
"All members pledge themselves to take joint
and separate action in co-operation with the
Organization, for the achievement of the purposes
•
set forth in Article 55."
Article 55 from which Article 56 flows, lays down
that the United Nations shall promote
(a) higher standards of living. full employment,
etc.;
(b) solutions of international economics, social,
health and related problems, etc.; and
(c) universal respects for an observance of human
rights and fundamental freedoms for all,
without distinction as to race, sex, language
or religion.
It is particularly Articles 55 and 56 which are
cited by those who would have the United Nations
intervene in the domestic affairs of the "Union of
South Africa.
-.
I have already, earlier in my statement, referred
to the opening phrase of paragraph 7 of Article 2,
viz. "nothing contained in this Charter shall
authorise etc. etc ................... "and I pointed out
that those words, "nothing contained in this
Charter. ..... ", were intended to prevent any of the
subsequent provisions in the Charter (with the
being used as a pretext
exception of Chapter
for interfering in the domestic affairs of a Member
State.
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But, those who would try to "get past" Article
2 (7), contend that an international agreement or
treaty has always been recognised as providing an
exception to the rule of domestic jurisdiction. They
argue further that the Charter is not onIy such an
international agreement, but that in Article 56,
every signatory of the Charter has actually
" pledged" himself to observe, or to do certain
things mentioned in Article 55-amongst others,
" observance of fundamental human rights and
freedoms". In passing, I would point out that
nowhere in the Charter is tl!e _observance of rights
and freedoms- stated as an obligation. It is stated
only as an aim or an ideal-nothing more.
The South African delegation cannot agree with
the ~gument that signatories of the Charter
" pledged" themselves to carry out such aims:
Firstly, because of the overriding phrase in
paragraph 7 of Article 2 already mentioned;
secondly because the Charter does not in any
of its articles describe or specify which human
rights and fundamental freedoms are intended to
be observed, or - that they must in fact be
observed. They are stated merely as aims which
the United Nations will strive to "promote";
thirdly, because the founders of the United
Nations never intended that Article 56, read in
conjunction with Article 55, should provide an
exception to the operation of Article 2 (7) which
safeguards the principle of non-interference in the
domestic affairs of a Member State.
This last-mentioned point is of the greatest
importance, not onIy to the Union of South Africa,
but also to the United Nations itself, and I intend
dealing with it fairly fully. I do so also for another
reason, viz. in order to demonstrate to what an
extent the United Nations is moving away from the
intentions of its founders and moreover, moving in
a direction, which if persisted in, cannot but lead
the organization into dangerous waters, and to
ultimate shipwreck. The founders of the United
Nations realised the dangers inherent in interference
in the domestic affairs of Member States. It is
unfortunate that some of their successors, in their
new-found zeal for fundamental human rights and
freedoms, appear to be blind to the danger of the
rocks ahead. So let us turn back the pages, and go
back to San Francisco.
On May 25th, 1945, Committee No. 3 of Com
mission No. IT had before it the following draft
article:
"All Members pledge themselves to take
separate and joint action, and to co-operate with
the organization and with each other to achieve
these purposes."
The words "these purposes" related to matters
at present contained in Article 55 of the Charter.
It is perfectly clear from the discussion which
took place, that there was a general fear that the
article as worded, might he interpreted as an
exqption to the operation of Article 2 (7), and
tltaf it might lead to an interference in the domestic
affairs at Member-States.
The United States delegate was among the first to
express misgivings. He said that the wording was
not altogether clear, and reserved the position of his
delegation.
The deleg~te of Australia assured the Committee
that there could be no grounds for fear that the
principle of domestic jurisdiction would be
endangered. He stated that:
". . . behind the. view of this Committee
there is the intention that certain purposes and
objectives will be regarded as important objec
tives, to be achieved by _members of the organiza
tion ".
j

Note again the use of the word" objectives ", and
his avoidance of the word "obligations". The
" objectives" are those mentioned in Article 55,
including fundamental human rights. The delegate
of Australia proceeded as follows:
". . . that means that we will co-operate
with each other, to try and achieve those objec
tives, and we shall, each within our own jurisdic-
tion do our best to achieve those objectives in
each of our own lands and each in our awn way ".
And then comes the point which the delegate of
Australia is aiming at:
"It (i.e. Article 56) involves no interference
whatsoever with the fundamental principle that
matters of domestic jurisdiction are exclusively
the concern of each Member State . . . The
methods (for carrying out these objectives) are of
course another matter. They must be left to the
action of each Member State, with exclusive juris
diction over its awn affairs; anQ, on the interna
tional side, to action by agreement between
States ".

The Committee accepted the idea of a pledge in
that sense, and referred the draft back to the
drafting committee, from where it was returned , in
the following form:
"All members undertake to co-operate jointly
,and severally with the organization for the
achievement of these purposes".
The discussion in the full committee was there
upon resumed, and the delegate of Australia again"
referred to a fear expressed by some delegations
that the draft as worded:
" ............ might in some way encroach upon
the domestic jurisdiction of separate countries ...
It does nothing whatsoever of the kind. It leaves
to each country full and complete and absolute
discretion as to how to pursue such objectives ... "
Later on in his speech the Australian delegate
pointed out ,that he had already previously stated
that "the domestic jurisdiction of each country is
protected under the proposed Charter by a special
clause in Article IT".
The delegate of the United States was apparently
not quite satisfied by the assurances of the
Australian delegate. He said:
"However much we intend to carry out,
within our own countries, those great purposes
(Article 55) ...... we do not think that this sort
of pledge is within the scope at the Charter, i.e.,
the pledge as interpreted by the distinguished
delegate from Australia."
The United States then further elaborated his
fears as to the use of the words "separate action"
and said that "it might be interpreted that you
are pledging yourself to agree ... ... that the inter
national organization could intervene in your
domestic affairs, on the ground that you have agreed
by this statement, that they are of international
concern, no longer domestic."
I

The United States delegate went even further,
and warned that if they attempted to convert this
Article, which enunciated certain purposes, into a
convention by which the States would agree to take
individual action on these problems, they would
then" have gone away from the purpose for which
the conference had met, and destroyed the best hope
of securing the adherence of all the nations to the
Charter". Which, Mr. Chairman, confirms my
statement earlier in my speech, that without
adequate safeguards as to domestic jurisdiction,
there would probably have been no United Nations!
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The Belgian, British and New Zealand delegates
all expressed similar views, and stressed the point
that the adoption of Articles 55 and 56 would not
entail any interference with domestic affairs.
Perhaps it is as well to quote from their statements.
U.K. Delegate: "I never had any fears ...... that
this organization which we are setting up, could be
looked upon as interfering with national rights, for
the simple reason that I have accepted all along,
and must accept that it (Article 56) is covered by
the clause referring to domestic jurisdiction."
Belgium: "The domestic jurisdiction clause will
afford full protection against interference by the
organization itself."
New Zealand: "The draft clause will not create
any difficulties or resentment (in our country)
because it does not order or instruct us to do any
thing, or tell us that if we do not do it, the interna
tional organization will interfere.
Also the delegate of the Soviet Union expressed
himself as satisfied that the adoption of the clause
would not create the danger of interference in
domestic affairs. He could not understand how it
could even be suggested that the Australian
proposal implied a right to intervene in the domestic
affairs of a country. Later he proposed that the
draft be referred back to the sub-committee in view
of certain differences of opinion that had arisen in
regard to the use of the words "jointly and sever
ally". This was agreed to.
The draft article 56 came back from the sub
committee with the wording as it now appears in
the Charter and it was accepted by the full
committee.
Mr. Chairman, I come now to the final scene in
this very interesting, but also most important
chapter of the San Francisco discussions.
In his report on the proceedings in this Commit
tee [Document 861. 11 /3 /35 (1)] the rapporteur
pointed out that there appeared to be some
apprehension that the statement of . purposes
(including observance of human rights and funda
mental freedoms) implied that the United Nations
might interfere in the domestic affairs of Member
States, and he stated that in order "to remove all
possible doubt" the Committee has agreed to
include in its records the following statement:
"The members of Committee 3 of Commission
II are in full agreement that nothing contained in
Chapter IX can be construed as giving authority
to the organization to intervene in the domestic
affairs of Member States ".
On June 11th, 1945, the report of the rapporteur
was unanimously accepted by Commission II.
The next step was the submission of the report
of the rapporteur of Commission II to the Plenary
Session of the Conference [Document 1180-11/8 (1)].
When presenting his report, the rapporteur
{Mr. Alfaro) said that the organization was enlisting
the co-operation of Member States in seeking the
achievement of certain positive goals. These. he
said, included "standards of living. full employ
ment. conditions of economic and social progress
and the universal respect for, and observance of
human rights and fundamental freedoms."
But. Mr. Chairman, the report also contained the
following statement:
"Commission II has also agreed to include in
its records the statement that nothing contained
in this Chapter (i.e . Chapter IX of the Charter)
can be construed as giving authority to the orga
zation to intervene in the dQIJ7?stic affairs of
member states".

The inclusion of this statement was agreed to by
the plenary session. and it stands in the records
as a proof of the intentions of the founders of the
United Nations.
Mr. 'Chairman, I have taken this Committee back
to San Francisco. I have given to this Committee
clear proof as to what the intention of the founders
of the Charter were.
.
This Committee will now have to decide whether
to recommend to the Assembly that it should abide
by the principles of the Charter as intended. and as
interpreted, by those who were responsible for its
drafting-or whether they should make a recom
mendation which would involve a departure from
those principles.
If this Committee should decide to do the latter,
then it would appear to be necessary to redraft the
Charter. Is the Assembly prepared to do that?
As far as the Union of South Africa is concerned.
we stand by the Charter, and by the declaration of
Commission II. which was accepted by the PLenary
Session of the San Francisco Conference. We say
that. in accordance with the provisions of the Charter.
as interpreted by the San Francisco Confer-ence. the
Assembly of the United Nations is not competent to
entertain the complaint of the Indian Government,
and we ask th~ Committee to recommend accor
dingly.
Before concluding. I would point oUI that those
who would make use of Article 56 in order to inter
vene in the domestic affairs of the Member State. in
respect of the matters mentioned in paragraph (c) of
Article 55 (i. e. observance of fundamental human
rights). would do well to remember that they must
then be prepared to support intervention by the
United Nations also in respect of matters mentioned
in paragraphs (al and (b) of the same article-and
that they must then be prepared themselves to
submit to such intervention! I wonder how many
of the states represented here will be prepared to per
mit United Nations' intervention in regard to such
matters as "standards of living", "conditions of
economic and social progress ". "health" and related
problems. mentioned in those paragraphs!
I go further and I ask how many Member States
are. in regard to these matters. actually living up to
the standards mentioned in the Charter of the
United Nations.
Mr. Chairman. I think I am putting the position
very fairly . If the United Nations is permitted to
intervene in regard to paragraph (c) of Article 55, on
the ground that the matters therein are not excluded
by the provision of Article 2 (7}-then the Assembly
is equally permitted to intervene in the domestic
affairs of Member States, in regard to the matters set
out in paragraphs (a) and (b).
Again I ask: are Member States prepared to
submit to interference by the Assembly in regard to
economic and social matters; standards of living;
full employment; health legislation and similar
matters referred to in paragraphs (a) and (b) of Ar
ticle 55? If not then why pick on paragraph (c)?
Mr. Chairman. I trust that Honourable Delegates
appreciate the importance of the decision that they
must take on this matter of "competerrc"e". The
issue is one that affects not only my country. but
every state represented at the Assembly. For that
reason I have discussed it fully. and in all its aspects.
And for the same reason I have taken you back to
San Francisco.
It must be clear to every delegate that there is a
movement away from the Charter as drafted, and as
intended by the founders of the United Nations. A
basic principle of the Charter ' is gradually being
undermined. The principle of national sovereignty
is being tampered with. The Great Powers are safe,
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for they have the protection of the veto. It is the
smaller nations that will suffer if the safeguard pro
vided by paragraph 7 of Article 2 is taken away from
them. It will indeed be ironic if the smaller nations
themselves help to cut· the cable to which that sheet
anchor is attached!

I trust that the warning that the - South African
Delegation has uttered to-day will be heeded. It not,
then I am convinced that the day will come when
many a small nation will remember with sorrow that
it did not take heed-and that it did not cling to that
anchor! 
But, Sir, it is not only the smaller nations that will
suffer if a wrong decision should be taken on this
most important issue. It may well hasten the end of
the United Nations itself.
Sir CARL BERENDSEN (New Zealand) regretted the
dispute that had arisen between two -peoples with which
New Zealand maintained the most friendly relations.
An interpretation of Article 2 (7) of the Charter
would certainly be of fundamental importance, not only
for the consideration of the matter under discussion,
but also for the work of the United Nations as a whole.
It was unfortunately true that international documents
had a tendency to be distinguished by their ambiguity,
and the clause in question was a remarkable example.
The main reason for these ambiguities undoubtedly lay
in the desire to come to terms on a formula, even
ambiguous, so as to ensure at least some sort of formal
agreement. If Article 2 (7) were closely scrutinized,
was it possible to say with certainty what the word
" intervene" meant? Would the adoption of a resolu
tion by the General Assembly constitute an intervention
in the terms of that paragraph? Or were they only
applicable in the case of physical intervention, perhaps
even of armed intervention? And what did the expres
sion "matters which are essentially within the domestic
jurisdiction of any State" really mean? Was it
intended to differentiate between two categories of
matters, those which were essentially within the
domestic jurisdiction of a State, and those which were
within the domestic jurisdiction of a State, but not
essentially so? There were thus very grave doubts
regarding the actual scope of that paragraph. It was
the Organization's duty to clear up those doubts, and
the only logical way to do so would seem to be to refer
the matter to the only organ which could give a legal
<opinion on it, namely, the International Court of
Justice. Unfortunately, however, it was unlikely that
the Assembly was 1 eady to adopt such a course. That
fact must be accepted, however regretfully. In view,
however, of the grave doubts that existed regarding the
scope of the paragraph in question, it seemed that _the
Committee's best course would be not to take any steps
on the substance of the question, but to try to work
out some proposal for mediation.
The delegation of New Zealand was ready to
support any resolution of that kind. On the ether
hand; it could not support any resolution containing
any suggestion of condemnation or even of toleration,
or any decision dealing with the substance of the ques
tion.
Mr. PANYUSHKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
recalled that the General Assembly had already dealt
with the matter in 1946 and 1947. The third session
of the Assembly was obliged to discuss it once more,
because the Government of the Union of South Africa
had refused to enter into negotiations with India in
order to settle the dispute in accordance with the
General Assembly's decision of 8 December 1946. On
the contrary, the policy of disGrirnination against
persons of Indian origin in the Union of South Africa
had been strengthened. The 1ndian Government had
therefore been obliged to ask :the United Nations, in
July, 1948, to re-examine the question and to take
steps in accordanc~ with Articles 10 and 14 of the

Chapter. The Indian Government's request stated
that instead of adjusting its discriminatory laws and
practices, the Government of the Union of South Africa
had, on the contrary, announced its jntention to
deprive Indians and other persons of non-European
descent of the very limited rights they had enjoyed up
to that time.

,

-

The Government of the Union of South Africa had
on many occasions openly expressed its contempt for
the decisions and wishes of the General Assembly,
particularly with regard to the decision of 8 December
1946. Field Marshal Smuts, for example. in a public
statement made in December 1946, had - condemned
the United Nations. saying that it was dominated -by
the coloured peoples. In November 1947. Mr.
Lawrence, representative of the Union of-South Africa
at the second session of the General Assembly. had
stated that his Govrnment had no intention of respect
ing the Assembly resolution because it considered it
to be illegal. During the second session 'of the
Assembly. the Political Colhmittee had adopted ,a ·
proposal connected with the 'resolution of 8 December
1946. As a result of the support of the United States'
and United Kingdom delegations. the Union of South
Africa had succeeded in preventing that proposal from
obtaining the two-thirds majority necessary for its
adoption by the Assembly. which, as a result, had not
confirmed its recommendations of 8 -December. 1946.
Mr. Panyushkin then quoted an article fr.om the
Rand Daily Mail giving the votes of certain Latin
American countries on that occasion. and added 'that
during the second session of the Assembly, the countries
which had defended the Franco Government had 'also
voted against the condemnation of the policy. of dis
crimination of the Government of the Union of South
Africa towards South African citizens of Indian
descent.

,

After hearing the representative of the Union of
South Africa give a long statement on his opinion, 
aCcording to which the matter was not withirt the
competence of the General Assembly, a large number
of the delegations. including the U.S.S.R.delegation,
were still of the opinion that the matter before the
Commission had become an international problem.
That was obvious from the fact that the General
Assembly had considered the matter -at two sessions
and was currently occupied with it once more.
Furthermore, in signing the Charter of the United
Nations, the Union of South Africa had assumed
obligations to respect and observe human rights arid
fundamental freedoms. in accordance with Article 55
of the Charter. Finally, the Government of the Union
of South Africa had undertaken. in agreements signed
at Cape Town between it and the Government of
India, not to proceed to such discrirnination.
The suggestions made by the representatives of
several countries to refer the question to the ' Inter
national Court of Justice were contrary to the legitimate
aspirations of the Indian GovernQIent, and were
intended to draw the General Assembly'S attention
away from the substance of the matter.
Leading circles in the Union of South Afridt,
supported in the General Assembly by the countries
of the Anglo-Saxon bloc. had intensified their persecu
tion of the Indians. The Government of Field
Marshal Smuts had urged in its time that the Indians
should be deprived of the very small right of
representation-three members in all-granted to them
in 1946. When Prime Minister Malan came into power,
a law to that effect had been adopted and had received
the approval of the Governor-General. That law had
also restricted more closely than before the Indians'
right to 'purchase land where they chose. thus establish
ing a rigid system of control which forced Indians to
settle in the territories reserved for them.
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In accordance with the principle divide et impera,
leading circles in the Union of South Africa were
making every effort to sow diss€<nsion between the
various racial groups. That policy, designed to con
vince the natives that the Indians were responsible for
their difficult position, had ended, inter alia, in the riots
at Durban. Such methods recalled the pogroms ooce
organized in Hitler Germany.
The U.S.S.R. was not directly concerned in the
question of the Indians in the Union of South Africa.
It had however suppoFted the Indian delegation in its
aspirations from the outset, and would continue to
maintain that position. In so doing, the U.S.S.R.
delegation was inspired by the principles of the
Leninist.StaJinist policy regarding nationalities, as they
were applied in the U.S;S.R., where racial discrimina
tion and oppression had been forever rooted out.

an opinion would be sought ought to allow the Court
to take broad cogillzance of the question. Pointing out
that the International Court of Justice was not at
present overburdened with work, Mr. Federspiel con
sidered that from the point ~f view of principle it
would be expedient to use a case like the present one
as a precedent. He emphasised, however. that recourse
to the International Court of Justice should be made
only as a last recourse in the solution of the question
at issue, after the efforts at conciliation by the parties
themselves and at mediation under the auspices of the
United Nations, had failed.
Mr. ARCE (Argentina) noted that the Prime Minister
of India had made categorical statements to the effect
that his Government and the people of India were
ready to sacrifice themselves rather than to allow
intervention in their affairs.

The U.S.S.R. 'Government, always a defender of the
rights of oppressed and enslaved peoples, considered
that the United Nations shouldenetgetically condemn
the policy 6f discrimination practised by the Govern
ment of th'e Union of South Africa and take effective
steps v;ith regard to that policy.

He then examined the judicial nature of the United
Nations and declared that it was an international
organization sui generis which could exist only because
its Members had delegated to it some of their powers.
The powers of states therefore fell into .three catego
ries: those that had been delegated; those that could
Mr. FEDERSPffif. EDentnark) stated that his delega be delegated, but that had not been; and finally the
tion . had followed the developments in that question powers that could not be qelegated, i.e., the powers
since the la~t session of the General Assembly with falling within' the sphere of domestic jurisdiction of
great interest. He understood the difficulties faced by states. Powers delegated under a bilateral or other
the Union of South Africa in its community and racial form of treaty were derived from a consent of the
problem. However; it was hard to understand how parties to subordinate part of their sovereignty to that
the" contemplated policy of segregation could help in treaty. The question therefore rose as to what powers
the solution of those difficulties; particularly in view of were delegated to the different organs of the United
the principles in thal respect contained in the Charter. Nations. The General Assembly was competent to
The Danish; delegation, -therefore, maintained its discuss nearly all items capable of international con
previous point of view, namely that this matter did ilDt sideration, but could only make recommendations
fall within the domestic jurisdiction of the Union of regarding them. Mr. Arce emphasized that such
South Irlrica and that a solution of the problem was recommendations had no more than a moral force.
desirable: Such a solution might best be reached by The Security Council, however, was in a different
diseossion between the two parties, whether by round position, and had received special powers to maintain
table or in any other appropriate manner, and he hoped the peace and security of the world. Its decisions were
that they would make an effort to get together with binding on the signatory states. The International
that aim! Another possibility was recourse to concilia Court of Justice was another organ to which powers
tion or mediation, either agreed · to by the parties or had been delegated, and those countries that accepted
under- the auspices of the Unit~ Nations. Such con its jurisdiction naturally felt that such jurisdiction was
ciliatien or mediation could be und.ertaken under the binding. Mr. Arce outlined the powers of the Trustee
g.ood offices of the President of the General' ASllembly ship Council and of. the Economic and Social Council
or of the Secretary"General. The two parties might anJ concluded ·that they could not take actual resolu
ask the Secretar.y-General to assume such function tions of their own, but could only adopt recommenda
himself or to appoint some impartial public figure as' tions addressed to the General Assembly. As far as
a. mediator. He hoped that the facilities of the United the recommendations of the General Assembly were
Nations, which had proved their worth in the Berlin concerned, they might be complied with or rejected by
question; f.or example, Illight be used in connexion with the Member States. For those recommendations to
that issue.as well.
become international law, they had to be made the
object of an international treaty or convention. At
If it proved impossible to follow the procedure that any rate, the United Nations could not exercize the
he had suggested, other means of settlement must be powers which had not been delegated to it and could
tried. The dispute could not be allowed to continue not intervene in the areas reserved to the domestic
without recourse to the International Court of Justice. jurisdiction of states under Article 2 (7). Otherwise,
Mr. Federspiel recalled· that several delegations had recommendations with a purely moral value might be
suggested such recourse during the previous discussion passed which conflicted with the internal legisla
of that question in 1946 and 1947. Since the problem tion of states, the result of which could only be loss
under Consideration involved questions which gave rise of prestige for the Unitea Nations. It was clear from
to doubts of both a legal and a factual nature, an the Charter that the United Nations was based upon
advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice the sovereignty of its Member States and that the
might well be advisable, if only to determine the extent notion of a State without sovereignty was -inconceiv
of t.4e obligations assumed by the .parties under the able. In a case such as the case at hand, the United
treaty they had entered into and under the Charter. If Nations should be very cautious or abstain. If,
the parties to the dispute did not refer the matter to however, any doubt still existed as to the competence
the Omrt by agreement between themselves and under of the General Assembly, the issue involved might be
the Charter, the General Assembly might take that refelTed to the International Court of Justice, although
action. Mr. Federspiel recalled that Field-Marshal such a recourse did not appear necessary as the
Smuts had stated in 1946 that his Government would Charter was very clear. The United Nations had a
be willing to ' abide by the decision of the Court, and large enough job fulfilling its main task, namely the
that Mr. Lawrence had confirmed that willingness in preservation of international peace and security. Mr.
1947. · Therefore, it" would be only natural to seek the Arce thought that the best solution for the question
assistanre of the Court In case such a procedure were " at issue would be by direct contact between the parties
decided upon;.. the formulation of the issue on which through the usual diplomatic channels. The Argentine

;
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delegation refrained from expressing its views on the
substance, as it deemed the General Assembly
incompetent to deal with the matter.
The Argentine repres~ntative criticized the drafting
of the title of the question under discussion, ,. The
Treatment of Indians in South Africa." The people
in question were South African citizens, not Indians,
and therefore the Government of India had no
jurisdiction over them.
Mr. PRICA (Yugosla,:,~a) pi>inted out that the question
at issue was-before the General Assembly for the third
time, and that for the third time the Union of South
Africa had attempted to evade it, by raising the question
of competence. in that connexion, Mr. Prica recalled
the violation made of Article 2 (7) by the majority in
the Mindszenty question. However, the present question
waS obviously not in the same Gategory as the
Mindszenty case for the following reasons: (1) it had
an international character as a result of the inter
national agreements of Cape Town of 1927 and 1932;
(2) it seriously affected the relations between two
nations and thus again had international aspects; (3)
the fact that that question did not come within
domestic jurisdiction had been recognized by seme
South African Leaders, notably Senator Nichols, who
had stated in September 1948 before the Senate of his
country that the treaties signed with India gave that
country the right to bring up this question before the
United· Nations; (4) the solution proposed by the Union
of South Africa, namely to repatriate the Indians to
India, clearly demonstrated the international character
of the present question and (5) the question of
competence had already been settled by the General
Assembly and as there had been no change in that
connexion, there was no doubt that the General
Assembly was fully competent to take any action that
it might deem appropriate on the question under
discussion.
The question of the treatment of Indians in South
Africa was more ' urgent than ever in view of the
deterioration of the treatment given to the Indians and
of the growing stringency of raCial doctrines and racial
legislation. South )\frica had travelled the same long
and sinister path followed by Nazi Germany. The
main excuse adopted by the South African Govern
ment with regard t6 its treatment of Indians was, as
the South African Prime Minister had stated in
September last year, the Commtiilist bogey. Even
contact with the Indian Congress had been refused by
South Africa on the ground that the representatives
were Communist7controlled. The representatives of
the Transvaal and Nata] Indian Congress movements
had not been permitted to attend the General Assembly
session in Paris under the pretext that they were
Communist agitators.
The present South African Government obviously
feels that it could carry its contempt of the Charter
and of the international engagements a stage further
than the previous government, which had gone far
enough in that respect. The present Government
feels that ~t can ignore the most elementary human
rights and throw challenges to the United Nations. In
that connection, Mr. Prica drew attention to an item
which had appeared in t)1e New York Times on the
day on which that part of the session had started,
concerning what amounted to the annexation of South
West Africa to the Union of South Africa. If South
Africa had been able to adopt such an attitude toward
the United Nations, it was only beca:lse of close and
increasing support from certain great powers, which
had been especially marked at the African Conference
held in London last fall. The attitude of certain
Dowers at the 1947 session of the General Assemblv
had obviously encouraged the South African Govern'
ment to embark upon the dangerous course it had

taken in 1948. The delegations which had blocked
the 1947 resolution bore a very large part of the
r0sponsibility ior subsequent events. '{hey were also
responsible tor the impotence ' of the United Nations
in dealing with such matters, which was the cause of
the present crisis in the Organization. The resolution
adopted in 1946, and endorsed in 1947 by a majority
only three votes short of the required two-thirds
majority, had been in accordance with the purposes
and principles of the United Nations. However, they
had been thwarted -by the ruling Powers of the present
United Nations majority whose schemes for world
domination left little space for genuine human rights
and fundamental freedoms. Mr. Prica gave examples
of American business and mining interests in South
Africa' and noted reports in the American Press
concerning the discovery of considerable quantities of
uranite, which contained uranium in the Transvaal and
Rand gold-fields. South African defiance of the United
Nations could only be explained against that back
ground of support from certain great powers. Failure
of the United Nations to act now would be tantamount
to an end0rsement of the racial policies pursued in
South Africa and of racial poliCies in general. It
would contribute to a further worsening of die con
ditions of the Indians in South Africa and would be
yet another blow to the prestige of the United Nations.
Mr. R YCKMANS (Belgium), emphasizing his country's
good relations with both the parties to the dispute in
question, stated that his delegation deeply regretted
the discussion taking place. He declared that -he would
not touch on the substance of the question, but that
he would confine his remarks to the preliminary
problem of the General Assembly's competence in the
matter.
Mr. Ryckmans recalled the doubts expressed by the
delegate of New Zealand with regard to the meaning
of the terms of Article 2 (7) especially with regard to
the words: "intervene ", "domestic jurisdiction" and
" essentially" and noted that those terms were subject
to varying interpretations.
Two things, however, appeared certain, namely that
the rights which a cOuntry gave its nationals were
essentially a question of domestic jurisdiction and that
a recommendation of the General Assembly addressed
to a state was an intervention within the meaning of
Article 2 (7). It was a matter of fact, the most serious
form of action that the General Assembly could take.
He recalled part of the statement made in the Ad
Hoc Political Committee by the Belgian represen.tative
with regard to the question of church dignitaries, to
the effect that a General Assembly resolution involving
a condemnation, addressing recommendations or
giving directives to states could not be adopted in that
case.
According to those views of the Belgian
representative, the General Assembly could however
manifest its solicitude for the facts brought before it
and express the hope that the procedure provided in
the peace treaties would be put into effect as soon as
possible, to remedy those facts. In that connection,
he pointed out that in view of the emotion connected
with the Mindszenty case, the General Assembly would
certainly have taken an action. other than invoking
the peace treaties if it could have done so. If there
had not been peace treaties, there would have been
110 Assembly resolution in the Mindszenty case.
However. in the present case, the Indian representa
tive had not specifically referred to any treaty in his
draft resolution and in his statement. Moreover. in
his letter to the Secretary-General (A/577) specifically
mentioned in his draft resolution, the Indian
representative dealt with the policy of racial discrimina
tion against Asians in general, and other non-whites
although there was no treaty concerning the mann.er
in which the Union of South Africa would treat its
nationals who were not of European race, other than.,
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Indian. It ensued from those considerations that the
discussion of that q'uestion could not result in a
recommendation. Therefore, the question arose as to
whether the discussion of this matter fell within the
competence of the General Assembly, and, if it was
permissible, whether it was opportune. Recalling the
conditions onder which Article 2 (7) had been drafted
at San Francisco, Mr. Ryckmans thought that if the
words "deal with" had .been suggested to replace the
word" intervene", they would have met the inten.tion
of the majority of delegations, at the same time, to
forbid the General Assembly to deal in any fashion
whatsoever, not only in the form of recommendations,
but even in the form of discussion, with questions
essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state.
However, some doubt remained all the more since,
according to rule 110 of the rules of procedure, the
General Assembly had to defer the vote on the question
of competence until the end of the discussion. or, in
other words, until immediately before the vote on
the substance. This enabled the General Assembly
at least to discuss a question, if not to make a
recommendation, and that was the point of view
adopted by the Belgian delegation in the Mindszenty
case.
Even though the General Assembly had
competence to discuss the question at hand, another
question arose.. Was such discussion opportune in
view of the immense scope of the precedent which
would ·be established by such a discussion. Noting
that many delegations might have the impression that
the complaint of India was well-founded, arrd that
therefore the question could anyhow be discussed, he
went on to observe that by allowing the' discussion of
a well-founded complaint, they might likewise admit the
discussion of complaints which were not justified.
Such a precedent would allow discussion concernjng
all affairs of a , state, in which another state had an
interest. Questions like that were without number.
There were ethnical, religious and political minorities
all over the world who might be the subject of
discussions in the Unjted Nations.
The question under discussion should be settled
through normal diplomatic channels, as the representa
tive of Argentina had suggested. His delegation shared
the view of the representative of New Zealand that
any doubt regarding the competence of the United
Nations to deal with the question at issue could only
be dissipated by recourse to the International Court
of Justice. Before the International Court of Justice
settled that question . of competence in a precise way,
the Belgian delegation could support neither a
condemnation nor an absolution of the Union of South
Africa in regard to the question under discussion.

the question under discussion had seriously impaired
the friendly relations two fellow-members of the United
Nations. The matter was clearly within the competence
of the General Assembly, because it fell under the pro
visions of the Charter regarding human rights and fun
damental freedoms, and bec~useit was the subject of
international agreements conduded between India and
the Union of South Africa. If there were any doubt as to
competence to deal with the matter, the General
Assembly would not have passed its resolution of
8 December 1946 by a two-thirds majority; it would
not have considered ' the matter during the second
session; and it would not have placed it upon the
agenda for the third time during the present session.
The representative of the Union of South Africa had
argued that the sole exception to the prohibition against
intervention in matters of domestic jurisdiction con
tained in Article 2 (7), should be that relating to
enforcement measures under Chapter VII. That was
evident, but the South African representative had
taken it for granted that the matter under consideration
was one for domestic jurisdiction, mainly, apparently,
because it involved persons of South African
nationality. The mere test of nationality, however,
did not determine whether a question was or was
not one of domestic jurisdiction. The case under
discussion involved the question of racial equality
and, consequently, the question of respect for and
observance of human rights and fundamental free
doms, which was definitely within the competence of
the General Assembly. The South African representa
tive had observed that, but for Article 2 (7), there
would have been no United Nations and the Union of
South Africa would not have become one of its
members. However, many other countries would not
have become members of the United Nations had it not
been for the importance attached to the subject of
human rights and fundamental freedoms.
Mr. GARREAU (France) recalled that when the
Indian complaint had first been submitted to the
General Assembly in 1946 his delegation had been in
serious doubt as to the Assembly's competence to take
an.y action in the matter. This doubt was, nowever,
dispelled by the fact that the problem presented two
aspects: in the first case, there was the question of the
relationship between different racial groups in South
Africa, which clearly fell within the domestic jurisdic
tion of the Union ; on the other hand, there was the
qu~stion involving the latter's obligations under its
existing agreements with India which presented an
international character.

For those reasons the French and Mexican delega
tions had joined in 1946 in submitting a draft
resolution, which the Assembly later adopted, aimed at
Mr. LlU (China), pointing out that the question promoting a settlement by mutual agreement between
under discussion had remained on the agenda of the the two disputants. Tbe matter was again discussed
General Assembly for almost three years, said that it at the second regular session in 1947 but, since the
was regrettable that the two Governments concerned Assembly was unable to obtain the necessary
had not been able to make such a report to the General majority to take any further action, the resolution of
A3sembly as had been envisaged by the resolution of 1946 remained in force. The position of the French
8 December, 1946, and that the Indian delegation had delegation at the present time was that 9Je Assembly
had to f:lise the question for the third time before the could not take any further action in the matter without
General Assembly. It was also regrettable that the violating Article 2 (7) of the Charter.
situation not only had not improved, but according
Mr. Garreau thought that the question of domestic
to the representative of India, had worsened consider
jurisdiction had been very clearly stated by the
ably. The Chinese delegation. regretted that the' repre3entative of the Union of South- Africa. He rioted
a osurances given in 1946 by the South African that the Indian draft resolution now before the
Government regarding the treatment of ,Chinese Committee dealt with discrimination not only against
nationals in South Africa, had not been Qiven effect the Indian community, but also against other minority
as yet. His delegation's sympathetic vie~ of those groups of Asiatic origin in South Africa. Clearly, it
assurances had given way to keen disappointment.
was a question of the relations between a sovereign
government and its citizens in which the UIiited Nations
Mr. Liu reiter~ted the conviction of his delegation had no competence to interfere. As the representative
that the General Assembly and that Committee were of India had himself ~dmitted, the Indian community
fully competent to deal with tb.e question before them. concerned was compnsed of South African citizens
Expressing his Governments interest in that question, ?f Indian ?rigin and not of foreign nationals residing
Mr. Liu stated that China had always insisted on racial III the Umon of South Africa. Mr. Garreau shared
eguality. Another reaSOn for that in.terest was that the view of the representative of Argentina that the
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fact of their racial ongm was no justification for
intervention on their behalf by the Indian Government.
He also upheld the interpretation ,of the words:." to
intervene ", given by the Belgian representative, to the
effect that it really meant "to deal with '~, thus giving
it a broad sense. It remained true, however, that the
two Governments concerned had concluded certain
agreements concerning the subject-matter of the
complaint. It was then up to those two Governments
to settle between. themselves any misunderstanding they
could have concerning the text of those agreements.
If the parties fould nOL1lgree on the meaning or on
the implementation of their agreements, they could
always have recourse to the International Court of
Justice. This did not seem to the French delegation
to be a matter for the General Assembly.
In conformity with the foregoing position, the French
delegation once again joined with the delegation of
Mexico in submitting a draft resolution to the
Committee.
Mr. Garreau explained that the purpose, of the draft
resolution was to invite the Governments of India and
South Africa, with the participation of Pakistan., to
undertake a round-table canference on the basis of
the Assembly's resolution of 1946. He added that, if
agreement was not reached, the parties could appeal
to the International Court of Justice. In that way, the
Assembly would be able to avoid taking any decision
on the delicate question of its competence.
Finally, Mr. Garreau stated that his delegation
would abstain from voting in respect of the dpft
resolution submitted by the Union of South Africa.
Its reason for so doing was to avoid any decision as
to the Assembly's competence. Mr. Garreau hoped
that the adoption of the Franco-Mexican proposal
would make possible a solution based upon a mutual
understanding between the parties.
Mr. GUTIEREZ (Cuba) stated that his Government
was opposed to any form of discrimination for
reasons of race, sex, language or religion, not only
because such opposition was in conformity with Article
1 (3) of the Charter, but also because discrimination
was specifically prohibited by the coristitution of the
Cuban Republic.
In the present case the Cuban delegation adopted the
same position which it had taken in respect of the
question of the observance of human rights and free
doms in Bulgaria and Hungary, as well as in the
debate on the question of Franco-Spain.
Mr.
Gutierez was not concerned with the juridical aspects
of the problem, nor whether the Indians in South
Africa were of Indian or South African origin. The
Assembly was confronted with a situattionin which a
part of the population of a Member State suffered
from racial discrimination and this had led to serious
friction between two Members of the United Nations.
He believed that it was the duty of the Assembly to
take appropriate measures to remedy that situation.
Although the Cuban representative was wholly in
favour of the prin.ciple of non-intervention, Mr.
Gutierez contested the view that any action by the
Assembly would constitute intervention in the domestic
jurisdiction of the Union of South Africa. He stated
that it w~s generally accepted in international law that
collective action for humanitarian purposes was
excepted from the principle of non-intervention when
these humanitarian purposes had been clearly
established. He explained that as long ago as 1917,
when he began to teach international law in Havana,
he had devoted considerable study to the old contro
versy between the traditional concept of unlimited
national sovereignty and the modem idea of self
imposed limitation of national sovereignty.
He
believed that that controversy had been resolved when
.

.

the San Francisco Conference adopted Article 2 (7)
which stated that there should be no intervention in
matters "essentially" within the domestic jurisdiction
of any State. The inclusion of that word " essentially"
clearly meant that the United Nations might intervene
in matters relating to the fulfilment of international
obligations, such as respect for human rights. Any
cantrary interpretation would result in nullifying those
parts of the Charter which bound the Members of the
United Nations to respect human rights and fundamen
tal freedoms.
In view of the fact that the resolution approved by
the First Committee in November 1947 did not receive
the necessary support in the General Assembly for its
adoption, the Cuban Delegation now favoured a solution
of mediation. If mediation proved of no avail, then
the Assembly could recommend to the two Govern
ments concerned that they refer the matter to the
International Court of Justice. Mr. Gutierez added
that, in any event, the General Assembly should issue
an appeal to the Union of South Africa to take the
necessary action to prevent a further deterioration in
the situation.
Mr. ASTAPENKO (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republics) also rejected the view that the question of
discrimination against Indians in South Africa fell solely
within the domestic jurisdiction of that country. He
believed that it was an important international political
question, since it involved the relations between two
Members of the United Nations.
The Government of the Union of South Africa con
tinued to ignore the General Assembly resolution of
1946. It had taken no action to modify its discrimina
tory legislation 'or its treatment of the Indian population,
which were in flagrant contradiction with the basic
principles of the United Nations. Moreover, the fact
could not be ignored that the United States continued
to support and assist that policy of discrimination.
The situation was rendered especially acute by the
recent actions of the new South African Government
under the leadership of Dr. Malan. At the beginning
of 1947, before coming to power, Dr. Malan, then leader
of the Opposition, had introduced a resolution in the
South African Parliament which contained fresh
measures limiting the rights of Indians and other non
Europeans in South Africa and segregating them from
the European community. Dr. Malan's policy was
clearly illustrated in the speech which he had made in
support of that resolution. He had stated that his party
favoured the idea of white supremacy in South Africa,
because it feared that if the non-European element was
permitted equal rights then the control by the Europeans
would be destroyed. Since Mr. Malan's party came into
power, its policy had been one of unrestrained racial
discrimination. It had abolished the act which provided
for ownership of land by the Indian community and it
had introduced a system of personal identity cards with
the aid of which it would be able to control the
residence and the movements of all coloured people.
Severe measures had also been introduced to ensure
racial segregation in commerce and politics. Indians
were forbidden to enter the liberal professions or to
work under equal conditions with Europeans. Evidence
of the severe discrimination which characterised the
whole life of the nation existed in the high illiteracy
rate among Indians. Dr. Malan had even gone so far
as to assert in a speech before Parliament that the
Indian community was a foreign element which did not
belong in South Africa. However, as Dr. Malan him
self must well know, the Indians, more than 80 per cent.
of whom were born in South Africa, were no more
alien to the country than the Europeans themselves.
Most of them had never lived in India. Mr. Astapenko
noted an appeal to the United Nations by the Trans
vaal Indian Congress which drew attention to the steady
deterioration in the conditions of life of the Indian
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population as a result of the discriminatory policy of
the new Government, which was vi6lating the principles
of the Charter and the provisions of the Assembly
resolution of 1946.
Mr. Astapenko believed that the actions of the South
African Government were very similar to discriminatory
practices of Nazi Germany. The recent serious dis
turbances in Durban showed that it was the imperative
duty of the United Nations to take steps to put an end
to that discrimination.

Mr. COHEN (United States of America) said that he
had listened with great interest to the statement of the
Indian and South African representatives. Although,
in general, he could not accept the arguments adduced
by the latter, he considered that they required a careful
examination before the United States delegation would
be able to formulate its final position.
The main issue related to the competence of the
General Assembly. It would seem that the many
references in the Charter to the observance of human
rights and fundamental freedoms brought the question
fully within the cO.mpetence of the General Assembly.
True, Article 2 (7) provided that the United Nations
should not intervene in matters within the domestic
jurisdiction of any State, but it was doubtful whether
that paragraph was intended to prevent any con
sideration of such matters by the General Assembly
and any expression of opinion in the form of a
recommendation designed to assist the parties in
reaching a settlement. Indeed, the juridical inter
pretation of that paragraph was still undecided. It
was not easy to state what sort of human rights became
a matter of international concern. It would be
extremely difficult to attempt to draw a hard and fast
line between those questions which were of international
concern and those which were "essentially within
domestic jurisdiction ".
Mr. Cohen recalled the posItIon which the United
States delegation had adopted in respect of the question
involving human rights and freedoms in Bulgaria -and
Hungary. In general, it believed that no organ of the
United Nations was empowered to compel states to
adopt corrective measures in the absence of a threat
to or breach of international peace or in the absence
of a treaty providing specifically for such action. The
task of the General Assembly was to promote the
observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms
and consequently it must refrain from making recom
mendations which not only might be ignored, but which
might also create resentment and aggravate the position
of those which it was intended to aid. The promotion
of respect for human rights thoughout the world was
an extremely delicate task which required progressive
and carefully considered action over a long period of
time. The Assembly had rightly initiated its work by
preparing a universal declaration of human rights.
Mr. Cohen recognized the existence of varying
concepts of the functions of the State and the status of
the individual. In general, he agreed that, within the
widest limits, the rights of the individual in relation to
the State must be determined on a national basis. How
ever, .it was the obligation of every civilized State to
exercise its judgment in honesty and good faith " State
sovereignty did not mean State tyranny and no Govern
ment had a sovereign right to declare war on freedom
and religion. On the other hand, he believed that, at
the present stage, in the ' development of international
law, the Assembly would be~nwise to take any steps
which would come in direct conflict with national
policy. The problem was a very delicate one and the
United Nations must proceed with the utmost caution.
For the present, he believed that it should devote itself
primarily to seeking ways and means of composing
differences and promoting universal acceptance of
common standards.

In conclusion, Mr. Cohen said that his delegation
was unable to accept the thesis that the Asembly was
wholly incompetent to consider the present question,
not only because it involved the relations between two
Member States, but also because thr- situation had been
examined by the General Assembly at its first and
second sessions. While he was unwilling to take a final
decision in respect of the draft resolutions which had
been submitted, he did not think that the United States
delegation would be able to support the Indian proposal.
He believed, however, that it could support the joint
draft resolution submitted by France and Mexico.
Mr. PLIMSOLL (Australia) agreed with the previous
speaker that the question was extremely complex and
much time would be required to reach a solution. He
considered that the Assembly would be unwise to issue
a condemnation of any of the parties to · the dispute,
for the only hope of reaching a practical and just
solution was to bring the parties together in order to
settle their differences by mutual agreement, in accor
dance with the' principles of the Charter. In that
spirit the Australian delegation had joined with the
delegations of Denmark and Sweden in submitting a
draft resolution calling upon the parties to renew their
efforts to reach an agreement by the best possible
means. The chief difference between this proposal and
the Franco-Mexican draft resolution consisted in the
fact that the former laid down no prerequisites or
conditions for the negotiations, whereas the latter
required the discussion to be based upon the Assembly
resolution of December, 1946. Mr. Plimsoll believed
that that condition was unwise, since the Government of
South Africa had already in the past refused to
participate in talks on the basis of the 1946 resolution.
The second point to be noted in the new joint draft
resolution was the provision placing the machinery of
the United Nations at the disposal of the two States.
It was suggested that the President of the General
Assembly and the Secretary-General, together, render
all assistance possible and, if it proved desirable,
designate a Mediator.
Mr. BELAUNDE (Peru) said that it was undeniable
that the San Francisco Conference, in drafting the
Charter, had placed a great emphasis upon respect for
domestic jurisdiction. With that purpose in mind, it
had transferred the provisions contained in Article 2 (7)
from the chapter dealing with the pacific settlement of
disputes, to Chapter I, which contained the basic
principles of the United Nations. However, it was also
true that the Charter placed great emphasis on human
rights. He believed that the only criterion for
determining what questions fell within domestic juris
diction was the absence of international agreements
covering those questions. Clearly, it was the intention
of the San Francisco Conference that the United
Nations should have the power to promote and develop
human rights among all the Member States. Mr.
Belaunde looked forward to the time when human rights
and freedoms would be protected by international agree
ment. However, the United Nations had now only
reached the first stage in its work. It had still to
prapare a convention technically defining human rights
and to draft ·an agreement which would be signed by
all Member States. Nevertheless, the absence-of such
an agreement could not prevent the Asembly from
discussing and making recommendations in respect of
human rights. In that respect, Mr. Belaunde was in
complete agreement with the views expressed by the
He explained that his
United States representative.
delegation had taken part in the vote in connexion with
the maintenance of human rights and freedom in
Bulgaria and Hungary for the reason that such action
was in conformity with the principles of the Charter
and because respect for those rights and freedoms was
expressly provided for in the recent peace treaties with
those two countries.
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The representative of Peru added that he did not
believe it would be correct for the General Assembly
to take a decision as to its competence t6 deal with the
present question. While he fully hoped that the
Assembly might eventually become a tribunal to which
complaints regarding systematic and constant violations
of human rights could be submitted, nevertheless that
was a matter which must be decided on a juridical level
and not by the Assembly itself. For that reason, Mr.
Belaunde favoured the procedure proposed in the joint
Franco-Mexican draft resolution and in the resolution
submitted by Australia" Denmark and Sweden. He
did not., however;-favour a decision to resort to
mediation at the present time, for the efficacy of that
procedure depended upon the willing co-operation of the
parties. For the present, the Assembly should merely
call upon the parties to undertake negotiations, leaving
them free to determine whatever method they preferred.
Mr. Belaunde said that his delegation was ready to
support the first part oT the joint draft resolution sub·
mitted by Australia, Denmark and Sweden.
Wih regard to the Fr'anco-Mexican draft resolution,
he asked for further explanation of the reason for
including the Pakistan Government in the proposed
round-table conference.
Mr. GARREAU (France), replying to the question of
the preceding speaker, said that it was proposed to
inClude Pakistan in the round-table conference because
Pakistan was directly concerned in the question under
dispute. He recalled that the Indians in South Africa
included many who had emigrated from the territory
which had since become Pakistan. The Cape Town
Agreement, to which previous speakers had referred,
had been between the Union of South Africa and the
former British India which included both India and
Pakistan.
I

11th May, 1949.
Mr. GARREAU (France), speaking on behalf of the
Mexican and French delegations, proposed an amend
ment to the last paragraph of the resolution submitted
jointly by the two delegations. He recalled that the
aim of the two delegations was to seek a common
ground between the .parties. The delegation of the
Union of South Africa had always considered that
the resolution of 8 December 1946, implied a con
demnation of the South African Government, inasmuch
as the agreements it had concluded with the Indian
Government had not been carried out. The French
delegation, which had proposed that resolution in 1946,
had however never intended even implicitly to con
demn the Government of the Union of South Africa
in connexion with a question which did not concern
the Assembly; when there was a misunderstanding
between two governments regarding the interpretation
and implementation of an agreement concluded
between them, it was incumbent on them to resolve
such difficulties, either by direct negotiation or by
recourse to mediation or arbitration. The French and
Mexican delegations had intended their draft resolution
of 1946 merely to point out to the parties that, if there
had been any agreements between them, the General
Assembly thought that it behoved them to abide by
such agreements. In view of the fact that the South
African Government had given a different interpretation
to that resolution, the Mexican and French delegations
considered that it would be better not to mention it
again.
Mr. GONZALEZ (Chile) stated that he did not intend
to go into the substance of the question. He wished,
however, to refer to a statement by the Premier of the
Union of South Africa, quoted by the representative of
India, in which Dr. Malan had said that the policy of
laissez-faire in South America had resulted in the crea
tion of mixed races, and that such a policy would not
be tolerated in the Union of South Africa, where
segregation was the only acceptable solution.

If that statement really represented the views 'of the
South African Government, it was fortunate that the
point of order with regard to competence submitted
by its representative had not been carried, since the
General Assembly should above all seek to establish
principles which would .lead to understanding between
peoples and to the recognition of human rights.

South America furnished a most edifying example
of the equality of rights and duties for all groups of the
population, whatever their race or religion. The out
come has been a deep-rooted solidarity between the
racial groups, which had enabled South America to
appear before the world as a democratic unit represent
ing common thoughts and opinions. South American
history should never have been made the subject of
unfavourable comments.
Statements such as that which Dr. Malan was alleged
to have made, gave rise to apprehensions that a policy
of racial discrimination might develop in South Africa
which would be entirely contrary to the principles of
the Charter. That would be a much more far-reaching
problem than that of the competence of the General
Assembly in the matter. Before giving its views on the
various proposals that had been submitted, the Chilean
delegation would like· the South African representative
to furnish some explanations with regard to Dr. Malan's
statement.
Mr. KYROU (Greece) observed that so far the discus
sion had chiefly dealt with the legal and humanitarian
aspects of the question. The General Assembly,
however, was a political body composed of different
nations; its chief purpose was the settlement of political
disputes. It was neither a court of law nor an organi
zation for moral improvement. The aim of the Com
mittee's discussions should therefore be to seek suitable
means. for a final settlement of the dispute. Bearing
those considerations in mind, it would appear that the
only method which might lead to an effective solution
of the problem was that of direct contact between the
two States concerned. The General Assembly could
hardly take up the substance of the problem or
influence it, whereas, if the Committee were to re
commend direct negotiations between the parties, the
chances of reaching concrete results would certainly
be much greater. That method would also be prefer
able to that of mediation or conciliation, which always
contained a certain element of pressure. If good results
were to be achieved, a draft resolution should not be
based on the resolution of 1946. The amendment just
submitted by the French representative was therefore
a great improvement on the joint proposal of France
and Mexico. Direct negotiations between the parties
should be free from all obstacles; and any phrase that
could hamper such negotiations should be deleted from
the joint proposal. He reserved the right to revert to
that point later.
Mr. RAHIM (Pakistan) noted that the entire speech
of the South African representative had been con
centrated on the sole issue of the competence of the
United Nations with regard to the question under
consideration. He would be justified in concluding
from that, that the South African representative had
thereby admitted that there were grounds for all the
allegations that had been made. with regard to the
discriminatory nature of various laws adopted by the
Government of the Union of South Africa against
Asians residing in the Union of South Africa.

I

The Pakistani Government had its own special
reasons for its concern in that question. There were
a large number of persons living in the Uillon of South i
Africa who were of Pakistani origin. Some of them I
were well-to-do and highly educated people; they were
accustomed to living according to oriental civilization
and were well versed in the Western way of life. When
such people were forbidden to enter public buildings, !

I
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to become apprentices or to work as skilled labourers
in factories; when they were refused entry into univer
sities and other educational institutions; when they
were forced to live in segregation, so that they were
denied any possibility of social, politcal or economic
development and were subjected to the most severe
social discrimination, calculated to inculcate in them a
perpetual inferiority complex; when they were pre
vented from entering restaurants, theatres and cinemas,
and were not allowed to use public vehicles on a basis
of equality with the Europeans, it could not but be,
asked how a problem of such dimensions could be
regarded as a purely domestic matter. It was amazing
that such a situation could be allowed to continue; yet
there could be no doubt whatever concerning the inten
tions of the South African Government in that respect.
It was a case of a deliberate attempt to keep a large
part of the population of South Africa in conditions
which had no resemblance to those of civilized men.
In those circumstances, the Pakistani delegation had
been painfully surprised to hear the United States
representative express doubts concerning the extent to
which the United Nations could intervene in the
domestic affairs of a State when it was a question of
defending human rights.
The Committee was not discussing an abstract case,
but the fate of three hundred thousand South African
nationals, of Pakistani or Indian origin, who were
subjected to the most appalling discrimination. Surely
it was obvious that the majority of the Members of
the United Nations could not condone such discrimina
tion by legal arguments based on a narrow interpreta
tion of the Charter. Some speakers had asserted that
it would be dangerous for the United Nations to allow
one nation to interfere in the domestic 'affairs of
another, on the pretext that certain people coming
from the former were being unjustly treated in the
latter. That was not a logical way of putting the
question. The United Nations could not start to
discuss an abstract case, argue that it would not be
competent in such case, and then go on to conclude
therefrom that neither was it competent in the concrete
case before it.
The very reason for the foundation of the Charter,
the very reason for which a vast war had been waged
only a few years back, had been' the fact that racial
persecution and inequality were being practised. It was
astonishing that, in face of the very specific realities
before the Committee, attempts were being made to
prevent its intervention in that noble cause, on the
plea that it was not competent to do so. Yet many of
the decisions taken by the United Nations during that
very session supported the argument that, in cases of
flagrant violation of human rights, the United Nations
was competent to intervene.
The Pakistani Government hoped that the Govern
ment of the Union of South Africa would sincerely
accept and loyally apply any directives on the subject
given to it by the requisite majority of the United
Nations. The Pakistani Government was convinced
that the Assembly was resolved to do all within its
power to assist the hundreds of thousands of people
whose honour and dignity were threatened. It was
prepared to accept any proposal the ultimate aim of
which was to secure a just solution of the dispute.
General McNAUGHTON (Canada), while agreeing that
the Union of South Africa was within its rights in
contesting the competence of the General Assembly in
the question, felt that a distinction must be made
between the right of the Assembly to discuss the
problem under the terms of the Charter and its com
petence to intervene. He recalled that, when the same
question had been discussed in 1946, the Canadian
representative had stressed that the right of the
Assembly to discuss questions under Articles 10 and

14 of the Charter would be seriously impaired if too '
great force were given to the domestic jurisdiction
clause in Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter. A
happy balance must be maintained between those two
concepts. Such a happy balance could not be expressed
in a generat princi,le, but mUllt be determined by the
facts of each particular case. The question of com
petence in the case under consideration could not be
decided until the Committee had a specific proposal
before it, prescribing the kind of action the Assembly
might be invited to take. It was for that reason that
rule 110, which laid down that any motion calling for
a decision on the, competence of the General Assembly.
must be put to the vote immediately, before a vote was
taken on proposals concerning the substance of the
question, had been ,included in the rules of procedure.
He did not feel that the Committee was in a position to
come to any decision regarding the competence of the
General Assembly on the question under considera
tion, in the light of the information it possessed at the
moment. The Canadian delegation thought that the
Committee should try to reach a practical solution of
the complex problem raisetl by the dispute, by inviting
the governments of the two parties to renew their
efforts to reach agreement by methods of their own
choice. The United Nations woUld be prepared to give
any assistance that was requested of it towards the
implementation of those methods. The Canadian
delegation would therefore support the approach
advocated in the joint draft resolution presented by
Australia, Denmark and Sweden, and it regretted that
it was thereby prevented from supporting the draft
resolution presented by India, much as it 'appreciated
the moderation displayed in that proposal.
Mr. TOLBERT (Liberia) considered that the bad treat
ment of Indians and other non-Europeans in the Union
of South Africa was basically a humanitarian question
of international importance. His delegation would
therefore support the resolution submitted by the
Indian delegation.
Mr. KATZ-SUCHY (Poland) considered that, though
the question of the Indians in the Union of South
Africa had been brought up on account of 'the cruel
ill-treatment to which they were subjected, it could
not be understood or settled without taking into con
sideration the whole background of the policy of that
country towards the so-called "non-European"
majority.
The Polish delegation found itself in agreement with
the representative of the Union of South Africa when
the latter stressed the importance of Article 2, para
graph 7 of the Charter; it had itself proclaimed on
many occasions the sovereignty of nations to be inviol
able as was recognized in that paragraph. The argument
advanced during the current debate that the United
Nations could nO,t intervene in matters which were
essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of a State,
called for a final ruling on the meaning of Article 2,
paragraph 7. But what did the term "domestic
jurisdiction" actually mean? The" domestic jurisdic
tion " of a State must be determined by the legal order
prevailing in that State. Article 4 of the Charter stated
that" membership in the United Nations is open to all
other peace-loving States which accept the obligations
contained in the present Charter and, in the judgment
of the Organization, are capable and willing-to- carry
out these obligations", The judgment of the Organi
zation must be based on the legal order prevailing in
the State concerned. Therefore, everything that was in
accordance with the legal order of a State, all questions
that could be settled nationally, belonged exclusively
to its domestic jurisdiction. If, for example. riots were
to b~ directed against one group of the population in
a Member State of the United Nations, which
. prossessed the proper legislation and the necessary
means to handle the matter, the question w01.\ld fail
within the domestic jurisdiction of that State and the
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United Nations would not be able to intervene. On
the other hand, if riots were to be directed against a
group of the population and could not be suppressed
due to a lack of suitable legislation or necessary means,
or on account of a lack of good-will on the part of the
government, or even if the legislation of that State were
in contradiction with the basic principles of the United
Nations Charter, the. riots would have to be stopped,
not under the domestic jurisdiction of the State con
cerned, but under international jurisdiction, by a
decision of the United Nations. When a State's legisla
tion contained discriminatory provisions, it could not be
claimed that those provisions came under the domestic
jurisdiction of that State,-since they were contrary to
the principles of the Charter. The prOblem of Negroes
in the southern States of the United States, for example,
could not be considered to fall within the domestic
jurisdiction of the United States.

The state of affairs in the Union of South Africa
clearly showed that fascism and racial theories, far
from being eradicated. were making ominous strides.
Mr. Katz-Suchy recalled that the Indians who
numbered 280,000 out of a population of some 11
million. of which 7,700,000 were Africans, 900,000
half-cast and only 2.300,000 whites. had been brought
to South Africa by Europeans between 1860 and 1911;
the Government of Natal. the predecessor of the
Government of the Union of South Africa, had been
well-disposed towards the population of the Indian
origin; currently, however. sixty-four discriminatory
laws affected that population. Such discrimination was
also being practiced against all non-whites who
accounted for three-quarters of the population. It might
have been expected that in the twentieth century the
majority of a population would be able to enjoy equalty,
at least in theory. The Government of the Union · of
South Africa, however, did not even deem it necessary
to conceal the facts. as was clear from the declarations
of its leaders. Dr. Malan, for instance. had stated
in the spring of 1948 that, in order to preserve white
supremacy in the Union 'of South Africa. it was
necessary to deny to non-European elements education.
social security. the right to organize labour, and
political equality.

It was a fact that the domestic jurisdiction of the
United States was based on that country's Constitution,
but on the other hand the legislation in the southern
States was, on that point, in contradiction with the
Constitution. The Government of the United States
could answer that it was not in a position to interfere
with the legislation of the southern States, but, in so
doing, it would be proving that all matters in the
southern States did not come under national jurisdic
After the advent to power of the Nationalist Party.
tion and that some of them should therefore be settled many new discriminatory measures had been applied;
by a decision of the United Nations.
for example, the repeal of the representation section of
In so far as the position of Indians and non-whites the Asiatic Act of 1946. the appointment of a govern
in the Union of South Africa was concerned. it was mental committee to restrict the occupation of land
obvious that those questions did not come under the allocated to Indians. and a threat to extend the applica
domestic jurisdiction of the government of that country, tion of the Asiatic Land Tenure Act to the Cape
since that particular legislation was contrary to the Province, where it had not been applied until then.
fundamental principles of the Charter.
Dr. Malan's Government had disbanded the Negroes'
The policy of the government in the Union of South Representative Council created by General Hertzog as
Africa was also a violation of Article 4 of the Charter, an embryonic Parliament to be consulted on legisla
as it was contrary to the obligations laid down in that tion affecting Negroes.
Article, the acceptance of which was the very condi
The Negroes' Representative Council had protested
tion for membership in the United Nations.
against the principle of white supremacy and had
Those facts led to the conclusion that Article 2. pointed out that the Minister of' Native Affairs had
paragraph 7, of the Charter could not be applied to the failed in his duties.
'
situation in the Union of South Africa. The reasoning
of the Government of the Union of South Africa was
It was true that that Council had been accused of
therefore without any legal foundation.
going beyond its terms of reference and had indulged
in politics. but, according to its statutes, it should have
Mr. Katz-Suchy pointed out that similar cases had
been consulted on the question of racial policy which
occurred previously, particularly in connexion with
was
an essentially political one.
Article 6 of the London Agreement for the prosecution
and punishment of the major war criminals of the
The tension had resulted from a particularly violent
European Axis and in the Charter of the International campaign launched after Dr. Malan's Party had come
Military Tribunal. According to Article 6 of the . to power. According to that propaganda, Africans had
London Agreement, crimes against humanity would be to unite with the whites against the Indians. The
punishable whether or not in violation of the domestic slogan had been " Zululand for the Zulus"!
law of the country where perpetrated.
The Durban Municipal Council, in which neither
The case of Cardinal Mindszenty had been mentioned
Africans nor Indians were represented, had completely
by several delegations in the course of the discussion.
ignored the civic needs of both groups. Infant
but that had undoubtedly been due to a mistake on mortality was the highest in the world and tuberculosis,
the part of representatives who had attempted to
dys~ntry and venereal diseases were riddling the
compare it with the question of Indians in the Union country.
of South Africa. The fact was that the legal order of
Propaganda had led the Africans to boycott Indian
Hungary was similar to that prevailing in most Member
traders. In fact. over 99 per cent. of the Indian
States of the United Nations.
workers were poorly paid. According to official
.He recalled that one of the aims of the Allied Powers
statistics, only 21 Indians had an income of over £5,000
during the Second World War had been to eradicate the a year. the average income of the Indians being £28 a
concept of a master race and that human rights had
year. Thus the Indians, like the Africans, were being
been stressed in the Charter of the United Nations.
exploited by a small group of unscrupulous Indian
Qualification for membership in the United Nations
traders. There was a truly explosive situation which
therefore entailed the moral obligation to adapt the
had been made worse as a result of the campaign of
policy of the State to the letter aRd spirit of the Charter,
the Nationalists.
both in the domestic and international field. Yet, the
In a declaration made before the South African
Government of the Union of South Africa had shown
Institute of .Race Relations, Senator Brooks, who reo
complete disregard of the resolution of the General
presented the Africans, but was himself a European.
Assembly. It had defied the United Nations on two
had declared on 29 June, 1949. that a heavy responsi
counts: the treatment of the Indian minority in the
bility rested upon those Europeans who had fanned
Union of South Africa. and the disposal of the former
anti-Asiatic feeling in Durban and turned it into a city
League of Nations Mandate over South West Africa.
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of hatred. Therefore, responsibility did not lie only
on one Party. Furthermore, the rioters had been
people living in slum conditions who had had grievances
sometimes against Indians, sometimes against Euro
peans, sometimes against both. In any case, Indians
belonging to the middle or poor classes could not be
called exploiters.
The Union of South Africa was imperilled by a
fascist policy which had already had bloody results:
According to Government information, 140 persons
had been killed and 2,000 seriously wounded. The
police, however, had set the figure at 300 dead. Further,
damage to Indian property had amounted to one
million pounds and 30,000 Hindus had been forced to
live temporarily in refugee camps.
Since the Committee of Inquiry had not allowed
Indian and Zulu organizations to question witnesses,
their lawyers had stopped taking part in the proceed
ings. One of them had stated that the riots had been
caused more by the poverty of the two groups and
by propaganda than by antagonism between them.
The. Committee's report of 17 April, 1946, had
suggested no remedy for the evil and had whitewashed
the local authorities. However it had had to admit
that Europeans had goaded the native inhabitants on
and that such incidents happened only rarely. Finally,
it had noted the state of unrest among the Zulus who
lived in slums or who were herded in compounds.
How could it then be accepted, as was done by the
authors of the report, that the problem would solve
itself? The question had been before the United
Nations for three years and, in December, 1946, the
General Assembly had reached the conclusion that the
question of the Indian minority in South Africa went
beyond the ' national jurisdiction of that country. In
accordance with the resolution of 8 December, 1946,
the Government of the Union of South Africa and that
of India had had to report to the General Assembly
on the action taken in that connexion. Nevertheless,
the Union of Sou~h Africa had not complied with that
recommendation and, in the report it had submitted,
had interpreted human rights as limited. It had
maintained that racial distinction could be a method
of stabilizing prevalent conditions, and could be con
ducive to the harmonious development of different
races. On the basis of that theory, truly basic rights
could be protected only by making a distinction and
considering Certain less important rights as separate.
Actually, however, the policy pursued by the govern
ment had served only to worsen the situation anG
amounted to a challenge to the principles of the United
Nations. A race-conscious government had behaved
extremely .cynically towards three quarters of the
population of the Union of South Africa.
How, then, had fundamental human rights been
respected? There were 9 million non-whites in South
Africa who could not sit in the House of Assembly or
the Senate. Thus Europeans, who comprisyd 20·7 per
cent. of the popUlation, had 150 J:epresentatives in the
Assembly and 40 in the Senate, while the Africans, who
comprised 68' 7 per cent. of the popUlation, were
represented by three whites in the Assembly and by
four whites in the Senate. The Indians, who comprised
2 per cent. of the population, were unrepresented in
Parliament. Finally, a last category (8 per cent.)
descended from Europeans and Africans, had appeared
so far on the same list as the whites, but was going
to be listed separately. In 1948 the Malan Govern
ment had rescinded the law allowing the Indians to
appoint three white representatives to the Assembly
and two to the Senate, thus completely depriving the
Indians of their political rights.
As for property, 2,500,000 whites owned 87 per cent.
of the land, while 9 niillion non-whites owned only
13 per cent. and more than 250,000 Indians had only
O' 5 per cent.

As far as health was concerned, the 1946 official
annual report had published the iollowing figures con
cerning infant mortality in 1944: Europeans, 42 · 33
per thousand inhabitants; Indians, 86· 6 per thousand.
Furthermore, there had been · the following figures for
maternal mortality: Europea,ps, 2· 2 per thousand;
Indians, 5 -47 per thousand. Finally, there had been
the following incidence of tuberculosis: . Europeans,
34 per hundred thousand; Indians, 240 per hundred
thousand.
In the fi-eld of education, there had been 950 non
white students, among whom were 300 Indians, out of
80,000.
The situation was the same with regard to old age
pensions and housing; 50 per cent. of Indian dwellings
were overcrowded on the basis of the municipal
regulations, as against only 6 per cent. for European
dwellings.
Discriminatory measures were continuously growing
in commerce, industrial development and transport.
It was thus that the Goverment of the Union of
South Africa understood " really basic" rights.
Furthermore, according to a United Press dispatch of
9 May, 1949, Dr. Malan had resolutely decided to
defy the United Nations and world public opinion.
Cities would soon be sharply divided into European
and non-European sections. Thus the Hitlerite racial
policy of the nationalist party and of the Broederbond
secret society, which was equally hostile to the natives,
to the British, and to the Jews, was asserting itself.
Anti-Semitic demonstrations had already occurred,
while .the execution of the sentence of deportation
against 240 Germans and the sale of enemy property
had been suspended. No one but nazis and quislings
could any longer immigrate to the Union of South
Africa. By the use of nazi-type identification cards
and by the creation of semi-military organizations, the
South African regime was revealing its Hitlerite nature.
The Durban .riots had been the first fruits of that
policy; the Allied Powers had not yet completed their
work of rooting out fascism, of which racial hatred
was an integral part. Whoever protected the Govern
ment of the Union of South Africa, violated the agree
ments reached by the United Nations.

The resolution of 8 December, 1945, in particular.
which had striven to solve the problem within the
framework of the United Nations. had given rise to
great hope. Was the refusal by the Union of South
Africa to conform with the General Assembly resolu
tion to be accepted? Was the Assembly going to
close its eyes to an obvious. violation of human rights?
More than twenty years previously. Marshal Smuts
had expressed the hope that new reSources of strength
and intelligence would contribute to the solution of
the problem of the natives of South Africa, which
was beyond that country's powers. The United
Nations could fulfil the hope of Marshal Smuts.
Mr. SETALVAD (India) said that the representative
of the Union of South Africa had stated that the
matter raise9 by the Indian delegation in document
A/577 was exclusively within the domestic jurisdiction
of the Union of South Africa.
The representative of the Union of 'Souih Africa
had stated that document A / 577 differed from the
earlier complaints in that it also referred to Asians in
general. and to all non-whites. But, that did not make
the document of 16 JUly, 1948, really different from
the earlier texts, which had also referred to the treat
ment of all Asians. Moreover. if the Indian delegation
had referred to the treatment of Asians, it had not
been to make it the subject of its complaint, but
simply to show that persons of Indian origin also shared
the fate of other Asians.
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As early as 1946, the Union of South Africa had
raised the question of jurisdiction, basing its argument
on Article 2, paragraph 7. It was for that reason
that the question had been submitted to the Joint First
and Sixth Committees which, after a detailed examina
tion. had dismissed the objection of incompetence and
had recommended the adoption of a resol ution on the
substance of the matter. On the other hand, when, in
a plenary meeting, the Union of South Africa had
requested the General Assembly to make a ruling on
the application of Article 2, paragraph 7, the Assembly
The General
had refused the Union's request.
Assembly 'had thus affirmed its own competence.
In 1947, the Union of South Africa had re-iterated
its point of view, but the General Assembly had again
madt the same decision.
It did not therefore lie with the First Committee
to question the competence of the General Assembly.
That question had been settled by the Assembly itself
and its decision was binding on the First Committee.
'"

The argument that the Assembly had not taken any
'" definite decision on the question of jurisdiction was
, therefore totally invalid. The General. Assembly had
dealt with. the question of the Indians in South Africa,
in spite of that Government's objection, because it had
rejected the South African contention that it was not
competent to do so.
Nevertheless. he would consider the South African
argument on its own merits, on the basis of Articles
10 and 14 of the Charter.
Article 10 referred to "questions or matters within
the scope of the Charter". The Charter affirmed the
faith of the United Nations in fundamental human
rights and one of the purposes of the United Nations
was to "achieve international co-operation in promo
ting and encouraging respect for human rights".
According to Article 10, the General Assembly could
take certain action in that respect.
Further, according to Article 14, "the General
Assembly may recommend measures for the peaceful
adjustment of any situation . . . likely to impair . . .
friendly relations among nations". The discriminatory
practices adopted by the Government of the Union of
South Africa had impaired its relations with India.
The General Assembly was therefore competent to act
in order to avoid any further deterioration in those
relations.
It was true that the Union of South Africa claimed
that Article 2, paragraph 7, deprived the Assembly
of the powers conferred on it by Articles 10 and 14.
Would it, therefore, be possible for a government
to violate human rights and -fundamental freedoms and
quote Article 2, paragraph 7, in its defence?

In actual fact, it was not the intention of the authors
of the Charter which must decide the matter, but the
interpretation of the text as it had b,een adopted.
On 21 November, 1946, Field-Marshal Smuts had said
that there were several exceptions to Article 2. para
graph 7, one of which, regarding Chapter VII, was
moreover expressly stated. Again, according to Field
Marshal Smuts, the obligations resulting from treaties
were another exception to the application of Article 2,
paragraph 7, and lastly human rights and fundamental
freedom were also an exception according to the
Charter artd according to the intentions of the peoples
represented at San Francisco.
On 6 April 1949. Mr. Evatt had said in the General
Committee that Article 10 had been the best reply
to the Polish representative, who had argued on the
basis of Article 2, paragraph 7, in opposing the inclu
si0!1 on the agenda of the question under discussion
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at that time. Moreover, Mr. Evatt had added that
the General Assembly was empowered to investigate
whether any State had or had not respected human
rights in virtue of Article 55, the application of which
was absolutely general.
Thus, the argument based on Article 2, paragraph 7,
was invalid in the case of a specific question coming
within the scope of other provisions of the Charter,
since it was obviously the United Nations' duty to see
that the provisions of the Charter were respected.
In point of fact, the rights of the General Assembly,
according to Article 10, were fundamental, and there
was no question connected with the purposes, principles
and provisions of the Charter that the General
Assembly could not discuss. Any question falling into
anyone of those three categories ceased therefore to be
within a State's domestic jurisdiction.
Since the General Assembly had recently examined
such matters as the Mindszenty case and the case of
the Bulgarian churchmen, in which the fundamental
freedoms of only a small number of persons were
involved, it was all the more competent to discuss a
question bearing on the human rights and fundamental
freedoms of vast populations which had been violated
over a period of many years by the legislation of the
Government of the Union of South Africa itself. The
competence of the General Assembly in the latter case
COUld, therefore, no longer be questioned.
As early as 1946, the General Assembly had decided
against submitting Article 2, paragraph 7, to the
International Court of Justice for an interpretation.
Nobody denied that the General Assembly was itself
competent to interpret the Charter. That was what it
had decided to do in 1946, and the interpretation given
at that time had been confirmed in the Mindszenty
case. among others. For Article 2, paragraph 7 to be
applicable, a matter must not only be within the
domestic jurisdiction of a State. but essentially within
it. Certain matters, though within a State's domestic
jurisdiction, were at the same time of general import.
International law was continually evolving and the
view that the way in which a government treated its
own nationals was purely its own concern could no
longer be accepted. Acts of racial discrimination could
even threaten peace and security.
Thus the discriminatory practices adopted by· the
Union of South Africa against Asians had caused sharp
dissatisfaction throughout Asia. They therefore exten
ded beyond the pu'rely national field.
Furthermore, the authors of the Charter had aiso
restricted' the application of Article 2, paragraph 7 by
the choice of the word "intervene", which in inter
national law implied arbitrary interference. The text
could not therefore exclude discussions or recommen
dations.
The Indian delegation believed that the question
under discussion was not essentially within the domestic
jurisdiction of the Union of South Africa, on the one
hand, because it was connected with human rights and
fundamental freedoms, and on the other, because it
was the result of international obligations deriving
from agreements concluded between the two govern
ments.
In the first place, the preamble to the Charter affirmed
the faith of the United Nations, "in fundamental
human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human
person. in the equal rights of men and women and of
nations large and small", while Article 55. in stating
that the United Nations must promote universal respect
for those rights and freedoms, went beyond a simple
declaration of faith.
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In fact, the Charter mentioned those rights and
freedoms no less than seven times. Since Article 10
therefore authorized the General Assembly to discuss
any question or matter within the scope of the
Charter, how could it be argued that it was prohibited
by Article 2, paragraph 7, from discussing so basic a
matter as rights and freedoms? A reading of the
Charter showed that it was not so.
Article 10 submitted to the jurisdiction of the General
Assembly all questions which came Within the scope
of the Charter, and thus ceased to belong to the
category of subjects that concerned only the State
Member itself and was essentially within its domestic
jurisdiction.
The Charter was a multilateral treaty under which
Members agreed that all questions within the scope
of the Charter, including human rights and fundamen
tal freedoms, could be freely discussed by the General
Assembly, while the obstacle of domestic jurisdiction
disappeared. Moreover, violation of human rights
always came within the jurisdiction of the State for,
otherwise, there would no longer be a violation of
human rights and fundamental freedoms strictly
speaking, but a hostile act. If, therefore, it were
impossible to override the domestic jurisdiction of a
State, the protection provided for by the Charter
would be useless.
Questions concerning human rights were no longer
essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of Member
States. The Union of South Africa, by becoming a
Member of the United Sations, had, of its own free will,
put those questions outside its domestic jurisdiction
and placed them within the competence of the General
Assembly. As the United States' representative had
said in the General Assembly on 12 April, 1949, the
provisions of the Charter on human rights would
become meaningless if ·the United Nations were unable
to discuss those questions. . The originators of the
Charter had made human rights one of its fundamental
purposes. How could they then by virtue of Article
2 (7) prevent the United Nations from ensuring that
those rights were being respected?
The second legal argument upon which the Indian
delegation had based its statement that the problem in
question was not essentially within the domestic juris
diction of the Union of South Africa, was as follows:
That question had arisen from international obligations
entered into under agreements between the two Govern
ments. Moreover, it had been stated by Field-Marshal
Smuts himself, in the speech referred to, that obligations
under treaties were an exception to the rule laid down
in Article 2, paragraph 7.
The First Committee and the General Assembly had
decided in 1946, after extensive study, that contractual
obligations existed between the Union of South Africa
and India. Further, according to the Resolution of
8 December, 1946, "the treatment of Indians in the
Union should be in conformity with the international
obligations under the agreements concluded between
the two Governments". Furthermore, the First Com
mittee and the General Assembly had come to the same
conclusion in 1947. The facts had been fully estab
lished both in 1946 and 1947.
British Statesmen and Ministers" of the Union of
South Africa had made statements, which had been
quoted previously. according to which Indian immi
gration to the Union of South Africa had resulted
from a clear understanding between the two Govern
ments. which had drawn up the conditions thereof. In
particular those Indian immigrants who remained after
the expiration of their labour contracts had to be given
exactly the same status as the whites.

The Government of the · Union of South Africa had
always admitted that all questions on the establishment
of Indians in the Union 01 Soulh Africa concerned both
those Governments. and it had more than once entered
into negotiations with the GOI·hnment of India on that
matter. or had invited that Government's representa
tives to-discuss with it the solutions of various problems.
The Government of the Union of South Africa had
also entered into formal agreements with the Govern
ment of India on the status and position of the Indian
immigrants. The Union of South Africa had never said
that the treatment of Indian immigrants concerned it
alone.
In 1927 as a result of the Cape Town Round-Table
Conference. a formal agreement had been concluded.
It had been ratified in 1932 after another conference
in Cape Town.
His delegation stated categorically that the question
under discussion, which. had already been before the
General Assembly twice, had resulted solely from the
formal contracts and agreements between the two
Governments, and th,at it did not. therefore come within
the domestic jurisdiction of the Union of South Africa.
His delegation wished to present a third argument in
support of its contention that both the Committee and
the General Assembly were competent. As a result of
the treatment of Indians in the Union of South Africa,
relations between the two countr:cs were strained.
On 8 December, 1946, the General Assembly had
stated that" because of that treatment friendly relatiolls
between the two Member States had been impaired
and unless a satisfactory settlement is reached, these
relations are likely to be further impaired ".
As a result of the introduction of new discriminatory
measures and laws, commercial relations between the
two countries had been broken off. Under Article 14
the General Assembly had therefore the necessary
competence to recommend measures to ensure the
peaceful adjustment of a situation which had, in the
General Assembly's opinion, led . to the impairment of
friendly relations.
Moreover. Article 14 referred explicitly to situations
resulting from a violation of the provisions of the
Charter setting forth the puposes and principles of
the United Nations. The Union of South Africa had
violated the provisions of the Charter which stated that
it was the duty of every member to encourage respect
for human rights and fundamental freedoms.
As one of the essential purposes of the Charter was
to develop friendly relations among nations, any recom
mendations which the General Assembly might make
to improve relations between the Union of South
Africa and India could not be regarded as outside its
competence. It would be contrary to the very purposes
of the United Nations to impede it, by invoking the
domestic jurisdiction of States under Article 2, para
graph 7, in its efforts to develop friendly relations
among nations.
He referred to his delegation's draftresoiution which
contained certain considerations bearing on the relevant
prov'isions of the Charter and on certain General
Assembly Resolutions, amongst others the one of 8
December, 1946. The document then reaffirmed the
view expressed by the General Assembly in its
Resolution of 8 December, 1946.
Secondly, the resolution provided for the appointment
of a Commission to study the situation and to report to
the General Assembly and submit recommendations for
the solution of the problem.
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Tn view of the importance of the question and of the
fact that the violation of human rights, which affected
an entire population, was within the competence of the
Committee and the General Assembly, those bodies
should take definite action .

country. upon the relation between the white and
coloured peoples of the whole world. The age of white
supremacy was rapidly passing and the coloured people
who formed nearly two-thirds of the world population
were steadily gaining political independence.

The dispute which had led to the tension between
the two countries had resulted from the Union of South
Africa's violation of the provisions of the Charter on
human lights, respect for which it was the duty of the
United Nations to ensure.

For the foregoing reasons. the delegation of the
Pilippines would support the draft resolution submitted
by India. Failing the adoption of that resolution it
'would support any other proposal which would prove
the efficacy of the United Nations in obtaining respect
for human rights.

.

The recomID-endation oL 8 December, 1946. had
remained a -dead letter. If, however. the question were
left purel y and simply to the two Governments. the
difficulties would. as experience had shown. have very
little chance of being solved.
The only practical method. therefore, was to request
the United Nations to study those difficulties and
suitable remedies and then to make recommendations.
The terms of the resolution were so general that they
could not offend anybody.
In view of the United Nations' responsibility in regard
to human rights and fundamental freedoms. the ,First
Committee had no alternative but to accept the pro
posal to appoint a commission.
Mr. CARPIO (Philippines) observed that his delega
tion had so far refrained from intervening in the
debate. because it had been hoped that the head of the
Philippine delegation. General Romulo. would be able
to attend in order to make a personal statement. How
ever, since General Romulo was prevented from
attending. and in view of the great importance which
the Philippine delegation attached to the present
question. Mr. Carpio felt obliged to state his dela
tion's position.
Mr. Carpio considered that the existence of racial
discrimination in the Union of South Africa was of
vital concern to the United Nations, for it affected the
interests not only of the 300.000 South African citizens
of Indian origin. but also of all non-Europeans through
out the world.
It was not the intention of the Philippine representa
tive to deal with the juridical questions relating to the
Assembly's competence in the matter. for they had
already been fully discussed by preceding speakers. In
Mr. Carpio's view. the issue of competence had been
decided in the affirmative when the Assembly admitted
the present question to its agenda in 1946. He believed
that the situation in respect of the General Assembly
was similar to that which prevailed in any court of
law; once a matter was admitted without opposition.
then the question of competence was decided. He also
agreed with the juridical and constitutional arguments
which the Indian representative had adduced in denying
the validity of the South African thesis relating to
domestic jurisdiction. He believed that articles 10 and_
14 of the Charter gave the Assembly and the Com
mittee full powers to deal with the matter.
Mr. Carpio believed that the Assembly had a heavy
moral obligation to take appropriate steps to remedy
the situation existing in South Africa. He found it
amazing, after the recent war in which the United
Nations had fought to overthrow the racial theories of
Nazi Germany. that a member of the United Nations
should maintain discriminatory legisla.tion directed
against the Indian race. which had contributed so much
to the common struggle. The situation involved not
only a denial of the basic priciples of human rights
contained in the Charter, but had even led to a breach
of diplomatic relations between the two Member States.
The need for the Assembly to take appropriate action
became even more apparent when one realized the grave
repercussions of racial discrimination in anyone

Mr. VILLAGOMEZ (Ecuador) observed that the ques
tion before the Committee presented two different
aspects. In the first instance, there was the dispute
which had arisen between two Member States, which he
did not regard as a serious matter, since those States
could be expected to settle their differences in accor
dance with the principles of the Charter. The other
aspect. however, which concerned domestic jurisdiction.
was more important. since any decision by he Assembly
must necessarily create a precedent. He believed that
the two main problems connected with the interpretation
of Article 2 (7) arose in connection with the definition
of (a) the nature of domestic jurisdiction and (b) the
meaning of the phrase "essentially within domestic
jurisdiction". "Jurisdiction". he recalled, was a tech
nical legal term implying the power to render judge
ment. Matters " essentially within the domestic juris
diction " were. he believed. those which closely affected
the life of any State. In such matters the United
Nations was clearly inhibited from intervening. How
ever. in questions which did not closely affect the
domestic life of a State. the United Nations. although
perhaps. it might not have the power to intervene,
nevertheless was entitled to make recommendations.
In accordance with the foregoing interpretation of
Article 2 (7). Mr. Villagomez examined the Indian com
plaint of racial discrimination in South Africa. The
problem was not one which interested South Africa
alone. for not only was it of concern to the Govern
ments of India and Pakistan, but it raised the general
questions of human rights and the relations between
the individual and the State, which were certainly of
profound interest to the world community.
The Ecuadorian delegation could not accept the
South African thesis that the question was entirely
outside the competence of the General Assembly. The
position taken by the various speakers in the debate
had clearly shown that all members respected that
country's national sovereignty. Mr. Villagomez believed
that the Committee had both the power and the duty
to call upon the disputants to discuss their differences
and to seek agreement in the most friendly manner.
The question. therefore. was to ascertain which of the
draft resolutions submitted was best calculated to
obtain that result. He said that his delegation did not
favour the proposal contained in the Indian draft resolu
tion for the establishment of a commission to report
to the next session of the General Assembly. because
he believed that that would delay the solution of the
situation. As to the two joint resolutions, submitted by
Australia. Denmark and Sweden, on the one hand, and
France and Mexico on the other, he found little diffe
rence in their provisions, since both envisaged a
round-table conference. However, the Ecuadorian
delegation preferred the former, because it was more
cfearly phrased and because it went further than the
Franco-Mexican proposal by envisaging the possibility
of mediatory action through the machinery of the
United Nations. Mr. Villagomez stated the intention
of his delegation to vote in favour of that resolution.
Mr. Louw (Union of South Africa) said that it was
his intention to reply to the various arguments which
had been adduced by previous speakers in their
attempts to refute his delegations' thesis as to the com
petence of the General Assembly in the present question.
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lteviewlng the debate which' had taken place he stated
his belief that, with the exception of the Indian repre
sentative, none of the speakers had made any serious
attempt to contest his interpretation of Article 2 (7).
Even the Indian representative's statement had not
disproved the validity of the South African thesis. Mr.
Louw remarked that the Indian representative had not
been very careful in handling the quotations which he
had cited.
It had been interesting to note that Mr. Setalvad had
to some extent abandoned that part of the Indian com
plaint relative to the treatment of non-Europeans other
than Indians. The inclusion of the phrase "Asians
and other non-whites" in the Indian complaint had,
indeed, been a departure from the terms of the earlier
complaint submitted in 1946, since the latter had referred
only to discrimination against the Indian community.
By abandoning its appeal on behalf of non-Indian
coloured groups, the Indian representative had implicitly
admitted the validity of Mr. Louw's statement that its
support of them was evidence of India's interference in
South Africa's domestic affairs. Mr. Louw recalled his
statement during the earlier part of the Assembly's
session in Paris to the effect that much could be said
in favour of a government which defended the interests
of nationals of its own race in other countries. However,
defence of minority groups, with which it was uncon
nected even by ra9ial origin, was a flagrant interference
in the domestic affairs of the other State. The Indian
representative had endeavoured to assert that the com
plaint in 1946 had dealt also with the treatment of non
Indian coloured groups. Nevertheless, the Committee
had only to refer to the summary records of that session
to see that Mrs. Pandit, who had represented the Indian
delegation at that time, made no direct reference to
those groups.
Mr. Setalvad had also asserted that the question
of the Assembly's competence had been raised in 1946
by Field-Marshal Smuts and that the Assembly had
decided that it was competent in the matter. On the
basis of that assertion, the Indian representative had
cited the principle of res judicata and had argued that
the question of competence had been finally decided.
Quite apart from the fact that most delegations probably
did not accept the thesis that one decision constituted
a precedent binding upon the Assembly, Mr. Louw
pointed out that the question of competence had never
been submitted to a separate vote. He recalled the
statement which he had made during the first part of
the Assembly session in Paris to the effect that the
Assembly would create a very dangerous precedent
if it were to decide that its unconstitutional decision
taken in 1946, established its competence in the matter
at the present time. A succession of invalid acts
could not establish competence.
The Indian representative had laid great stress on
the provisions of Articles 10 and 14 of the Charter,
but it was impossible to ignore Article 2 (7). If the
Committee were to accept the arguments which the
Indian representative had advanced then it would be
impossible to avoid the conclusion that the opening
phrase of Article 2 (7) was meaningless. Surely the
Committee could not agree to such an interpretation.
As for the South African Government, it categorically
rejected the Indian \view, for, being a small State, it
was jealous of its prerogatives and regarded Article 2 (7)
as the safeguard of its national sovereignty.
The Indian representative had stated that the
Assembly possessed the right to discuss any matter
falling within the scope of the Charter, but that in
itself was a limitation, since the Charter stated that the
United Nations might not intervene in matters essentially
within the domestic jurisdiction of any State.
Another point in the -Indian representative's state
ment · to which Mr. Louw found it necessary to reply
was the reference to Article 1 (2), which provided for
the development of friendly Telations among Member

States. What had the Indian Governn1ent done to
further that provision of the Chfirter? In spite of the
stress which its delegation laid upon respect for Charter
principles, the actions of the Indian Government had
not been calculated to promote friendly relations with
South Africa. Mr. ·Louw recalled India's actions in
withdrawing its High COIDllllssioner in South Africa
and applying economic sanctions. South African
nationals had been evicted from India and their
diplomatic representatives were not permitted to land
in transit at Karachi. In spite of all those provocative
measures, the South African Government had taken no
counter-action. Indeed two years ago when India was
faced with an outbreak of bubonic plague, South Africa
had offered to supply medicaments. The Committee
had been told that there existed a dispute between India
and South Africa, but Mr. Louw's Government recog
nised no such dispute.
Apparently the quotations from the statements of
various delegations to the San Fransisco Conference,
which Mr. Louw had cited to show the intentions of the
authors of the Charter, had proved somewhat of a sur
prise to the Indian representative. The latter had said
it was wrong to take the statements of delegations as
evidence of their real intention. However, Mr. Louw
recalled that such was the normal and accepted proce
dure. In fact, the Indian representative had used the
same procedure when he had erroneously cited a state
ment made by Field-Marshall Smuts at the first session
of the General Assembly in an effort to prove that the
latter had regarded .matters relating to human rights and
fundamental freedoms as forming an exception to the
rl!Je of the inviolability of domestic juri:sdiction. If
tl1c Indian representative had only continued his quota
tion it would have been shown that Field-Marshal
Smuts had referred to the absence of any international
agreement on, or definition of, such rights and freedoms.
He had added that only the most fundamental human
rights had as yet been universally recognised and only
genocide was admitted as a crime against the con
science of the international community. None of the
fundamental rights to which Field-Marshall Smuts had
referred had been violated in the Union of South
Africa.
Mr. Louw also replied to the argument put forward
by severl!.l speakers to the effect that if Article 2 (7)
precluded Assembly action with regard to human rights,
then it nullified one of the basic purposes of the Charter.
True, the Charter contained as many as nine
references to human rights and fundamental freedoms,
but if the Committee referred to Articles 55 and 56, it
would be seen that the obligations of Member States
related only to the taking of general measures. Article
56 did not refer to action in respect of specific com
plaints against States. Furthermore, it was important
to note that Article 56 obliged Member States to act
"in co-operatoin" with the United Nations. Clearly,
that Article related to action by Governments within
their own territories. It did not permit the United
Nations to intervene in -the domestic jurisdiction of
any State. In that connection, Mr. Louw referred again
to the records of the San Francisco Conference and
cited the declaration which Commission II specifically
inserted in its records to the effect that noting contained
in Chapter IV of the Charter could be construed as
authorising interference in the domestic affairs of any
State. That declaration was categorical and could not
be ignored at the present time. It was surprising that
none of the preceding speakers had made any reference
to it.
Mr. Louw warned the Committee that if it interpreted
Article 56 in the sense that the United Nations could
intervene in domestic jurisdiction of a State in questions
relating to human rights, then it would lay itself open to
the submission of numerous charges relating to the
other matters dealt with in Article 55, such as the
maintenance of economic and social standards. If
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Member States were prepared to permit interference in
their domestic affairs in some matters, then they must
be prepared for interference in others. That the powers
of the United Nations related only to the achievement
of genedt objections, \'ViS also made clear in Article
1 (3) as well as Articles 62 and 68.
The representative of India had also referred to the
Mindszenty question as had several other speakers. Mr.
Louw considered thflt the two issues of competence and
of substance had also merged in that question, as many
representatives J~.ad nO_Lbeen certain whether it had
~oncerned interference with human rights or the pro
visions of the peace treaties. Mr. Louw had hoped that
after he had quoted the statement of Mr. Dulles at the
San Francisco Conference explaining why the word
" essentially" had been used in the Charter and not
" solely" as in the Dumbarton Oaks draft. there would
be no, doubt as to the meaning of that part of Article
2 (7). He was not going to deal with the Indian
representative's argument based on the word "inter
vene" as that was based on a strained interpretation
and did not correspond to the intentions of those who
had framed the Charter.
As there had been no reference to the so-called Cape
Town Agreement of 1927 in the Indian letter to the
Secretary-General placing that matter upon the agenda,
he had been under the impression that India had
recognized that there was no such agreement. However,
the argument referring to that so-called agreement had 
been revived. Mr. Louw regretted that in that connec
tion the Indian representative had quoted only one
sentence from a statemell[ made by Field-Marshal
Smuts, to the effect that another exception to the pro
hibition against intervention in the domestic jurisdiction
of a state was to be found in treaty obligations. How
ever, Marshal Smuts had continued to say that reference
could not be made to the so-called Cape Town Agree
ment in that connection, as it was not a treaty in the
sense envisaged by the Charter. Mr. Louw pointed out
that the negotiations preceding the round-table talks
in 1927 showed that the representatives had intenc:ied
not to conclude a treaty, but to discuss a problem
which. because of -racial ties and other matters, had
been considered of common concern to the members
of the Commonwealth. In fact. no treaty had been
concluded. In 1925, the Viceroy of India, speaking on
behalf of the Indian Government,had recognised that
the rights of the South African Government must be
respected and that there could be no interference in
South Africa's domestic affairs. a view that had been
confirmed in a later speech made by the Viceroy. The
records of the 1927 c~)TIference showed that the discus
sion had proceeded on that basis and the South African
Government had at that time stated that no binding
agreement had been concluded. Every subsequent
Government of the Union had reiterated that stand. At
the later conference on the same subject in 1932 the
representatives of India had endorsed the view that
no binding treaty had been concluded. In fact, at no
stage had India ever claimed that the so-called agree
ment had the force of treaty obligation until the matter
had been brought before the United Nations in 1946.
Assuming the correctness of the argument that an
agreement had been concluded, Mr. Louw said that it
would not still be relevant. The so-called agreement
of 1927 had provided for repatriation to Indi1i of the
bulk of the Indian population of South Africa. How
ever, it had not proved workable, as most of the Indians
who had gone back to India had taken advantage of
a clause permitting return to South Africa within three
months, because conditions there were rnuch better.
Others who had not come back to South Africa had
written to advise their fellow-Indians to remain there.
The so-called agreement of 1927 had been a statement
of policy and an arrangement which had lapsed for
many years owing to the lack of necessary co-operation
from the Indian Government, as had been admitted by

the Indian representatives at the 1932 conference. At
the latter conference the repatriation scheme had no
longer been discussed. but had been replaced by a
colonisation scheme which had considered the possibility
of making British Guiana into an area for the resettle
ment of South African Indians. However. that scheme
had also fallen through. Any doubt that might have
remained regarding the continued existence of the so
called agreement had been dispelled by Pandit Nehru's
statement three or four weeks ago, to the effect that the
Indian Government disapproved of any scheme for
repatriation of Indians in South Africa. as the latter
were South African citizens and not Indian nationals.
Quite apart from the other facts that he had drawn
attention to, one of the principles of the League of
Nations had been that a treaty had to be registered
with it in order to be considered binding. Howt:ver,
there had never been any intention of registering the
so-called Cape Town Agreement of 1927 with the
League, and thus it could not have been invoked in
those days and could not be invoked now.
Mr. Louw felt that he could say that his delegation's
contentions regarding Articles 2 (7) and 55 had emerged
unscathed from the debate. He noted. however, that
several speakers, and notably the representative of
Canada that morning, had vojced grave doubts regarding
the meaning of Article 2 (7) and had suggested sending
the matter to the International Court of Justice. In
fact, all the speeches that had been made had carefully
avoided referetnce to the proofs that he had adduced
from the proceedings of the San Francisco Conference
with regard to those two Articles of the Charter. Mr.
Louw considered the reluctance to refer to those proofs
to be a tacit admission that the United Nations was
moving away from the position taken at San Francisco.
If there had been new developments since San Francisco,
they should be honest about it and amend the Charter.
Amending the Charter by majority decisions of the
General Assembly was not fair to those who had
accepted it on the basis of the San Francisco Confe
rence. His Government was not prepared to accept a
new interpretation, and took their stand on the Charter
as it had been drafted and as it had been intended when
drafted.
Mr. Louw felt that the United States' representative's
remarks to the effect that the question of human rights
was involved, were somewhat vague. The United States'
representative had noted the importance of Article 2 (7),
but had stated that the Charter must be interpreted in
its entirety. That stand was not in accord with the
United States' position at San Francisco. Not a single
speaker had defined what human rights were. Thus,
one of the main arguments of the Indian representative
seemed to concern the lack of franchise for the Indians
in South Africa. However, there were many people
in the world who did not have the right to vote. For
example, in the United States the population of the
District of Colombia did not have that right and there
were countries where women could not vote. Mr. Louw
merely wished to show where that sort of thing could
lead to.
Whatever the result of the vote on the competence
of the General Assembly in that question, he felt that
his country's case would be unimpaired, but if they
lost that vote, they would have to regard it as another
proof that the United Nations was moving away from
the intentions of its founders and that decisions were
being taken under the influence of other considerations.
He had the impression that some of the draft resolu
tions before the Committee really intended to bring the
party that was quarrelling together with that which was
not. If that were so, there was no point in making special
conditions. His Government haq no quarrel with India.
but would welcome any approach that India might desire
to make to settle its alleged quarrel with South Africa.
Mr. Louw suggested that the best such approach would
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be to remove the unilateral measures taken by the
Government of India, such as the recalling of its High
Commissioner to South Africa in 1945, its economic
sanctions against South Africa and its restrictions
against the passage of South African nationals through
Indian territory. South Africa asked to be left to solve
its multi-racial problem in its own way on the basis
of local conditions. In spite of political differences in
South Africa there was unanimity in opposing inter
vention in South Africa's domestic affairs. In that
connection Mr. Louw quoted a recent editorial from
the Cape Argus, one of the leading papers supporting
the Opposition, which had opposed any such inter
ference. If the members of the Committee desired to
put an end to the perennial debate on the question
under discussion, they could not achieve that aim by
adopting a resolution suggesting that South Africa .was
the guilty party or intervening in South Africa's
domestic affairs, even if such intervention were dis
guised in the shape of mediation. Emphasizing the
gravity of the precedent that would be created if the
Assembly did adopt such a resolution, Mr. Louw said
that while to-day South Africa was in that position,
to-morrow any of the smaller states around the table
might find themselves in a similar position. In con
clusion, Mr. Louw asked those delegations which were
not going to support his delegation's views on the com
petence of the General Assembly in that matter, in
cluding those who were going to abstain, how they got
past the declaration made at San Francisco to which he
had already alluded-namely that nothing contained
in Chapter IX of the Charter could be construed as
giving authority to the Organization to intervene in
domestic affairs of Member Sta tes.
Mr. WALKER (United Kingdom) wished to explain
his delegation's vote on the unhappy controversy
which concerned no less than three members of the
Commonwealth. The United Kingdom delegation
would abstain from the vote on the competence of the
General Assembly in view of the importance of that
question and the grave doubts raised by some clauses
in the Charter. His delegation's position had always
been that the proper course in such matters was to
refer them to the International Court of Justice for
decision, as the General Assembly could not decide
its own competence in so grave a matter. Strictly
speaking, he should continue to abstain on the other
proposals, but such a course might be open to mis
understanding. He would therefore have to vote
against the Indian draft resolution as it recommended
the establishment of a Commission, a step which he
felt would be a grave precedent which would not be
in conformity with the terms and intentions of the
Charter. Even if all the arguments used by the
representative of India were right, it would still not
be right to impose a commission on an unwilling

country. His delegation would vote for the Australian,
Danish and Swedish draft resolution which offered the
best possible way to a solution.
Mr. CAsTRo (Uruguay), emphasising his country's
interest in the purpose of the ~rovisions of the Charter
regarding universal human rights and fundamental
freedoms. stated that he would vote against the South
African draft resolution, as it tended to deny the
General Assembly'S competence in the question at
issue.
Mr. RYCKMANS (Belgium) could not vote in favour
of the South African draft resolution, because it denied
the competence of the General Assembly in that
question. Mr. Ryckmans agreed that the General
Assembly could not pass recommendations. However,
since it was doubtful whether the General Assembly
could discuss the question at issue, the Belgian represen
tative felt that the General Assembly should not pass
judgment on its own competence, but should refer the
matter to the International Court of -J usice. He would
vote againt the Indian draft resolution because (1) it
implied that the General Assembly had competence
to consider the question at issue, (2) he was convinced
that it would not bring a solution closer, and (3)
the Indian draft resolution included an a priori con
clusion which the commission to be set up expected
to reach. As the joint draft resolution of Australia,
Denmark and Sweden called for the intervention of
the President of the General Assembly or the
Secretary-General without such intervention being
requested by the parties, he could not support it and
would vote in favour of the draft resolution submitted
by France and Mexico.
Prince WAN WAITHAYAKON (Siam) said that his
delegation would vote against the South African draft
resolution which denied the right of the General
Assembly to discuss the question under consideration,
becaus_e he considered that the General Assembly did
have that right. The best solution for that question
would be for the parties themselves to choose the
means of solving it, without the General Assembly
taking a more positive part by establishing a commis
sion or by mediation or conciliation. He therefore
opposed the Indian draft resolution and the draft
resolution submitted by Australia, Denmark and
Sweden and would vote in favour of that submitted
by France and Mexico.
Mr. PRICA (Yugoslavia) said that he had already
explained why he would vote against the South African
draft resolution. He would vote for the Indian draft
resolution, but emphasised that that action in no wav
prejudged his position regarding the legal character o-f
the .declaration of human rights to which that resolu
tion referred.
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Summar.y of Debate in Plenary Meeting of the General Assembly
14th May, 1949.
Mr. DROHOJOWSKl (Poland): The representative of
the Union of South Africa considered paragraph 7 of
Article 2 of the Charter as the Magna Carta of liberty
for all racial, national or religious discrimination.
"Domestic jUflsdictien" meant the legal order of a
State. Everything that is in accordance with the legal
order of a State and everything that could be settled
within its domestic jurisdiction belongs only to that
State and to its legally constituted ' agencies.
The Polish delegation had no doubt that the
situation of Indians and non-white populations in the
Union of South Africa were matters which are not
covered by the domestic jurisdiction of the Union.
The Union had a legislation which was ill contra
diction with the general Iprinciples of its legal
foundations and with the principles of the United
Nations Charter. It moreover had not a reliable
instrument to implement any corrective action.
Furthermore the programme of the present Govern
ment contained a violation of the obligations included
in the Charter which, in Article 4, are provided as a
necessary condition for membership of the United
Nations. For these reasons paragraph 7 of Article 2
did not apply to the situation now existing in the
Union and the arguments of its representative. were
without legal foundation.
They had heard in the debate about anti-Asiatic
feelings. These "anti" feelings were familiar right
there in the United States of America. The national,
racial or religious discriminatons were connected with
the capitalist system of government. What was more
important, the capitalistic system is based on them, and
they. are used to divert attention from the basic social
problems > and the fight of the working class for a
better future.
Dr. Malan during the electoral campaign in the
spring of 1948, bluntly proclaimed the fascist and
racial character of the present government. The
discrimination laws against the Indian minority were
followed by further restrictive .and discriminatory steps.
Should they wait until all the methods of Hitler had
been applied in the Union or should they intervene
before it was too late?
Mr. SHEN (China): From the very outset the Chinese
delegation had regarded the treatment of Indians in
the Union as a matter for deep international concern.
After three years of discussion they saw no reason to
modify their stand.
The numerous legislative enactments adopted by the
Union of South Africa, culminating in the 1946 Act,
which, by the way, was applicable not only to Indians
but to Asiatics as a whole, involved serious racial
discrimination which was frowned upon by the
civilised world and which ran counter to the letter and
spirit of the United Nations Charter.
It was quite natural ·for the Chinese Government,
apart from their solicitude for the Indians, to take a
been interest in the accordance of fair and non
discriminatory treatment to their nationals wherever
they might be.
This was by no means the only important reason for
concern felt by the Chinese Government. Relations
between India and the UnioII were extremely strained,
and if the present state of affairs was permitted to
continue, relations would be further impaired.

Under Article 14 of the Charter it is the ri~ht of
the General Assembly to recommend appropriate
measures for the peaceful adjustment of a situation.
The matter was within the competence of the General
Assembly. In the first place it fell squarely under the
provisions of the Charter regarding human rights and
fundamental freedoms. Moreover the matter also
came within the scope of the resolution of 19th
November 1946, against racial persecution and dis
crimination, and the resolution of 10th December
1948, proclaiming a universal Declaration of Human
Rights.
The representative of the Union had denied that the
Assembly was competenf to deal with the matter. He
based his argument on the terms of Article 2 (7) and
sought to prove that human rights and fundamental
freedoms were never intended by the framers of the
.Charter to constitute an exception to this injunction.
The . Chinese delegation firmly believed that national
legislation or municipal law involving the violation of
these rights and freedoms could not be regarded as a
matter essentially within the jurisdiction of any State.
Whatever the intentions of the founders of the United
Nations, they could not have gone so far as to permit
Article 2 (7) to nuIlify the effect of the numerous and
important provisions contained in the Charter on
human rights and fundamental freedoms.
A second argument in favour of the Assembly's
competence to deal with the matter was that it formed
the subject of international agreements concluded
between India and the Union of South Africa. The
Union denied the existence of such agreements, but
the General Assembly resolution of 8th December,
1946, made clear reference to the international obliga
tions under these agreements and surely a resolution
passed by a two-thirds majority of the General
Assembly, couched in such clear terms, should be
authoritative enough to settle the point.
A third argument in support of the Assembly's
competence was that, since the question had come up
before the Assembly during three consecutive sessions,
there should be no doubt as to its competence.

Mr. NIETO (Mexico): The complaint of India against
the Union of South Africa was closely linked to one
of the deepest .and most important human problems.
The question did not concern only the Governments of
India and the Union of South Africa; the controversy
had deeper roots; it affected all the nations and all
the peoples.
Should legalistic arguments be used to make the
precepts of the Charter seem trivial in so far as they
concern fundamental freedoms? Should Article 2 (7)
be used as an excuse to violate human dignity with
impunity? Can it be said that all the Charter
provisions based on human rights are not valid, when,
throughout the Charter, it is said that there shall be
no distinction as to race? The delegation of Mexico
believed that respect for human rights was one of the
highest ideals of our civilization. Neither did the
profound mental differences which exist among men
destroy the basic concept of fundamental freedoms .
In many regions of the world discriminatory racial
practices still existed. Each time the occasion. arose
the anti-discriminatory principle which is stated in the
Charter, should be emphatically re-affirmed. It would
be unrealistic to suppose that a so<;i1l1 structure baseq
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on discrimination could immediately transform itself
and easily progress. Many years of patience were
necessary. Slow but steady progress should neverthe
less be made along the road which leads to true
democracy.
General ROMULO (Philippines): What was needed
was conciliation. All should support that under the
Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.
Mr. GONZALEZ (Chile): The action of the delegation
of the Union of South Africa had been limited to the
request for a study of the procedural aspects of the
problem. At no time did they attempt to deny or
avoid the accusations which had been formulated
against them to the effect that they had, and were
continuing, a discriminatory type of government
within their territory.
Now, having cast aside the possibility of the
incompetency of the General Assembly, the Committee
knew that it was possible to produce a decision of the
General Assembly concerning the complaint of India.
The representative of South Africa had based his
argument principally on the story of the Charter in
relation to Article 2 (7). Chile agreed with and fully
sppported the Union's contention that it w~s the
purpose of those who drew up the Charter to establish
a guarantee for the new or smaller countries which
were not considered great powers, against any attempt
at intervention in matters of their domestic jurisdiction.
They realised that the great pow!!rs had the protection
of the veto and that if a weakening <;>f Article 2 (7)
were allowed, the smaller countries would lose the only
help they had for the adequate defence of their
sovereignty and self-determination.
But just as Chile combatted and would combat the
arbitrary application of the veto by some of the great
powers, and just as Chile would not agree that the
initial intention of those who drew uo the Charter had
lost its power, they were just as -ready .to present
objections to an unlimited and irregular use of this veto
in Article 2.
The abuse of the generous privilege of the veto by
the great powers had led to the fact that many
problems, even those related to respect for freedom and
the self-determination of peoples, llaq. not been
investigated and solved by the United Nations. A too
strict application of Article 2 (7) wOllld result in an
identical absurdity. From the very moment the
countries which make up the United Nations see in
that paragraph an obstacle to the study of problems of
racial discrimination. religious persecution, freedom to
marry, etc., they shall have fallen into a very dllngerous
exaggeration, even more dangerous than that observed
in the case of the veto.
It did not constitute intervention in domestic affairs
when the United Nations discussed those problems
which disturbed the life of one or more of its Member
States, and even less would it be intervention if the
debate were concluded with recommendations which
attempted to remedy the situation. Intervention is not
synonomous with concern or discussion. It was not
intervention when the United Nations stated its
determination that conditions which are contrary to
the Charter should be remedied. Neither was it inter
vention when a request was made for the fulfilment
of international afITeements or international diolom::ttic
practices which are universallv recognized. and when
one of the parties concerned claimed there had been
a breach.
The statement hv the Union's representative that
the General Assemblv was not competent to iudlre this
rn.ll.ffer. was absolutely inaccurate. The International
r')urt of Justice had already handed down a decision

which established the doctrine that problems which are
domestic in essence, cease to be d9mestic problems
when they go beyond the particular interests of the
countries in which they occur. In making this state
ment Chile was only being consistent with the position
that any matter which \ is ~a subject of Charter
provisions or of an agreement with other countries,
belongs to the field of international law.
Mr. GARREAU (France): The French Government
had serious doubts on the receivability of the complaint
lodged by India against South Africa, in view of the
fact that it was a question of South African nationals
of Indian origin and not of Indian nationals residing
in the Union of South Africa.
The French delegation furthermore considered that if
the Indian Government's complaint that certain agree
ments had -been concluded by it with the Government
of the Unioll of South Africa and that those agree
ments had not been appropriately implemented, this
was of course a question of the interpretation of an
agreement which, if it could not be solved by
discussions between the two Governments, might be
the subject of a resort on the part of either or both
Governments to the International Court of Justice or
arbitration. The South African contention that no
international agreement exists, could be similarly
investigated.
What the General Assembly should seek was a
friendly agreement between the two States, which are
so closely linked, since they are part of the same
Commonwealth and fought side by side during the last
two wars. This should be sufficient to enable them
to find common ground for agreement.
This was what the General Assembly sought in 1946
when it approved the joint proposal then put forward
by France and Mexico. There was nothing in the .
French-Mexican proposal now before the Assembly
which might constitute a judgment upon the position
of one or other of the parties to the problem.
Mr. SETALVAD (India): Mr. Setalvad did not wish to
go into either the merits -of the question or the question
of competence. The former had been fuIly stated and
had not been controverted. The latter had been fully
debated in Committee and the Committee had by a
large majority pronounced itself against the plea that
the Assembly was not competent to go into the matter.
On the question of merits generally he wished to
state that the matter concerned not only India, but
every nation in that gathering. It concerned one of
the basic principles of the Charter--;-respect for human
rights and fundamental freedoms. The treatment of
Indians in South Africa was based on discrimination
on grounds of race and colour. Such discrimination
must lead not only to dissatisfaction and an impair
ment of relations between the two countries concerned,
but if not removed, would in the long run affect the
unity and success of the United Nations and, in the
view of his delegation and many others. be a potential
threat to the peace of the world.
Referring to the Indian resolution on the one hand
and the Franco-Mexican on the other, Mr. Setalvad
said that Indi~'s main purpose was to press the-matfer
to a quick solution, and for such a solution the largest
measure of agreement was helpful. India had always
been moved in all matters by a spirit of conciliation
in order to adjust all situations. If the large maidrity
thought the situation stood a greater chance of being
solved by the French-Mexican resolution his delega
tion would not press their own to a decision.
Mr. Louw (Union of South Africa) (verbatim text):
I wish to commence by e'xpressing my appreciation, as
the represel1tative of my country, which is the subject
of this matter, of the manner in which this debate hac;
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been conducted not only in this Assembly today, but
also in ,the Committee. With a few, shall I say,
regrettable exceptions-fortunately, only one or two
the tone of this debate this year, the third year in
succession, has been very copsiderably different from
the tone of the debate il< 1946, and again in 1947. May
I also particularly express my appreciation of the
at,titude taken by the representative of the Philippines.
He has given evidence of a desire to try to put an
end to what is generally called a dispute between two
nations but which, as I shall proceed to show, is in
fact not a dispute in the usually accepted sence of
that term. Bowever, I would express my apprecia
tion to him, and to the others in the Committee and
also in this Assembly, for the fact that this debate has
had a tope which is very considerably different from
that of 1946 and 1947.
The representatjve of India has just informed the
General Assembly that he does not intend to press
his resolution to a vote. I take it that we can assume
that, as the representative of France has so correctly
said, in view of the small majority, that resolution
naturally could not possibly hope to secure a two
thirds majority. But l~aving that aside for the moment,
I would say that I think that also is a sign of progress
in this matter, which I welcome.
We have had a somewhat extraordinary fact this
year il} connection with this debate. I do not think
it ~as happened before in connection with many other
debates. It is that the Committee has come to the
Assemb!y with two resolutions.
These resolutions, it would appear to every repre
sentative present here, differ very considerably both
as to content and purpose, and one could only assume
that in taking that action ,of submitting two resolutions
differing so considerably both in content and purpose,
one could only assume that the First Committee was
in two minds on this matter and then decided to make
two varying recommendations. I think it is a very
sensible procedure. RattIer like a man who goes to
the [aces and is not very ' sure, so he puts his money
on two horses in the same race at different odds. But
it has served its purpose and perhaps it was a wise thing
to do under the circumstances.
In spite of the fact that the representative of India
has now intimated that he does not intend to proceed
with his resolution, leaving only one horse, shall I say,
in the field, tlie fact does remain, as regards also that
remaining resolution, as far as the Government of the
Union of South Africa is concerned, that while that
remaining resolution marks a tremendous advance
compared with the resolutions that we have had in the
past. it does entail that interference in the domestic
affairs of a Member State, in view of the fact that the
persons to whom that resolution refers-who are the
subject of that resolution-are citizens of the Union of
South Africa.
In the circumstances, and in view of the fact that
one does not know when such charges may be made
again in the future, and in view of the vital importance
to the Union of South Africa of this matter, I find it
necessary-I shall try to deal with it as briefly as
possibl~to once more submit the stand of the Govern
ment of the Union of South Afri:ca that we consider
this matter to be essentially and entirely within the
domestic jurisdiction of the Union of South Africa, and
that it is, consequently, a matter in which the United
Nations does not have the right to intervene.
In the Committee I did not take part in the discussion
on the merits. I did not take part in the discussion on
the merits, because I wanted to be perfectly sure that
it would not be assumed that by participating in a
discussion on the merits o( the complaints, I was thereby
acknowledging or admitting the competence of the

First Committee or of this Assembly to deal with this
matter. I intend following the same procedure today.
I do not intend dealing with the merits of the com
plaint and will confine myself entirely to this matter
of competence which we regard as a matter of the
very greatest importance, not only to the Union of
South Africa, but also to the United Nations.
I made a very full satement on this matter in the
First Committee, a statement which I may say was
the result of a considerable amount of research,
particularly into the discussions that took place at San
Francisco when the United Nations was founded.
The Indian representative in the Committee made a
statement-and I think it is necessary to refer to it
again today-that this matter of competence, the
question as to whether or not this is an intervention in
the dome,stic affairs of the Union of South Africa. had
been decided at the session of 1946 and again at the
session of 1947. I wish to point out that neither in 1946
nor in 1947 was the General Assembly. in our opinion.
competent to entertain this dispute. Our attitude is
that on both those occasions the General Assembly
assumed for itself a competence which it did not in fact
possess. But then I also have to point out that on that
occasion the matter of competence. the question of
jurisdiction, was confused with the merits of the com
plaint. It was not dealt with separately.
There has also been some reference to-day to the
Chilean complaint which appeared before this Gen:!ral
Assembly during the past few weeks. There was also
reference in the First Committee to the Mjndszenty case.
I wish to poitlt out that in both those cases the matter
of interpretation of Article 2. paragraph 7 of the
Charter, was not dealt with as a separate issue. In
both those cases the matter of competence and the
matter of the merits were confused. In the Mindszenty
case it was confused with the matter of the peace
treaties, since the peace treaties also had certain
provisions relating to fundamental human rights. In the
case of the Chilean complaint, it was confused or
merged. shall I say, with the matter of diplomatic
immunities. Therefore, the members will see-and I
think the records of the United Nations will show
that this matter of competence. the interpretation of
Aricle 2. paragraph 7 of the Charter, has never been
dealt with or voted upon or treated as an entirely
separate issue. It has always been confused with other
issues, and that, I submit, is the reason why we have
never yet in the past been able to get a clear decision as
to exactly what that particular Article in the Charter
means.
I want to make another point. I think it is necessary
that the ,representatives should know it. I made the
same point in the Committee discussion. that whereas.
in the past, this complaint of the Government of India
has related only to Indians in South Africa, on this
occasion it has gone further; the complaint which was
laid before the General Assembly also deals with Asians
and what they call "other non-whites". My sub
mission is that it shows to what lengths interference in
the domestic affairs of so'vereign states is sought to
be carried.
May I point out that South Africa is not the only
country where there are certain minorities. As a matter
of fact, may I point out something that I think is not
generally appreciated, that in the Union of South Africa
the minority problem is the white problem; that is the
minority problem in our country. But South Africa
is not the only country with minorities. South Africa
is not the only country with separate racial groups or
religious groups. And I suggest that if this principle is
adopted and followed by the United Nations. then there
is no saying where it is going to end and to what extent.
in the future, there is going to be interference in the
domesic affairs of a state. in relation to the subjects of
a state, by the United Nations and its organs.
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The whole matter turns on the interpretation of
Article 2, paragraph 7 of the Charter. I am not going
into the whole matter, but I do suggest to representatives
who are interested in it, and who should be interested
in the matter because it deals with he whole structure
and , I suggest. also the future of the United Nations,
that they might do well to read the discussion that
took place in the First Committee during the past week.
And if I might point out something, which I tlunk
cannot be sufficiently emphasized, it is that Article 2
-of which paragraph 7 is only a paragraph
commences with the words that
"The Organization is based on the principle of
the sovereign equality of all its Members."
The use of that word "sovereign" in Article 2, by
the founders of the United Nations, was a deliberate
use. It was intended to make sure that the United
Nations is based upon that principle. I submit that
Article 2, paragraph 7, is the cornerstone of the
foundation upon which the United Nations rests.
That article is the safeguard of the principle of
national sovereignty. Article 2, paragraph 7 further
entrenches that principle by the provision that the
United Nations shall not interfere in the domestic
affairs of any state.
I want to point out something else. There has been
much talk in the Committee-we have had the same
statement here today-in reference to fundamental
human rights. One of the speakers today said that it
could not possibly have been intended by the founders
of the Charter that fundamental human rights should
be eliminated, that fundamental human rights could
not be considered, because of that limitation in
Article 2, paragraph 7 of the Charter. May I point
out that Article 2, paragraph 7 of the Charter
commences with the words that " Nothing contained in
the present Charter . . . . " shall permit the United
Nations to interfere in the domestic affairs of any state.
I submit that those words "Nothing contained in the
present Charter . . .. " were not put in there in vain.
They were intended to have a specific meaning. Those
words have an overriding effect; they were put in there
so as to prevent anybody, on some pretext or other,
from saying that something else in the Charter could
be used as a pretext for intervening in the domestic
affairs of a Member State.
May I point out to the representatives here today
that where there is this difference of opinion which
there is as to the meaning of Article 2, paragraph 7,
I submit that in those circumstances the correct cou rse,
if we want to arrive at a correct interpretation of that
Article, is to go back to San Francisco. May I suggest
in all deference-and not in any patronising way, let
me assure you- that for the future of this Organization
it would perhaps be as well if all members of this
Organization would occasionally go back and read the
discussions that took place in San Francisco, so as to
satisfy themselves what the intentions were of those
who established the United Nations.
What appears very clearly from the discussions at
San Francisco was that a very strong fight was put
up there to safeguard sovereign autonomy, and the
leader in that fight was the President of our Assembly,
the present President, Mr. Evatt, the representative of
Australia. We have today heard again- we also heard
it in the Committee- about fundamental human rights.
It.is suggested that fundamental human rights provide
an exception to that provision in Article 2, paragraph
7. May I remind this General Assembly, as I
reminded the Committee, that at San Francisco a
proposal was adopted to limit the scope of Article 2,
paragraph 7, . by having an exclusion as regards
fundamental human rights. The proposal was put
before that Committee, before that Assembly, that a

clear violation of essential liberties and human rights
-they opposed such a resolution-should be regarded
as sufficient justification for intervention in domestic
affairs. The attempt was there made to exclude
fundamental human rights. Under the leadership of
our President, Me Evatt, that proposal was defeated by
the members who founded the United Nations.
I think it can be a matter of pride to this Assembly
that its President today was the man who there took the
lead in safeguarding the rights of smaller nations.
One of the representatives who spoke trus afternoon
referred to the fact that I said that the Great Powers
were able to protect themselves by the exercise of the
veto. No, I did not say that in the Committee. What
I did say was that you, Mr. President, who lead that
fight there, were the man who there warned the smaller
nations to be careful, that Mr. Evatt pointed out that
they did not have this anchor, and that if they did not
have this safeguard to protect their sovereign autonomy,
there would be interference in their domestic affairs,
and that the smaller nations would be in a less
privileged position than the Great Powers, who had the
power of the veto to protect themselves if a matter
should come to the Security Council. I was merely
quoting Mr. Evatt on that occasion.
What is very clear from the discussions at San
Francisco was that there were fears expressed that
the principle of domestic jurisdiction might be infringed
in other ways. For instance, we have heard it stated
in the course of this debate in the Committee and in
previous years-that there is a certain situation which
has arisen between the Governments of .India and the
Union of South Africa, thlit it might lead to friction
and that on that ground the General Assembly was
enitled to intervene. That possibility was discussed at
San Francisco, and it was there generally felt that that
should not be regarded as a reason for interference.
And again it was our President, Mr. .Evatt, who
proposed the amendment to insert the words" enforce
ment measures under" in Article 2, paragraph 7, of
the Charter because he was afraid that there might be
an intervention at a stage where it was not necessary.
On that occasion there was also a statement made by
the representative of the United Kingdom. I would
particularly direct the attention of members to that
statement when he said
" that the principle of domestic jurisdiction should
not be infringed until and unless a question in dispute
had become the cause of such serious <Iifferences that
it might lead to war."
It was not only Australia and the United Kingdom
who there insisted that there should be precautions
taken so that the principle of sovereignty should be
safeguarded. The United States also made a very
important statement on that occasion and it was Mr.
Dulles, the present leader of the , United States delega
tion, who made this statement there. He said:
"Paragraph 7 of Aricle 2 presents a new and
basic principle governing the entire Organization,
namely, that the Organization in none of its branches,
in none of its organs, shall intervene in what is
essentially the domestic life of its member states."
Then, he made this statement which I think it would
be well to repeat today, as it might become one of the
slogans and directives, I should say, of o,ur Orgariiza
tion. These were his words:

" And so it is that we lay down a broad directive,
a, general principle. We have general principles
which tell members that they must refrain from doing
certain things, and now we have a principle which
says to the World Organization, 'You, too, must
refrain from doing certain things; you must refrain
from intervening in the domestic affairs of any
member state.' "
This is a very important arid a very cogent pronounce
ment.
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I do not think that it is necessary to add any more to
what I have said regarding what the intentions were of
those who founded the United Nations except to say
this: that if one listens to the debates and speeches that
have been made in the Committee and here, it is clear
that in regard to this matter, the United Nations is
moving away- and I say this in all seriousness-from
San Francisco. The United Nations is moving away
from the intentions of its founders .
In order to get past the exceptions in Article 2 (7)
certain arguments have _been raised. One of these is
that treaty obligations do not provide an exception to
the operation of that rule. Again I should like to refer
to the statement which was made, also by the
representative of the United States of America, Mr.
John Foster Dulles, on that occasion. Dealing with the
matter of international treaties, he said that it was
argued that this was a matter to which the rules of
international law applied by virtue of the fact that we
were signatories of the treaty. Then Mr. Dulles put
the following question. Dealing with this matter of
international law and of the Ch.arter of the United
Nations being an international document, he asked:
" Does it mean if you have a treaty that deals with.any
subject such as international law, tbat the subject which
is dealt with by treaty is no longer domestic? Does it
mean that because the Charter is a treaty which makes
international law, every step with which it deals is no
longer a matter of domestic jurisdiction?"
Then Mr. Dulles gives the reply to that question, and
he says, "If so, if these are matters of international
law, then the whole purpose of that limitation in Article
2, paragraph 7, is done away with, because it would
mean that all these matters we talk about-this whole
social life of any state or the whole social life of any
state which is dealt with by this Charter-would, under
that interpretation of the international law · phrase, be
no longer a mater of domestic jurisdiction, and there
fore the whole effect of the limitation in Article 2,
paragraph 7, would be swept away."
In connection with our particular matter it has been
alleged-and alleged again today-that there was an
agreement between the Government of India and the
Government of the Union . of South Africa. That is
the so-called Cape Town Agreement. At every previous
General Assembly-in 1946, in 1947, and again in the
Committee two days ago-we have pointed out and
have given definite proof that there never was any
agreement, in the international sense of the term,
between the Government of India and the Government
of the Union of South Africa. All that happened was
this. There was a number of these Indians in the Union
of South Africa-South African citizens. The Indian
Government, taking an interest in people of its own
racial origin, wished to come to some arrangement with
the Government of the Union of South Africa, and as
a result of talks that took place in Cape Town, it was
arranged between the two governments that those
Indians who wished to be repatriated to India could go,
that we would facilitate this at our end and that the
Indian Government would facilitate it at the other end.
That agreeme'nt-that arrangement between the two
countries-petered out within a year or two. It petered
out for two reasons. In the first place the Indians who
went to India came back to South Africa under the
three months arrangement. They found that they
were far better off in South Africa than they were in
India. The bulk of them returned to South Africa.
Those who did not return, wrote and told their friends
in South Africa to stay put and ~hat they were better
off where they were, and our contention is that as far
as India was concerned there was not ·the necessary
co-operation at its end, so that the whole agreement
petered out.

Right from the start it was agreed between the two
Government that this was merely an arrangement, a
declaraion of policy, and nothing else. At no stage
not until 1946 when this matter was brought before
the General Asembly for the first time-did the Indian
Government ever claim that there was an agreement or
that there were treaty obligations. What happened
was that this arrangement came to an end long before
the expiry of the time envisaged for its duration. In
1932 India again sent a delegation to South Africa,
this time to discuss the question of a probable coloniza
tion scheme. On that occasion the leader of the Indian
delegation made it very clear that there wns no agree
ment in the sense in which it is now being interpreted.
Thus, there is no agreement, there never was any
agreement, and the 'arrangement to which I have
referred was never regarded as an agreement either
by the Government of the Union of South Africa or
by the Government of India, The then Viceroy of
India-in those days there was still a Viceroy
speaking on behalf of tb,e Indian Government in the
Indian Legislature, declared in 1925, before the so
called agreement was concluded: "We recognise the
position of the Union Government must be respected
and that no claim can be sustained by us in India
for a right to interfere in their domestic affairs." This
statement of the Viceroy was confirmed in a subse
quent statement to the Indian Assembly in which he
said that my Government were particularly careful,
as they had to be-that was afterwards-that no
impression of interference in . domestic affairs was
conveyed.
There was not and never has been an agreement in
the usual sense of the term, and the arrangement to
which I have referred-the so-called agreement
petered out many years ago shortly after it was
entered into.
So much for the suggestion that there was an agree
ment between the two parties. There was no such
agreement, and we do not admit that there was any
such agreement.
In regard to the suggestion that fundamental human
rights provide an exception to this rule I should like
to say a few words, and I think that it is necessary
to the Organization that we should know exactly what
is meant when we speak of the objectives of funda
mental human rights in the Charter.
We have again and again, particularly in the
Committee and, I believe, once more to-day, heard
the suggestion, which seems to be in the minds of
some representatives, that they are afraid that if our
claims to domestic jurisdiction were conceded, then
the human rights provisions of the Charter would be
inoperative. As someone said to-day, they would then
be trivial. This difficulty was very clearly expressed in
the Committee by the representative of the United
States. He said that he suggested that while full effect
must b"e given to Article 2 (7), it could not readily be
assumed that this paragraph-and I quote his words
" was intended to render the numerous references to
human rights and fundamental freedoms in the
Charter entirely meaningless". He said further that
the United States delegation was opposed to any effort
to erase by interpretation the human rights.clauses
from the Charter. May I say very emphatically that
the delegation of the Union of South Africa does not
propose to do anything of the kind?
Let me state emphatically that we do not propose
to render these references to human rights entirely
meaningless. We want to uphold the Charter, not to
destroy it. And, let me add, neither do we want to see
the Charter amended by a process of interpretation
which is taking us further and further away from
San Francisco, and further and further away from the
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intentions. of the founders of the United Nations. But
we do contend-and I should like to invite particular
attention to this- that there is a very clear distinction
between the pursuit of the objectives of the Charter
by general measures and procedures. on the one hand.
and. on the other. the prosecution of a specific charge
against a particular state.

There was much discussion at San Francisco. Fear
was expressed at San Francisco concerning Article 56
of the Charter. which says:
" All Members pledge themselves to take joint
and separate action in ~o-operation' with the
Organization for the achievement of the purposes
set forth in Article 55 ."

The Charter sets up general objectives of an econo
mic. social. cultural and humanitarian nature. Wher
ever we find reference in the Charter to human rights
and fundamental freedoms. we at the same time find
a reference in precisely the same terms to economic
and social matters. In fact. economic and social
objectives are referred to more often than human
rights and fundamental freedoms. It has often been
pointed out in the course of debates that human
rights and fundamental freedoms are mentioned seven
times in the Charter. May I point out that economic
and social matters are referred to no less than nine
times as objectives. We do not propose to render
meaningless or to erase these references. but it is of
the utmost importance that we realise that what we
accept in relation to human rights and fundamental
freedoms must inevitably be accepted also in regard
to economic. social and cultural matters. such as
standards of living. full employment. health. and
other matters.

The argument has been used against the Union of
South Africa that the word " pledge" in the above
Article means an engagement on our part. There was
much discussion at San Francisco on that matter. It
was clear that the representatives were afraid that that
Article might involve interference in the domestic
affairs of Member States. and they adopted a resolu
tion. But, again, the United States representative was
among the first to express misgivings about Article 56.
He said that the wording was not altogether satisfac
tory and reserved the position of his delegation.
Again. it was the representative of Australia who took
the lead. He assured the Committee that there could
be no ground for fear that the principle of domestic
jurisdiction would be endangered . He stated:
"Behind the view of this Committee there is the
intention that certain purposes and objectives
be regarded as important objectives to be achieved
by Members of the Organisation."
It will be noted that he spoke of objectives, and not
of obligations. And then he proceeded as follows:
"That means that we will co-operate with each
other to try and achieve those objectives. and we
shall each within our own jurisdiction do our best
to achieve those objecti¥es in each of our own lands
and each in our own way."
Then the representative of Australia on that occa
sion came to the point and said:
. "Article 56 involves no interference whatsoever
with the fundamental principle that matters of
domestic jurisdiction are exclusively the concern of
each Member State. The methods of carrying out
these objectives are of course another matter; they
must be left to the action of each Member State
with exclusive jurisdiction over its own affairs and.
on the international side. to action by agreement
between the states."

The question. it appears to me. is whether the
Charter enables this Organization to entertain specific
charges in regard to each and everyone of all these
matters against particular countries. or. whether it
means that the achievement of these objectives must
each in the same way be sought along the lines of
general measures. of guidance and encouragement. and
of assistance where assistance is asked for. My delega
tion has no hesitation in answering this question. We
say that the terms of the Charter make it clear that
only such general measures are envisaged . As I poin
ted out in the First Committee. it is significant that
Article 1 (3). which is basic for the formulation of
the objective with which we are at present concerned.
speaks only in general terms of the achievement of
international co-operation in promoting and encoura
ging respect for human rights and fundamental free
doms. Also. Article 56. which has been used in this
charge against the Union of South Africa. speaks of
joint and separate action in co-operation with the
Organization; but may I emphasise ' that word
" co-operation "- " in co-operation with the Organi
zation". It is quite clear that what the Charter provi
des for is a general co-operative effort, and not action.
in whatever form. directed against . a particular state.
r submit that that is not the intention of the founders
of the Charter. That also appears from the nature of
the procedures expressly established by the Charter
for the attainment of the objectives to which r have
referred. These procedures include initiation of
studies, general discussions, general recommendations.
conventions. ne~otiations for the creation of
specialised agencies. the creation of a Human Ri~hts
Commission in the economic and social fields. These
procedures are of a general nature calculated to
stimulate economic. social and cultural improvement,
and from the very nature of their task they were never
intended. we contend. to serve as a means of direct
interfer<V1ce in the domestic affairs of Member States.
Indeed. it was to negative this possibility. to guard
against such interference. that the San Francisco reso
lution was adopted by th~ plenary session of the
Conference.
What was that San Francisco resolution? Articles
55 and 56 were fully discussed at the San Francisco
Conference. Article 55 lays down certain objectives
(a), (b), and (c) Sub-paragraph (a) relates to economic
and social matters; · (b) to similar matters. and (c) to
human rights and fundamental freedoms.

will

The records show that there was long and
considerable discussion. The Members assembled at
San Francisco were nervous that these objectives
regarding fundamental· human rights mig'ht be
regarded as an interference in the domestic affairs of
Member States. The matter was sent to a sub-com
mittee. The sub-committee reported that there was
much discussion on this matter. There was a fear that
this might involve interference in domestic affairs,
And now we come to this very important decision
which was taken by the sub-committee and which was
afterwards endorsed by the Committee. and finally
endorsed by the full plenary session of the San
Francisco Conference, 1 shall now read it to this
Assembly: 
"When presenting his report the Rapporteur,
Mr. Alfaro, said that the Organization was enlisting
the co-operation of Member States , in seeking t,he
achievement of certain positive goals. T-hese. he
said. included standards of living. full employment.
conventions on economic and social progress. and
universal respect for and observance of human
rights and fundamental freedoms."
And then the Chairman said:
"The report also contained the following state
ment: 'Commission II has also agreed to include
in its records the statement that nothing contained
in this Chapter IX of the Charter can be construed
as giving authority to the Organization to intervene
in the domestic affairs of Member States ',"
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That is the reply of the Union of South Africa [0
the argument that any charge relating to a violation
or fundamental treedoms and human rights can be
regarded as an exception to the limitations of Article
1. ~7) ot the Charter. I would suggest that, so long as
that statement stands· in . the records of the San
t'rancisco Conference, it constitutes an injunction to
lhis Ass~mbly not to interfere in the domestic affairs
of any particular state with regard to any alleged
contraventions of fundamental freedoms and liberties.
May I say that we i1l.._South Africa have never yet
denieo the objectives of the Charter in respect ot
human rights and fundamental freedoms. We haye
signed the Charter; we ha ve accepted the Charter.
But the Charter which we accepted and the Charter
which we signed was the Charter adopted at San
l-raneisco. We have signed the Charter as interpreted
by those who founded the United Nations at San
Francisco. That is the Charter by which we stand.
'fo tne extent that the Charter deals, as I have indica
ted, with the matter of human rights and fundamental
lreo;:doms, we in South Africa are prepared to carry
out to the full the provisions of the Charter.
I stated in the Committee-and I wish to repeat
the statement now for thc information of the
Assembly-that extravagant charges have been
made-we have had a sample of this again to-day
against the Union of South Africa, to the effect that
the Union denies certain of its citizens fundamental
rights and -freedoms. The Union of South Africa
indignantly denies that charge, as it has denied it on
two previous occasions. We say that those basic
human rights and · fundamental freedoms which have
always been recognised in international law in the past
have not been denied to any of our citizens in South
Africa, of whatever race, colour or religion. But we
do say-and we say this most decidedly-that we are
not prepared to go beyond the provisions of the
Charter. We say that the citizens of our country enjoy
fundamental freedoms; they enjoy human liberties and
freedoms perhaps to a greater degree than many other
citizens in many other countries.
Certain proposals have been put forward. The
representative of India has indicated that he does not
. intend to press for a vote on the proposal made by
his Government. and. under those circumstances. 1
shall not deal with it. There is the alternative proposal
submitted by the delegations of France and Mexico.
As I indicated at the beginning of my speech. that
proposal is imbued with a very different spirit from
that which has animated past proposals. However.
inasmuch as even this proposal suggests the right to
intervene in a domestic affair between two States. 1,
as the representative of the Union of South Africa.
am not able to vote for it.
It has been said by the representative of France,
and by other representatives, that the intention of
this proposal is to bring the two parties together. If
that is the intention-and I accept fully that it is the
sincere intention-then, may 1 suggest that strings
should not be attached to the proposal. For there is
a string attached to this proposal. Certain representa
tives may deny that this is so. However. I would
suggest that the inclusion of the words "purposes and
principles of the Charter of the United Nations and
the Declaration of Human Rights ':-and particularly
the latter words-can and will be interpreted, not only
in South Africa but perhaps also in India, as a sug
gestion that, in the past, South Africa has not observed
the principles of the Charter and has violated funda
mental freedoms. 1 suggest that, if there is a real
desire-and I accept it as being a real desire-that
there should be an end to this matter, the purpose is
not going to be achieved by putting anything in a

proposal which is even likely to be given another
mterpretation. May 1 again make clear mat, in saying
this, I am not for one moment suggesting that Soutn
Africa IS not prepared to abide by fundamental free
doms, as set out in the Charter. However, inasmuch
as previous complaints against South Africa-in 1946
and 1947-have said tllat we had violated the Charter
and fundamental freedoms, I think that any reason
able man in this Assembly would agree that the
insertion of these words is liable to be given that
interpretation, and, to that extent, it is going to impede
the intention of those who are anxious to see an end
to this trouble.
I would remind representatives of what happened
in 1946. A resolution was adopted at that time. The
representative of France has said that there was
nothing in that resolution to which exception could
really have been taken. With very great deference. I
beg to say that I cannot agree with him. The second
paragraph of that resolution said that it was the
opinion of the Assembly "tpat the treatment of
Indians in the Union should be in · conformity with
the international obligations under the agreements
concluded between the two Governments and the
relevant provisions of the Charter." I have shown that
there is no agreement and . that there never was an
agreement. But here there is a clear indication. a clear
charge. that we have not acted in conformity with
international obligations and with the relevant provi
sions of the Charter.
Well, what happened? After this resolution was
passed in 1946. Pandit Nehru. the Prime Minister of
India, wrote a letter to Field-Marshal Smuts. the then
Prime Minister of · the Union of South Africa. He
said that the General Assembly had taken a decision.
and he suggested that he and Marshal Smuts might
get together to discuss matters in the light of the
resolution. Marshal Smuts wrote back to point out
that unilateral action was still being taken by India
against South Africa. He pointed out that there was
a suggestion in the resolution that South Africa was
b~ing regarded as the defendant. as the accused. as
the guilty person. He said: "If we want to discuss this
matter. let us start with a clean slate. Do not let us
stand with these sanctions being applied against us.
Do not let us start with the suggestion that we are the
guilty party. Let us start on an equal footing."
I nave here a record of this corresponfience. After
having continued for a certain time. it broke down.
because Pandit Nehru. the Prime Minister of India.
said that further discussions between our Governments
could take place only on the basis of the United
Nations resolution.
Nothing further happened. There was further cor
respondence. but nothing happened and the talks did
not take place. I submit. and I sugg~st. that any reso
lution of this class which is being suggested now will
have the same effect. I therefore suggest to the French
and Mexican delegations. whom I know are sincere.
that there is an impediment in the resolution. and that
the resolution is going to meet the same fate as the
discussions which were initiated in 1946.
If the General Assembly wants to bring about an
end to this dispute. then I say: Come along with a
resolution which leads to nothing more than an invita
tion to the two parties to participate in such a discus
sion.

I should like to bring one further point to the atten
tion of the General Assembly. I brought this forward
in the First Committee. and I found that many ·repre
sentatives were not aware of the information which I
gave. We are continually being told of a dispute
between the Government of India and the Govern
ment of South Africa. We say that there is no such
dispute. there is no situation. So far as we are
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concerned, we have no dispute, and ttave never had
any dispute, as a Government with the Government
of India. We passed certain legislation dealing with a
section of our own subjects in our own country. and
thereupon the Indian Government came along and
The Indian
interfered.
Sanctions were applied.
Government recalled their . diplomatic represen
tative. the High Commissioner, and unilateral
action was taken against South Africa.
A
Reciprocity Act has been passed which is aimed at
South Africans. but what did we do? We have never
retaliated. We have taken in the past no sanctions
against India. So far as we are concerned. there is no
dispute. The High Commissioner left a young man
behind in his office at Cape Town, and we did not ask
for his return to India.
There has been. so far as we are concerned. no
dispute. We are going on in our own way and this. I
say to the General Assembly. is a one-sided dispute.
There is an old phrase which says that it takes two
to make a quarrel. So far as we are concerned. there
is no dispute between our Government and the
Government of India. The Government of India has
taken certain action against South Africa. which we
allege is in contravention of the terms of the Charter.
May I point ol,ltthat the unilateral ac:ion is contrary
to the terms and provisions and to the spirit of the
Charter. The bringing of this matter to the United
Nations. as I have pointed out, in our opinion. is not
consonant with the terms and interpretation of Article
2 (7) of the Charter.
J do feel that it should be realised that. so far as we
are concerned. there never has been. and there is not at
this moment, a dispute between the two Governments.
In these circumstances, it will be even more appreciated
why we. in South Africa. have to be very careful and
look at the terms of any resolution which is passed by
this General Assembly. even though this resolution
does not go as far as any previous resolutions. I would
even say that the words "provisions of the Charter"
should not be included. Why? Because the suggestion
is that we have violated these provisions. That sugges
tion has been made for two years running. and the
references to fundamental human rights have nothing
to do with what we do on fundamental rights. I have
said what our attitude is. The suggestion is that
because of the previous charges. our attention is being
directed to tl!em. because. in so many words. they haVe
been violated in the past. I suggest that is not the way
to bring an end to any trouble.

In conclusion. I want to say this. I have said again
and again. and I want to reiterate it. that we have
never denied fundamental human rights to any section
of our community. A large section of the Indian com
munity is prosperous. and many of them have grown
wealthy. They have entered into and occupied a large
part-in fact. some of the best sections-of the City of
Durban. In the country towns and Villages. they have
a monopoly of trade. and a complete monopoly in
certain parts of Natal. There are. I admit, sections of
the Indian community which are not so prosperous.
There are those who are poor. but I do say that even
the least privileged of the Indian community in Durban
and in Natal are no worse off than similar sections in
any country in the world. They are certainly far better
off than large and considerable sections of Indians in
their own country.
There has been reference made to the Indian popu
lation. The Indian representative. in his letter to the
Secretary-General. also spoke on behalf of Asians and
other non-whites. May I point out that the bulk of the
natives in South Africa live in their own territory,
especially reserved for them. where no white man "is
allowed to own ground and where he is not allowed to
trarl.e except by permit? May I point out that these

native territories are amongst the most fertile in the
country. I give the lie direct to any suggestion that the
natives of South Africa have been relegated to desert
and unfertile portions. I am a South African. I know
these territories. I !lave travelled through them. and
they are amongs~ the mQst fertile of any in South
Africa.
I say that. particularly in recent years. the natives
who have left their own territories and migrated to our
cities and towns are in less fortunate circumstances.
There has been a huge influx into the towns and. natu
rally. with a big influx and with war conditions and
with building materials being scarce. they are in poor
and difficult circumstances. as are a large section of the
European population. May I suggest that South Africa
is not the only country which has a housing problem?
May I point out something else. and something that
is not known? One of our big problems in South
Africa is the migration of. huge tribes of natives from
the neighbouring territories, who come to South Africa
in thousands over the two or three thousand wide long
frontier. because of the conditions under which they
can live in South Africa. where they can get old age
pensions. unemployment benefits and other benefits
which they cannot get elsewhere. That is one of our
problems which makes our multi-racial problems even
more difficult than they ever have been.
I want to say it is the policy of my Government to
reinstate those who have not yet become de-tribalised,
in their own territories. and there to provide them with
opportunities for development along their own lines
and in accordance with their own appetites. customs
and traditions. We in South Africa are tackling a big
and difficult job, but may I say, in all deference, that
our work is not eased and is not made less difficult by
the uninformed and very often malicious criticism that
is uttered here and at Lakl: Success. These critici.sms
are duly conveyed to those forces in South Africa
whose aim it is to stir up trouble and to create dis
agreement among the various sections of the non
European population.
We in South Africa have our political differences but
I want to repeat what I said in the Committee, that in
regard to this matter and in regard to this
intention or attempt on the part of the United
Nations to interfere in our affairs, that is a
matter on which we stand solidlv united. We in South
Africa do not wish to be told by people outside how'
to solve our problems. In that respect. we are no
different from any other nation. We resent interference
in our domestic affairs. particularly when we know. as
in this case, that the interference is unjustified.
I read to the First Committee a recent editorial from
a leading Opposition paper. the Cape Argus, which
stated very categorically and very clearly that that
paper stands behind the present Government on this
matter in the same way in which. when we were in the
Opposition. we stood by General Smuts and Mr.
Lawrence in this matter when they were here previously.
I quote this one paragraph from this month's issue of
the Cape Argus. a strong anti-Government paper;
"It might be added that in nothing are South
Africans more solidly united than in their resentment
of the attempts of the United Nations to encroach
upon the internal affairs of certain selected member
countries;"
.
I now quote from an editorial from the Cape Times
of Cape Town, a strong anti-Government paper and
one which not so 10ng ago very strongly criticised me
personally in regard to local affairs. The Cape Times,
referring to my address before the First Committee,
states ; 
"Mr. Louw's address to the Political Committee
was a warning to small nations of the threat to which
they will be exposing their own national sovereignty
by supporting India's suggestion to intervene in the
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Union's domestic affairs. Mr. Louw followed the
correct procedure in refusing to take any further part
ill the discussion except on the competency issue. If
the Committee supports India's case and recom
mends action to the .Assembly, then, logically, the
provisions of the Charter prohibiting intervention in
the domestic affairs of members should be re-drafted.
Mr. Louw has made the country's attitude clear. It
is anxious to help to make the United Nations effec
tive, but it cannot accept interv~ntion . To do so in
a country of such mixed and explosive racial elements
as South Africa, would be fatal."
That is the statement of a paper in opposition to the
present Government.
The Indian and Polish representatives tried to im
prove their case in the First Committee by quoting
certain selected portions from speeches of Field
Marshal Smuts. I should like to point out, however,
that those same delegations attacked General Smuts
when he headed the South African delegation in this
very hall in 1946 and when he took the same attitude
on this issue that I am taking to-day. They cannot
have it both ways.
As the leader of my country's delegation. I wish to
make this final remark: South Africa accepted and
signed the Charter as drafted at San Francisco and as
intended by the founders. But we cannot fail to note
the attempts which are being made to amend the
Charter invisibly in this fashion. Decisions of the
General Assembly are being given the force of law.
Already, for instance. the Declaration of Human
Rights, which at this stage is nothing more ~than a
declaration. and not yet a convention. is being described
here in the United Nations and in public statements as
being part of the Charter. which it is not. Most
alarming of all are the attempts which are being made
to interfere in the affairs of member states on various
pretexts, and particularly on the pretext that human
rights are being violated .
All this is leading to a grad ual undermining of the
principle of national sovereignty. I submit that the
United Nations is gradually moving away from San
Francisco and from the intentions of the founders.
There have been unpleasant moments for us in this
debate. although. as I have said. the spirit has been
far better than it was in the past. But such unpleasant
ness as there has been will be effaced if our delegation
can have the satisfu'ction of knowing that it has helped
to bring the United Nations back to its Charter. back
to the purposes for which it was founded .
Mr. CASTRO (El Salvador): All were in agreement
that the United Nations had the fundamental duty- a
duty which it could not avoid, of promoting respect for
fundamental rights and freedoms. The practical
question before the Organization at present was,
however. that the problem before it had led to a con
siderable cooling-off in the official relations between
two of its members. The United Nations was an
agency for peace and consequently it had competence
in all those cases in which there was tension between
two Member States. The present matter was obviously
of a serious and complicated nature since it had not
been possible to settle it within the British Common
wealth to which both parties belonged.
The delegation of El Salvaador felt that the Franco
Mexican resolution was conceived in more conciliatory
terms and therefore had a better chance of succeeding
in bringing India and South Africa together.
Mr. ST. Lo (Haiti): The representative of the Union
of South Africa denied the competence of the United
Nations General Assembly. In Joing this he was not
able to base his arguments on the fundamental provi
sions of the Charter. The text of the Charter in this
respect is perhaps not clear enough, but he disdained
to attach any importance to the spirit of the document,

which is the only proper method of interpretation, and
addressed himself more especially to the opinions of
the authors of the Charter. There was a danger in
interpretations made by reference to the intentions of
the authors of the text. The representative of the
Union referred to the opinions of the delegations. but
he did not always say whether the votes taken as a
result of the discussions had been consistent with the
opinions expressed.
The precise purposes of the United Nations are :
Firstly, to maintain international peace and security;
secondly, to develop friendly relations among nations
based on respect for the principle of equal rights;
thirdly. to achieve international co-operation in solving
international problems, and promoting and encouraging
respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms
for all without distinction as to race, sex, language or
religion. That is what the 58 members undertook to
ensure. They undertook to assist the Organization in
attaining these purposes. or, at any rate, to do nothing
to prevent the Organization from reaching these goals.
His delegation thought this was a formal commitment.
Article 6 of the Charter even went so far as to
provide for sanctions which might be taken against any
violator of the principles. These 'sanctions amount to
expulsion from the Organization by the General Assem
bly upon the recommendation of the Security Council.
If sanctions are provided for, it is because the im
plementation of the Articles are implicit in the Charter.
We must admit that the Organization has the right to
see whether all members are conforming to the commit
ments which they undertook. We must also admit, at
least as a second consequence, that even if sovereignty
of members remained absolute, their commitments
make them accept in good faith the bowing down of
their national sovereignty. How can the Organisation
find out within the frontiers of Member States whether
fundamental rights and freedoms of man are respected,
if it is said the Organization does not have the right to
see what is happening in these countries?

South Africa's contention that the whole matter was
one. of domestic jurisdiction was based on an 18th
century--or Nazi-German--concept of national sover
eignty.
The Declaration of Human Rights was a kind of
annex to the Charter. All along the strong point of
the argument of the representative of the Union of
South Africa had been to entrench himself behind a
narrow conception of hUqlan rights. This argument
could be valid before 10 December, 1947-the date
of the acceptance of the Declaration of Human Rights
-because the subjective notion could come into play.
10 December, 1947. however, represented the agree
ments of all Member States on the new conception.
From then on no place for any unilateral conceptions
could be left.
The Haitian delegation had asked for the re-insertion
of the reference to the Declaration in the Franco
Mexican proposal, because they did not want to show
that there was any absence of faith in this Declaration .
The question which had arisen was more than just a
humanitarian one. Thousands and thousands of human
beings were deprived of their most essential rights and
claimed the respect of these rights. When the cause
of mankind was being dealt with, no man could remain
indifferent.
Mr. SETALV AD (India): The question of competence
had been raised specifically in 1946, debated and
decided upon against the Union's contention. The
General Assembly had then made a specific recommen
dation.
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The question had been brought up under Article 10
of the Charter-which entitled the General Assembly
to discuss all matters within the scope of the Charter
-and under Article 14-which entitled it to recom
mend measures to ease any impairment of relations
between nations.
The whole question depended on the construction
which is put on the words of Article 2 (7), particularly
the words "matters which are essentially within the
domestic jurisdiction of any state ".
Professor Lauterpacht, Professor of International
Law at Cambrid.ge University and one of the world's
eminent international lawyers, in giving an opinion on
the legal implications of Article 2 (7), had said that the
Charter did not authorize "intervention". This,
however, only meant it did not authorize compulsive
legal processes on the part of the Organization. It did
not authorize peremptory demands accompanied by
endorsement or threat of enforcement, in the case of
non-compliance, for this was the ,accepted meaning of
" intervention n. Article 2 (7) did not, however, prevent
the Assembly or Economic and Social Council from
discussing and investigating situations arising from
complaints of violations of human rights. It did not
preclude a general recommendation to Members at
large and covering the subject-matter of the dispute.
Neither did it rule out a specific recommendation
addressed to the state directly concerned and drawing
its attention to the propriety of bringing about a
situation in conformity with the obligations of the
Charter. None of these measures constituted interven
tion. None of them amounted to legal compulsion.

This opinion had been accepted and acted on by the
Assembly in connection with .the Mindszenty case and
the Chilean complaint with regard to Russian wives.
More than this, the President of the Assembly had
stated~ before the General COll),mittee, in relation to one
of these matters, that "j{ any question was covered
by an Article of the Charter. that question would no
longer be a matter essentially within the domestic
jurisdiction of the State." '
Another reason why the matter could come before
the Assembly was that it fell within the scope of
Articles 55 and 56 of the Charter (Article 55 lists social.
. economic, cultural and human rights objective with the
United Nations shall promote. By Article 56. all Mem
bers pledge themselves to joint and separate action in
co-operation with the Qrganisation to achieve these
objectives).
Yet another argument why it was 'not a matter falling
essentially within domestic jurisdiction. was that it had
been the subject of treaty obligations.
There had also been a definite impairment in the
relations. between India and the Union of South Africa.
As for Mr. Louw's objection to the reference in the
French-Mexican proposal to the Declaration of Human
Rights. ·the Indian representative pointed out that the
whole substance of the issue between the two countries
arose because certain' provisions of the Charter on
human dignity and human rights were not being ob
served. A round-table discussion which did not take
these essential provisions into consideration, could not
result in any useful solution.

__Annexure
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Resolution Adopted by General Assembly on 14th May, 1949
"The General Aosembly. taking note of the applica
tion made by ' the Government of India regarding the
treatment of the people of Indian origin in the Union
of South Africa, as well as of the considerations put
forward by the Government of the Union, and having
examined the matter, invites the Governments of India,

Pakistan and South Africa to enter into discussions at
a round-table conference, taking into consideration the
purposes and principles of the Charter of the United
Nations and the Declaration of Human Rights."
Voting 47 to 1 (South Africa) with 10 abstentions.
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